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1. Introduction 

During the process of moving freight from origin to destination, consignors can choose from a set 

of different modes of transportation. The most common methods of moving goods across geographical 

distances discussed in literature and used in practice are airfreight, sea freight, rail freight, road freight 

or the so-called intermodal split. The existence of different modes results from inherent characteristics, 

advantages and disadvantages each mode has depending on a specific weight, volume, worth and dis-

tance that must be covered for any given shipment. The choice of transport mode can also be seen from 

the perspective of maximizing or minimizing one specific variable or the simultaneous optimization of 

a set of decision variables. Examples of decision variables mentioned in literature are flexibility, costs, 

velocity, sustainability, quality, frequency or reliability [1,2]. Determining the right mode of transpor-

tation is considered a complex process due to the amount of possible combinations in characteristics 

every available mode contributes and their combined impact on a desirable decision variable outcome 

[3]. 

When talking about last mile logistics, the dominant mode of transport is road freight [4,5]. The 

importance of road freight transportation for Business-to-Business (B2B) and Business-to-Customer 

(B2C) use cases can be explained due to their shared requirement of high flexibility which is necessary 

to reach all recipients within a distribution network to provide door-to-door service [6]. As long as the 

recipients’ locations are connected to a public road network – which holds true for most of the populated 

areas worldwide – there is a possibility to deliver freight via road transportation. Within the context of 

this thesis, road freight transportation is limited to the main task of moving freight via vehicles through-

out a road network. Loading and unloading, more generally considered as handling, is therefore not 

part of this research. Based on its importance to basic economic and social transactions, the research 

community is studying the topic of road freight transportation very extensively. 

 

Figure 1 Overview of selected digitalization trends in the field of road freight transportation. This figure 

does not account for completeness but is limited to recent focus in literature. 
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Examining recent publications within the field, a broad body of literature relating to the keyword 

“Digitalization” can be found. To understand the concept of digitalization, the root of its appearance 

and its impact on road freight transportation, the following section will give a suitable definition and 

discuss the trends established in this field of research. 

To begin with, key concepts of digitalization relevant within the road freight transportation context 

are defined by slightly modifying existing definitions found in literature. In general, Digitalization is 

considered an opportunity to improve efficiency, reduce costs, increase service levels and enable new 

business models driven by new technologies [7]. Technologies are defined as all tools, machines, data 

and information by which we produce and use them [8]. With operative margins being very small, the 

road freight industry always searches for ways to improve efficiency, reduce costs or increase service 

levels. Consequently, Digitalization is meant to be one the biggest key factors for road freight businesses 

being profitable in the future. To get an idea of the progress the road freight industry has made towards 

Digitalization, a closer look will be taken at the most important technologies. Taking recent literature 

into account, seven main technologies can be identified which are depicted in Figure 1. 

1.1.1. Internet of things 

Internet of things (IoT) refers to the connection of digital and physical assets which are often 

equipped with sensors and intelligence [9,10]. A sensor is an electronic component which observes and 

transmits a specific state of its environment. An exemplary application of IoT in road freight transpor-

tation is the concept of a so-called “digital twin”. A digital twin is a detailed digital model of a real-

world object which is used to monitor, analyze and simulate different states of the underlying, physical 

object [11]. In the context of road freight transportation, this means that the real-world object is usually 

the vehicle used to deliver the freight. This vehicle can be equipped with various sensors, e.g. Global 

Positioning System (generally referred to as GPS) sensors, axle load monitoring sensors, fuel consump-

tion monitoring sensors, headwind sensors or cargo space temperature sensors [12]. All sensors transmit 

data to a centralized data center, where further data analysis is performed. Practical applications of 

results generated from these analyses vary significantly. GPS data allows for freight tracking and im-

proved customer service [6] as well as monitoring the drivers’ behavior to give real-time information 

about excessive speeding in an attempt to prevent fatal accidents [13]. Aside from that, real-time route 

optimization based on GPS data can be performed to avoid traffic congestion and save operational time 

[14,15]. In combination with fuel consumption sensors, GPS data can be used to identify optimal fuel 

purchasing based on price and location [16]. Optimal speed profiles and gearing can be determined by 

analyzing wind sensor data [17]. Combining data from axle load monitoring sensors and GPS modules 

enables predictive maintenance of vehicles to prevent failure during operation and increase operational 

efficiency [12,13]. In addition to that, temperature sensors allow for monitoring the state of the cargo 

hold to identify and react to unintended storage conditions [6]. 

1.1.2. Block Chain 

Another well-studied technology in the field of road freight transportation is block chain technol-

ogy. A block chain is defined as a distributed database in the form of a decentralized ledger that is stored 

and replicated among all network participants [18]. Every ledger records encrypted transactions in a 

trustless environment [19]. Therefore block chains are immutable, transparent, secure, decentralized, 

irreversible and consensus-based [20]. The primary issues addressed via block chain technology within 

the context of road freight are related to collaborations across business entities. These collaborations are 

often lacking in terms of trust and communication standards [21]. Block chain technology might con-

tribute to address these issues by providing a shared and transparent platform to unify communication 

among different stakeholders along global supply chains in a standardized format [22,23]. This platform 

can also be a key factor when looking at the network of IoT devices. On top of streamlining communi-

cation, block chain provides a way to securely save sensor data without any possibility for malicious 

manipulation by any stakeholder. Freight owners can therefore be sure to get trustworthy information 
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about their freight and its environment [19,24]. When talking about collaboration between two or more 

parties in logistics, the scientific community mentions the term “control tower” as a new concept to 

eliminate trust issues among involved parties when collaborating horizontally [25]. The control tower 

is an independent third party that consolidates loads from different shippers, delegates load to carriers 

and distributes potential gains to the participants. The parties’ biggest concerns in the context of control 

towers are fairness and neutrality [4]. A block chain where everyone can securely save data and trans-

parently comprehend underlying mechanisms can help overcome these issues and help secure the ben-

efit of a control tower for everyone involved. Another opportunity to integrate block chain in road 

freight transportation are so-called smart contracts. Smart contracts can replace analogous and repeti-

tive paperwork by saving all relevant data immutably on the block chain. In addition to that, specific 

transactions can be executed automatically when certain conditions are met [26]. These smart contracts 

are stored in a user-specific setting on the block chain [18]. For example, saving information on the block 

chain about the unloading of freight at the recipient location can replace the confirmation signature and 

automatically trigger a payment. 

1.1.3. Automation 

In the context of this thesis, the term automation is defined as the implementation of electric or 

mechanical devices in business processes to reduce human labor [27]. Consequently, the primary factor 

of human labor that is to be reduced within road freight transport is the task of manually driving the 

vehicle. The body of literature proposes various ideas on how to implement automation in road freight 

transportation. An opportunity to completely replace human labor is to change the mode from road 

freight transportation with vehicles to drone delivery. Several prototypes of comparable concepts are 

already implemented by major companies like DHL, Swiss Post and UPS [28]. When taking the business 

models of these companies into account, one major disadvantage of drone deliveries is apparent: It is 

applicable only to small and light freight, especially parcels. Drones are physically and legally incapable 

of delivering bulky goods or pallets. The drones’ major advantage is the saving of human resources and 

therefore reducing the costs.  

Another interesting research topic is the concept of truck platooning. Platooning describes a group 

of trucks constantly communicating with each other to autonomously drive in column, resulting in a 

significant decrease of air resistance, in turn decreasing fuel consumption for all following trucks [29–

31]. To achieve these effects, only the first truck within a platoon is controlled by a human driver. Algo-

rithms control the following vehicles to keep the distance between the trucks as low as possible while 

retaining or increasing the level of safety. The results of less drag, vehicle-to-vehicle distance and higher 

safety levels are lower fuel consumption, better working conditions for drivers and less accidents 

[17,32]. Fewer accidents and lower fuel consumption directly result in decreasing operational costs. Bet-

ter working conditions for drivers could help to attract more people to apply for jobs as driver shortage 

is a main problem in the trucking industry today [33–36]. Furthermore, platooning could lead to less air 

pollution by burning less fossil fuel [37]. When talking about platooning, the driver is not entirely re-

placed. In contrast to that, the technology of driverless vehicles is widely called automated or autono-

mous vehicles. As the name suggests, automated or autonomous vehicles conduct the manual task of 

operating a vehicle without the support and guidance of a human operator. These vehicles can be sep-

arated by size into two categories: Autonomous delivery vehicles which are trucks without drivers and 

driverless pods which are small self-driving delivery robots [38]. When asking companies about the 

expected benefits of automated vehicles in the context of road freight transportation, the answers can 

be broken down to the following key message: Automated vehicles can help to reduce staff shortages 

and personnel costs which is in line with other automation scenarios [39]. 

1.1.4. Electric vehicles 

A widely discussed topic due to increasing environmental awareness within societies are electric 

vehicles. Electric vehicles are defined as motorized means of transport which are fueled by electricity 
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and operated by humans. In this context, two types of vehicles are commonly investigated: Electric four-

wheeled vehicles and electric bicycles [40]. The goal of the implementation of electric vehicles remains 

the same for most of the use cases. Switching from vehicles powered by fossil fuels to vehicles powered 

by renewable energy is meant to help reach decarbonization goals set by politics and society [41,42]. 

The technology of electric vehicles per se is studied extensively [43–47] whereas concrete implementa-

tions in freight transportation still present a significant gap in contemporary research [48]. Most electric 

transport vehicles and their documented use cases are designed around urban areas. Often, they are not 

adaptable to suburban or rural areas due to the predominant requirement of widespread charging in-

frastructures. To solve this problem, new design concepts based on specific needs of suburban and rural 

deliveries are realized [49]. Another limitation of electric vehicle implementation is the reduced range 

capacity until charging is needed. In contrast to combustion engine vehicles, charging a battery takes 

significantly longer than refueling a gas tank. The vehicle is blocked for a longer time and cannot be 

used for profitable purposes. A suggested solution is opportunity charging. Opportunity charging in-

tegrates quick recharging events during working hours. As a consequence, driving range requirements 

switch from daily driving distance to distance between two locations of planned charging activity [50]. 

The charging opportunities’ implementation forms vary from using public charging infrastructure to 

completely swapping the battery for a spare pack [51,52]. On the one hand, this decrease in range de-

mand would result in less battery capacity and therefore smaller and lighter batteries. The savings in 

weight and space can be used to increase the vehicles’ potential payload [53]. The savings in initial 

purchase costs can attract more logistic businesses to switch from combustion engine vehicles to electric 

vehicles. On the other hand, the dependency on charging infrastructure is enormous while the level of 

charging infrastructure remains one of the major concerns [54]. In addition to that, the time of charging 

within the working hours lead to higher personnel costs which lower the profit of logistic companies. 

In conclusion, the implementation of electric vehicles is not always suitable and should be discussed 

case-specific [55]. 

1.1.5. Data driven business models 

Digitalization can enable new business models within an analogous field [56]. Platforms (Platform-

as-a-Service, PaaS) are one breed of new business models driven by digitalization. They are variously 

defined but can be broken down into subsystems which are the basis for applications, processes and 

complementary technologies under development [57–59]. These platforms can take on four different 

tasks within the road freight transportation process: They can simplify transactions by matching the 

demand and supply for logistics operations. They can act as a long-term cooperation approach in the 

form of mutual investments. They can drive innovation by incorporating additional technologies and 

they can increase visibility by establishing end-to-end connectivity between business partners 

[22,57,60]. By performing one or more of these tasks, platforms affect the sustainability of freight 

transport. From an economic perspective, the use of capacity and loading space can be arranged more 

efficiently, less waste is produced (e.g., tires, well to tank) and time is saved. Fewer accidents and shorter 

time of deliveries lead to an improved social dimension of freight transport sustainability. Tackled en-

vironmental issues are the reduction of air pollution, reduction of noise and less congestion by decreas-

ing the required number of simultaneous vehicles due to load optimization. In the context of road 

freight transportation, the most interesting start-ups based on investment sums are digital freight for-

warders [61]. A digital freight forwarder is defined as a platform that acts as a market intermediary in 

freight transportation [62]. Mikl et al. [63] state that they differ from traditional freight forwarders re-

garding value proposition, value creation, value delivery and value capture, although traditional freight 

forwarders try to keep up with the fast-evolving start-ups. Value proposition implies the differentia of 

products or services to distinguish itself from competitors. Digital freight forwarders offer products, 

which are new to the logistics field such as online booking, standardized document management or live 

data. Taking a closer look at value creation, processes and resources of a firm, which create value, are 

discussed. Digital freight forwarders create value by selecting and contracting carriers and shippers like 

traditional freight forwarders. Additionally, promoting their platform is an important part of digital 
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freight forwarders’ business strategy. Value delivery is targeting the customers of a firm and its com-

munication systems. Traditional freight forwarders are often focused on specific customers or goods 

and communicate in traditional ways, mainly through in-person meetings or via phone and e-Mail. 

Their digital counterparts offer standard services to the mass market and communicate exclusively via 

digital channels. Digital freight forwarders use algorithms to calculate customized individual offers 

while traditional freight forwarders have generalized long-term contracts with limited customization 

options. In terms of cost structure, digital and traditional companies differ significantly. Most traditional 

forwarders own physical assets to fulfill the need of their customers whereas digital freight forwarders 

have almost zero physical assets. Due to major differences between business models, digital and tradi-

tional freight forwarders are not mandatory competitors. There are possibilities to collaborate and com-

plement each other. 

1.1.6. Business Intelligence 

Business Intelligence (BI) is a very interesting technology because, compared to the aforementioned 

technologies, it is the only one considered to be essential to ensure competitiveness [64,65]. BI is defined 

as a collection of information systems to transform data into information and information into 

knowledge to support decision-makers [66–68]. Due to its importance in both practice and research as 

well as its implications for this thesis, the next sections will cover common applications of BI in more 

detail. 

1.1.6.1. Route planning and optimization 

The first and most commonly considered application of BI in road freight transportation is route 

planning and optimization. Real-time route optimization was previously mentioned while examining 

IoT but, as it mainly requires algorithms and data analysis to formulate optimal routes, this section 

exclusively focuses on route planning [69]. Vehicle Routing Problems (VRPs) can be defined in several 

ways depending on the environment and given constraints [70]. This thesis covers the general Vehicle 

Routing Problem without excluding or focusing on specific implementations.  

Gayialis et al. [71] show the conceptual design of integrated web-based software to schedule deliv-

eries under various conditions. To overcome traffic uncertainties and take care of time-dependent con-

straints, travel time predictions based on historical data were developed. This information allows for 

robust routing in advance, which is supported by real-time optimization.  

A showcase in Spain shows that the VRP is solved much more efficiently when treated dynami-

cally. Alvarez et al. [72] used the Savings algorithm as well as the Tabu Search algorithm to test four 

scenarios. Scenario 1 minimized Euclidean distance, scenario 2 minimized real distance, scenario 3 min-

imized travel time under consideration of static congestion and scenario 4 minimized travel time under 

consideration of dynamic congestion. By taking dynamic traffic information from Google Maps into 

account, time savings up to 11% can be achieved.  

By solving a two-echelon VRP with a biased-randomized algorithm suited for parallel computing, 

do C. Martins et al. [73] achieve agile optimization to enable real-time decision-making. The proposed 

approach results in a runtime of milliseconds to compute results close to the best-known solutions. This 

enables computing in real-time after the integration of stochastic constraints without sacrificing the re-

sults’ quality.  

The VRP per se is considered NP-hard. In addition to that, incorporating (traffic) information to 

improve results’ stability increases computational times even more. Sbai and Krichen [74] developed a 

parallel Spark Genetic algorithm to deal with big data in the context of Vehicle Routing Problems while 

remaining within bounds of acceptable computing times. On the one hand, the presented architecture 

delivers good results in terms of performance. On the other hand, it is only minimizing the total dis-

tance. This contradicts the aforementioned well-researched fact that it is necessary to incorporate travel 

time predictions to find the most efficient routes. 
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1.1.6.2. Travel time prediction 

The most important enabler of robust route optimizing is travel time prediction. Because of this 

fact, it has gained a lot of attention in contemporary research. A survey analyzing the body of literature 

and interviews with 230 truckers found out that traffic congestion is by far the most important cause of 

delay. Other factors reported influencing travel times like weather conditions and accidents are mostly 

related to congestion as they are root causes of congestion [75]. Besides that, one of the main findings is 

the fact that arrival time or travel time is significantly influenced by the time of departure. Conse-

quently, travel time predictions should always be time-specific. 

Zhao et al. [76] present a gated recurrent unit model to predict truck-specific travel times. They 

imply that trucks are not allowed to travel on all streets in a network. Because of that, they gather GPS 

data from truck vehicles only, match them onto a network and predict future travel times. The results 

show predictions with Mean Absolute Percentage Errors (MAPEs) below 10% for most use cases. Travel 

times on days with accidents are much harder to predict and therefore produce MAPEs of 15% and 

above depending on the applied parameter optimization algorithm. 

A deep learning approach with stacked auto encoders developed by Lv et al. [77] is supposed to 

deliver much better results. With the help of a greedy layer-wise unsupervised learning algorithm to 

pretrain the deep network, it is possible to predict traffic flow with an accuracy of over 93% within time 

intervals of 15 to 60 minutes. Traffic flow refers to the number of cars crossing a measuring-point within 

a given time interval. Data collection to train and test the network was done by 15,000 individual detec-

tors, which are deployed state-wide in freeway systems across California. The big downside of this 

implementation is that the current flow must be known to predict the future flow. The current flow is 

not available in real-time in most cases as its underlying data tends to be derived from government-

controlled devices. 

Another way to predict travel times is proposed by van Lint [78]. He uses a state-space neural 

network to predict travel times directly from real-time traffic data collection systems. With a mean ab-

solute relative error of 5.4% on a 13 kilometer highway section with 27 inductive loops to gather training 

data. The training set was totaling over 375,000 data sets distributed over 1,071 days. The test set con-

tained over 41,000 data sets from 118 days. This thesis concludes that significant criteria for good travel 

time predictions are accuracy, robustness concerning data quality as well as adaptivity due to changing 

conditions. 

Wang et al. [79] are using data from GPS sensors and dual-loop detectors to investigate the relation 

between speed and density measures. A k-means cluster analysis algorithm is designed to predict travel 

speeds dependent on given traffic densities in Washington State, USA. The measurements took place in 

a two- and three-mile highway section with MAPEs of 7.33% and 5.55 %. Although the results seem to 

be good at first, the methodology once again requires loop data to predict travel speeds, which are often 

not available in real-time. 

1.1.6.3. Freight volume forecasting 

Another widely researched topic within the field of BI in road freight is freight volume forecasting 

[80]. Knowing future demand lets carriers better utilize their human resources and physical assets. Dur-

ing fluctuations, they can react with short-term outsourcing or tender excessive capacity on freight plat-

forms. To predict future freight volume, different methods can be found in the body of literature. 

Mrowczynska et al. [81] implement Holt-Winters double exponential smoothing supported by an 

Artificial Immune System (AIS) and compare the results to predictions from a Bayesian network. They 

use yearly aggregated data to forecasts road freight volume in Poland. The MAPE on both models is 

2.56%. While this appears as very good performance at first glance, the authors only used a set of 9 

training data points and one test data point. These numbers seem too low to make reliable and general-

izable statements. Another problem of this study is the forecasting interval of one year as road freight 

service providers must handle weekly or even daily fluctuations. 
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Other models to predict freight volume are simple linear regression, non-linear regression and 

multiple linear regression [82]. All methods can use the gross domestic product as independent variable. 

Researchers show that the simple linear regression is best fitted to predict the freight volume in Shang-

hai. With a fit (R²) of 0.89 and an average MAPE of 5.29%, it delivers satisfactory results. Three problems 

can be identified when looking at the methodology. It is to be criticized that the number of data points 

is very low (10) as seen in the study of Mrowczynska et al. [81]. In addition to that, the forecasting 

interval of one year is too long for the application of road freight. The most remarkable problem is the 

independent variable the prediction is based on. The freight volume is predicted with the gross domes-

tic product of the matching year. This means that to predict freight volume of the upcoming year the 

gross domestic product of exactly this upcoming year must be known. 

To predict monthly freight volumes, Fite et al. [83] reference a combination of 107 different eco-

nomic and industrial indices in addition to a 31-month data set of actual loads from one of the world’s 

largest truckload carriers to formulate a multiple linear regression model. The authors state that changes 

in trucking volume would most likely follow changes of one or more indices. Based on this finding a 

correlation analysis is carried out to identify the best potential repressors among all indices. With the 

help of 7 indices the resulting multiple linear regression is able to predict volumes on a national level 

with a MAPE of 6.86%. The paper also shows models for specific market segments where MAPEs are a 

lot higher (varying from 3.88% to 54.82%) compared to the aggregated data on a national level. 

By using a least-square Support Vector Machine (SVM), Yin et al. [84] predict highway freight vol-

ume in China. The authors use over 150 data points per province to train the model and predict another 

20 data points to test their results. 31 different provinces are included which results in over 4,600 train-

ing points. This research focuses on monthly predictions which is a great advantage over the literature 

shown before. Because of the methodology, no additional data to predict future volumes is needed. The 

MAPE of the SVM predictions is 1.94%. As mentioned before, monthly predictions are still not accurate 

enough but can be used as a trend indicator [84]. 

1.1.6.4. Freight pricing 

The trucking industries in Germany and USA have undergone substantial changes in regards to 

deregulations [85,86]. Consequently, tariffs are not regulated anymore which leads to negotiations 

about prices between carriers and consignors [87]. To elaborate contracts while taking financial health 

into consideration, carriers need to know the spot market prices. The spot market represents the set of 

transactions that lead to one-time transportation services between carriers and consignors [88]. 

When delivering freight to a recipient’s location, many characteristics affect the costs and conse-

quently the spot market price of the service. For example, the costs per shipment can be cut significantly 

by delivering several shipments to one location. The overhead of reaching the destination with its re-

lated costs like personnel cost, vehicle occupancy and driving occurs once for all shipments. With in-

creasing shipments per stop, the price per shipment decreases due to its spread across multiple partici-

pants. This business strategy of adjusting the price of a product or service in a timely fashion to current 

circumstances is called dynamic pricing [89]. Lowering prices based on dynamic pricing is a method to 

gain an advantage over rivals and acquire more requests from consignors. If spot market contracts are 

seen as bidding for shipping requests, a carrier must offer the lowest price possible to convince a con-

signor to take advantage of its service. These bidding processes should be done concerning future re-

quests. By predicting the totality of freight flow to each location, prices to bid for requests can be mod-

ified [90,91]. 

Figliozzi et al. [92] take the idea of dynamic pricing in road freight even further and implement the 

vehicle routing problem in a competitive environment (VRPCE). They extend the traveling salesman 

problem by adding dynamic requests with uncertain arrival times and characteristics. In addition, that 

profit per request is estimated by predicting the incremental costs of an accepted service request. This 

methodology allows for managerial decisions e.g., accept or decline requests, use private fleet or com-

mon carrier and whether or not to undercut rivals’ prices. 
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To derive costs of future shipments without building routes and allow for a more robust cost esti-

mation, Sun et al. [93] implemented regression models and Artificial Neural Networks (ANN). Robust-

ness is needed as two similar shipments (in terms of distance to drive and weight to carry) can be priced 

differently based on inclusion in different tours at different times. While this difference can be intended 

in some cases, it will mostly decrease transparency for consignors and could be a barrier for a trustful 

cooperation. The problem of intransparency can be solved by calculating five geographic factors named 

single distance, neighborhood density, direction density, expected number of partners and expected 

isolation for every new location based on historical shipment data. Computational studies show that 

these attributes can effectively correlate with distribution costs. The constructed ANN performs ship-

ment cost estimation with a MAPE of 13.7%. 

Kellner et al. [94] brought infrastructure into the pricing of groupage freight by using data of nav-

igation service providers. They constructed routes based on historical shipment data from the terminal 

to the first consignor within a tour, in between consignors of a tour, as well as from the last consignor 

of a roundtrip back to the terminal. These tours are transferred to the navigation service provider’s 

Application Programming Interface (API) and include different timestamps to measure the temporal 

influence for any given route. After retrieving historical driving times and distances, the authors report 

significant cost differences for five terminal areas throughout Germany. The costs per kilometer driven 

vary from 1.06€/km in Ratisbon to 1.38€/km in Cologne. This spread of more than 30% can lead to sig-

nificant differences in the financial performance of terminal areas’ operations if the same price for the 

service is applied. 

Based on the direct impact pricing has on operational margins, the following sections deal with the 

information needed to enable cost-based pricing in road freight networks. The focus lies on the utiliza-

tion of available data sources and on how to derive cost-related information. 

1.2. Leveraging data to quantify costs of transport networks’ components 

1.2.1. Understanding transport networks and their components 

To understand the title of this thesis it is mandatory to understand the meaning of networks in the 

context of road freight transportation. In general, a graph is defined as a set of nodes that form pairwise 

connections, resulting in so-called edges [95]. A widely used graphical representation of a graph is a set 

of points (nodes) connected through lines (edges) [96]. A network is a special type of graph where the 

edges are characterized by a certain direction. In addition to that, weights or capacities are assigned to 

the edges and nodes act as origins or destinations [97]. In regards to the focus of road freight networks, 

nodes represent settlements and crossroads [98] whereas edges represent streets [99]. These edges are 

often enriched by information about street length, speed limits or traffic details [100]. 

1.2.2. About transport costs and related drivers 

As important as the understanding about networks is the definition of road transport’s costs. In 

the context of this thesis, we use a modified definition of Verhoef [101]: Road transport’s costs are neg-

ative internal and external effects that arise through actual transport activities. These costs can be struc-

tured by looking at the three dimensions of sustainability: social, ecological, economic [102]. 

Social costs are mainly referred to as health problems that are caused by noise and accidents [103–

108]. 

Ecological costs are embodied by climate change. The main contribution of road transport to cli-

mate change is pollution [109–113].  
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Financial expenses represent economic costs. Financial expenses which exceed the expectations of 

stakeholders are the consequence of delay and detour [114–120]1. 

Figure 2 derives an overview of network costs and their related drivers. Going upstream on these 

relations, the costs’ extent is directly determined by the transport activities. The extent of these activities 

– also referred to as intensity - is characterized by volume and velocity of the flow [121] as well as the 

length of the affected edge [100]. To measure the intensity of a transport activity, the underlying real-

world circumstances impacting volume, velocity and length are determined in the next section. 

 

Figure 2 Relations between network costs and their respective drivers 

1.2.3. How to determine transport activity’s intensity 

Volume, velocity and length are general expressions to describe the intensity of transport activities. 

To search for matching data sources, it is necessary to identify real-world characteristics linked to the 

above-mentioned phrases.  

Volume is generally referred to as the number of shipments transported on a specific edge. Since 

bundling is a key competence of logistics service providers, the volume on edges is influenced by mul-

tiple factors. The type of vehicle, boundaries of working time and shipments per stop dictate the build-

ing of appropriate routes. These routes connect locations within the given shipment structure. In a prac-

tical sense, the volume is embodied by the number of vehicles traveling on a specific edge within a 

specific timeframe. 

The allowable and realizable speed of movement on a specific edge is called velocity. When think-

ing about road velocities, three factors restrict the maximum possible speed. We assume that drivers 

follow official speed restrictions. These restrictions are present in most, except some special streets like 

                                                           
1 The terminology „which exceed the expectations of stakeholders” is used in the context of economic costs as this 

dimension of costs cannot be removed entirely. As long as teleportation without the need for energy is not invented, 

financial expenses will occur while moving freight. Consequently, the goal is to cut the excessive or avoidable 

portion of these expenses. In contrast to that, social costs and ecological costs can be cut to almost zero by strictly 

avoiding accidents and operating electric vehicles. 
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parts of the German autobahn. Even if a road section is not officially restricted, the vehicle used has its 

own limitations in terms of maximum speed. The last restriction comes in the form of traffic. Congestion 

leads to a decrease in overall speed and might be unavoidable at times. 

The length of the edge is the distance from start- to endpoint. It is important to note that travel 

distance is different from air distance between these points. To get the exact length of an edge it is man-

datory to look at the infrastructure and the associated detour factor. The detour factor is defined as an 

indicator that measures the ratio between the traversed road distance and respective air distance of a 

specific set of edges. Since the shortest distance between two points is always a straight line, which 

corresponds to air distance, the smallest possible value of the detour factor is determined at a ratio of 

1.0. As the detour factor increases, so does the deviation of actual road shapes from straight-line con-

nections. While most highway networks tend to follow a rather straight path on overland connections, 

corresponding to low detour factors, they increase rapidly when investigating inner-city traffic net-

works. The most noteworthy example to be considered when thinking about large detour factors is the 

so-called taxicab geometry in Manhattan, New York. 

After linking real-world characteristics to volume, velocity and length, a few different data sources 

can be utilized to determine the characteristics’ values. 

1.2.4. Classifying available data sources to determine a transport activity’s intensity 

In the wake of continuously growing numbers of sensors and technical devices to measure data in 

the context of road transportation, more opportunities to refine cost calculations arise [122]. Putting the 

best-suited data to use requires an overview of available sources and their characteristics. This section 

explores interfaces and repositories to support the process of choosing a set of adequate databases2. 

1.2.4.1. Shipment structure 

When talking about volume, respectively the number of distribution vehicles traversing a specific 

edge, the only data source to retrieve information from is a historic shipment structure. The shipment 

structure is a list of locations to be served within a specific time interval. Tour IDs, coordinates, vol-

umes/weights and intra-tour orders derived from timestamps can enrich this list. Depending on the 

available information, routes must be built or locations geocoded, to leverage the full potential of ship-

ment data.  

1.2.4.2. Geocoding 

To geocode data, which means retrieving the exact address for a latitude/longitude coordinate pair, 

several sources are available. A selection of providers is described below. All mentioned providers use 

Representational State Transfer (REST) APIs with JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) responses to de-

liver results. As input variables, every API requires latitude and longitude coordinate pairs. 

                                                           
2 The latest information on service providers‘ APIs can be found on their related websites: 

 HERE Technologies: https://developer.here.com/ [123] 

 TomTom: https://developer.tomtom.com/ [124] 

 Google Maps: https://developers.google.com/maps [125] 

 Mapbox: https://docs.mapbox.com/ [126] 

 Bing Maps: https://www.bingmapsportal.com/ [127] 

 Nominatim: https://nominatim.org/release-docs/develop/ [128] 

 ArcGIS: https://developers.arcgis.com/ [129] 

 MapQuest: https://developer.mapquest.com/ [130] 

 geocode.xyz: https://geocode.xyz/api [131] 

 INRIX: https://inrix.com/developers/ [132] 

 OpenStreetMap: https://www.openstreetmap.org/ [133] 

 OSMnx: https://osmnx.readthedocs.io/ [134]. 
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HERE Technologies is a company located in the Netherlands owned by several German car man-

ufacturers (BMW, Audi and Daimler), Mitsubishi, Intel and other shareholders. Its database where ge-

ocodes are retrieved from is generated via navigational systems integrated into vehicles as well as a 

fleet of cars equipped with sensors and cameras.  

Another Netherlands-based navigation service provider offering geocoding is TomTom. TomTom 

delivers data, which is gathered analogous to HERE Technologies. They also operate a car fleet 

equipped with sensors and cameras. In addition to that, users share their positional data via mobile 

apps to generate real-time information. 

One of the most dominant providers of location data is Google. Operating under the Alphabet Inc. 

company in California, Google gathers data by processing user information from their location service 

Google Maps as well as with their own fleet of sensor-equipped cars. 

A provider without self-owned hardware and no processing of user data is Mapbox. The database 

is a combination of open-source data such as OpenStreetMap and commercial data from other mapping 

services. 

The Microsoft-owned map service Bing Maps is based on TomTom data as Microsoft and TomTom 

are closely collaborating with each other. This means that the usage of Bing Maps and TomTom results 

in a response with the same content, supposing the user-generated call contains the same information. 

The only open-source geocoding service to mention is Nominatim. Its database is built from Open-

StreetMap. The main purpose of this API is to enable the search bar implemented on OpenStreetMap, 

but it is also externally usable. In contrast to the other providers, OpenStreetMap relies on community-

mapped data that is non-commercial and open source. 

Last to mention is the ArcGIS platform powered by the mapping software company ESRI from 

California. ESRI’s database is a mix of open-source data, official data from authorities, user-gathered 

data and data that has been generated directly by ESRI. 

Several less popular geocoders such as MapQuest or geocode.xyz can be found on the internet but 

it is worth mentioning that these providers utilize data from the above-mentioned sources. This means 

that the results will not differ from what the above-mentioned APIs deliver. 

Dependent on the use case, the API’s coverage and costing should be considered. Coverage can be 

evaluated via testing for the specific demand area and pricing is listed on the providers’ websites. In 

general, it can be stated that geocode information quality is rather consistent throughout all providers. 

1.2.4.3. Routing 

Speed restrictions can be induced either by official limitations or via usage-induced traffic conges-

tion. To ensure the correctness of the information, official limitations should be retrieved from official 

websites whenever this is possible. If official information is not available, tools such as OpenStreetMap 

can be used to retrieve speed limits. While official websites are country-specific, OpenStreetMap has 

been covering the world’s road network by 83% in 2017 according to the project’s official wiki. Open-

StreetMap data can be accessed via several sources which are implemented in two different ways. In-

stant API calls supply the user with the area information limited by a call-specific bounding box. Com-

pressed files of predefined areas (e.g., countries, administrative districts) can be downloaded and ex-

tracted. This results in the same data format that the API calls deliver. The advantage of API calls is the 

possibility to define the bounding box as per needs with the downside of longer processing times in 

contrast to downloading compressed files. This is especially noticeable when working with large areas. 

Speed reductions caused by traffic congestion and infrastructure can be measured by retrieving 

travel speeds on edges. A set of companies provide these travel speeds recorded by road users in dif-

ferent forms. A selection of available APIs to determine travel speeds is given below. 
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HERE Technologies offers the routing service. This service is split into two independent APIs. The 

first one is a simple routing between a set of two (origin and destination) or more waypoints. The max-

imum length of a website call (around 2000 characters) determines the maximum number of waypoints 

per call (approximately 150 points). The result indicates the travel distance and travel time between the 

single pairs of waypoints. The second API is called “Isoline Routing”. This comes from the fact that, 

given a certain start point combined with a restriction in travel time or travel distance, the API delivers 

an isoline around the start point. This isoline marks the area, which includes every reachable destination 

from the start point in respect to the restriction. Both APIs consider certain parameters such as departure 

time, type of car and area avoidance. 

Like HERE Technologies, TomTom offers a “Calculate Route” and “Reachable Range” API. Calcu-

late route takes a route of at least two and up to 150 waypoints and calculates the travel times and travel 

distances between sequential pairs of waypoints. The reachable range API calculates isolines to indicate 

reachable destinations the same way HERE Technologies does. Even the configurable input parameters 

are congruent for the most part. The big difference is the accuracy as HERE Technologies delivers an 

isoline in the shape of the exact reachable area whereas TomTom’s isolines consist of a maximum of 50 

connected points. This can result in HERE Technologies’ API being more accurate than TomTom’s. 

The “Directions API” offered by Google is very similar to HERE Technologies’ simple routing and 

TomTom’s “Calculate Route” API. The user defines a REST call with a maximum of 25 waypoints and 

many additional available input variables. The returned JSON file contains the same information as the 

results from HERE Technologies and TomTom do. 

Based on TomTom’s data, Bing operates the same routing and isoline APIs under different names. 

The routing API takes a maximum of 25 waypoints and features the same input variables as TomTom . 

In terms of isoline calculations, Bing uses the expression “isochrones” and slightly differs from the 

TomTom reachable range API. Bing’s result does not only contain a maximum of 50 points but is as 

precise as the isoline delivered by HERE Technologies. 

The last provider of routing services is INRIX. INRIX is a company based in the United States that 

aggregates data from road users, vehicles, officials and sensors along the roadside to deliver a broad 

variety of analyses. Their routing API consist of three different steps: “FindRoute”, “GetRoute” and 

“GetRouteTravelTimes”. “FindRoute” allows for up to 10 waypoints and results in an INRIX-compati-

ble route. “GetRoute” delivers the general route attributes like length and street type for any given route 

defined via “FindRoute”. “GetRouteTravelTimes” results in travel times based on “FindRoute” for cur-

rent and future traffic conditions. This information is only delivered in an averaged form for the whole 

route, not per waypoint pair as the other providers do. INRIX also offers isoline calculations called 

“Drive time polygons”. This API works like the “Isoline Routing” or “Reachable Range” but only takes 

time-specific restrictions excluding the maximum drivable distance parameter. Isoline calculation based 

on travel distance restrictions is not possible. The resulting accuracy falls in between TomTom and 

HERE Technologies/Bing. The maximum count of isoline borders it not restricted but the polygon de-

fining points must be lying on the street network. 

To determine the travel distance instead of the travel time between a pair of locations, either infor-

mation from the above-mentioned routing APIs or offline maps such as OpenStreetMap can be refer-

enced. When using routing APIs, the process of data retrieval does not change. The difference to retrieve 

speed information is to extract a different value from the generated JSON file. As a result, all the above-

mentioned providers’ APIs provide information about travel distance. If offline processing is desired, 

preparing a street network via files from OpenStreetMap enables the performance of operations on local 

machines. The most common library to load, modify and analyze street networks based on Open-

StreetMap data is OSMnx. It is a toolset written in Python by urban planning professor Geoff Boeing 

[135,136]. It features simple routing, isochrones calculation, graph simplification and many more algo-

rithms [137,138]. After discussing data sources available and corresponding characteristics, the next sec-

tion will dive deep into research and applications based on this data. 
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1.3.  Literature Review on the usage of routing APIs and OpenStreetMap 

To allow for an overview of possible use cases regarding the available data sources described 

above, recent literature in the context of logistics referring to a minimum of one data source or library 

is analyzed. 

1.3.1. Routing 

TomTom data has been used to show that the three-phase traffic theory (free flow, synchronized 

flow, wide moving jam) can also be found in urban road networks. Vehicle speed data in combination 

with road detector flow rate measurements enable the comparison of microscopic traffic simulation in 

Düsseldorf and real-world data. The results show synchronized traffic flow in oversaturated city traffic 

which leads to the acceptance of the three-phase traffic theory [139]. Up to this publication, synchro-

nized flow has only been observed in highway traffic scenarios. 

Stanojevic et al. [140] use the Google Directions API to implement their so-called MapReuse system. 

To use traffic data of routing APIs offline, they query a relatively small number of routes within a net-

work to estimate travel time on each individual edge. Therefore, edges are weighted by their usage 

frequency and road characteristics as well as supplementing them with physical constraints. As a result, 

a travel time prediction for every edge within the network can be given. Case studies in Doha, NYC and 

Rome prove the system’s accuracy in comparison to other prediction methods. 

Google’s routing service is also incorporated into the Vehicle Routing Problem with time windows 

[141]. Given information on truck capacity, costs per time unit and distance as well as breaks and cus-

tomer service times, the genetic algorithm can be applied to solve the underlying problem. The algo-

rithm aims for minimized total costs which are influenced by the APIs results regarding travel times 

and distances. The case study is carried out for one day of distribution in Sofia, Bulgaria. 

Similar to the work of Dimitrov Berov [141], Google’s API is also used to solve the dynamic Vehicle 

Routing Problem. Li et al. [142] implement a decision support system based on the Google Maps service 

to offer the user geocoding, map display and solving of routing problems. In contrast to most other 

authors, they especially emphasize the possibility of visualization delivered by several navigation ser-

vice providers (Google, HERE, TomTom, Bing, INRIX). 

Pearce et al. [143] use HERE Technologies’ 250,000 free-to-use API calls per month to collect traffic 

data within the region of Birmingham, UK. This speed information can be combined with vehicle counts 

from officials to generate a vehicle emissions map. These results were obtained before policy implemen-

tations to enable the measurement of policies’ efficiency. 

With electric vehicles rising in share among all types of vehicles, battery consumption and locations 

of charging stations increasingly become part of several routing problems. Nunzio et al. [144] use 

HERE’s routing API to optimize trips in regard to power consumption and charging locations. The au-

thors divide possible routes from source to destination into two categories. The first route is considered 

the fastest in terms of driving speed; the second route is considered the fastest in terms of overall trip 

time including charging. 

Google’s Directions API enables a web spatial decision support system for urban trash collection 

in Coimbra, Portugal. Optimized vehicle routes for multiple VRPs are generated via a combination of 

an improved path-scanning heuristic and an ant-colony meta-heuristic approach. This methodology 

allows for what-if analysis in terms of shift limits or vehicle capacities. Even optimization goals can be 

changed to derive ad hoc analysis of different use case scenarios [145]. 

Levermore et al. [146] use HERE’s routing API to retrieve real-time information about the traffic in 

upcoming sections. They use the data within dynamic programming to calculate the optimum choice of 

gear and speed. Equipped with an onboard device, it is possible to save energy in form of fuel and 

consequently produce less emission. In fact, 8% less fuel is needed to complete trips while remaining 

trip duration as without optimization. 
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1.3.2. OpenStreetMap 

Luxen and Vetter [147] use OpenStreetMap data to implement a server and a handheld device-

based application to imitate the functionality of Google Maps. They enable real-time routing, visualiza-

tion of routes and features like drag and drop to choose alternative routes. The project named OSRM is 

deployed on a publicly available webserver to give general access to the open-source application. 

In addition to that, OpenStreetMap is used to enable localization, path planning, path following 

and lightning control. An autonomous mobile robot based on an off-the-shelf vehicle is designed to 

conduct real-world experiments in different spots in Hannover, Germany. The vehicle was able to lo-

calize itself on OpenStreetMap Edges. It planned paths given a start point and a destination as well as 

following these paths. The last feature was turn signal control as the turn signals of the vehicle auto-

matically activated if a turn of a minimum of 45 degrees lies ahead and the upcoming change of direc-

tion takes place at a junction of two or more ways [148]. 

Bischoff et al. [149] simulate electric vehicle trips in Sweden with the combination of MATSim and 

OpenStreetMap. They evaluate the impact of electrification on long-distance trips. Therefore, an agent-

based long-distance microscopic transport model is enriched by a detailed model of energy consump-

tion and charging schemes. Based on this information the energy demand can be spatially allocated to 

deliver information about optimized charging locations. 

As described before, OpenStreetMap data was used to imitate Google Maps features. This idea is 

carried even further by Chen et al. [150] who implement an API to offer isochrone calculation for free. 

Their system is based on a sub-graph extracted from a wide-scope OpenStreetMap dataset. In the next 

steps, isolated links are removed and a parallelized non-recursive breadth-first algorithm builds iso-

chrones based on given input parameters. The API works like TomTom reachable range and HERE’s 

isoline calculations. The difference lies in traffic information which is not available for the Open-

StreetMap network. 

Extensive analysis of OpenStreetMap data is easy to do with the python library OSMnx. When 

talking about literature regarding OSMnx, the best source available is the library’s author itself. Goeff 

Boeing has described and demonstrated the potential of his library in several publications [135–138]. 

Besides the author himself, OSMnx is also referenced by other researchers. Alattar et al. [151] com-

bined data from Strava with OSMnx to elaborate the dependencies of cyclist routes and street layouts 

in the city of Glasgow, Scotland. Strava is a fitness app to track activities. In the case of cycling, routes 

are tracked via GPS. These routes were mapped on the OpenStreetMap data. Based on the Open-

StreetMap network, several centrality measures were calculated using OSMnx, which leads to the pos-

sibility of analyzing the connection between street network characteristics and cyclist route choice. 

OSMnx can also be used to retrieve and transform street network data. SUMO is a well-known 

microscopic traffic simulation tool which requires certain input file types to be operated. To convert 

OpenStreetMap data into one of these file types, Dingil et al. [152] developed a road network extraction 

process based on OSMnx and SUMOPy (another python library). This process enables a seamless Open-

StreetMap to SUMO import. 

Based upon these existing use cases, this thesis presents novel methods and research questions to 

be answered in separate sections. The upcoming chapter gives an overview of the structure of the fol-

lowing topics. 

1.4. General Outline 

1.4.1. Overview of the three published manuscripts 

As shown in the previous section, a lot of research utilizes available data sources to answer relevant 

questions. In contrast to that, some data sources remain open for research. The goal of this thesis is to 
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search for unanswered questions in the field of road freight transportation costing and solve their un-

derlying problems with the help of data, algorithms and network visualization. An important focus is 

to present use cases relevant in theory and practice, which demonstrate the application of different data 

sources in combinations as well as standalone. 

This thesis is organized as follows: Every research question is answered in an independent peer-

reviewed manuscript. Every one of these manuscripts is published open access in a scientifically recog-

nized journal and represents one chapter in this thesis. Table 1, Table 2 and Table 3 derive an overview 

of the incorporated manuscripts. 

Table 1 Overview of manuscript 1 [153] 

Title Bringing economies of integration into the pricing of groupage freight 

Research Question How should a freight forwarder calculate the impact of a new con-

signor’s shipments on the costs per shipment? 

Authors Christian Brabänder, Maximilian Braun 

Journal Journal of Pricing and Revenue Management 

Data Source/Library Shipment structure 

Network focus Nodes 

Date 14.03.2020 

DOI https://doi.org/10.1057/s41272-020-00237-3 

 

Table 2 Overview of manuscript 2 [154] 

Title Towards Sustainable Cities: Utilizing Floating Car Data to Support 

Location-Based Road Network Performance Measurements 

Research Question How can relevant data be collected programmatically to measure road 

network performance? 

Authors Maximilian Braun, Jan Kunkler, Florian Kellner 

Journal Sustainability 

Data Source/Library TomTom reachable range3 

Network focus Nodes and edges 

Date 02.10.2020 

DOI https://doi.org/10.3390/su12198145 

                                                           
3 Based on previous sections, TomTom Reachable Range may not look like the best alternative. By the time the 

paper was written, other APIs were not available or pricing was too demanding for self-funded research. 
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Table 3 Overview of manuscript 3 [155] 

Title Speed Limit Induced CO2 Reduction on Motorways: Enhancing Dis-

cussion Transparency through Data Enrichment of Road Networks 

Research Question How can road networks be enriched by publicly available real-world 

data to enable CO2 emission calculations? 

Authors Jan Kunkler, Maximilian Braun, Florian Kellner 

Journal Sustainability 

Data Source/Library OpenStreetMap, TomTom Routing 

Network focus Edges 

Date 04.01.2021 

DOI https://doi.org/10.3390/su13010395 

1.4.2. Focus of manuscript 1 

The purpose of this paper is to develop a novel calculation scheme for the costs of distribution per 

shipment according to a cost-by-cause principle. An estimation of the full costs of distribution routes 

excluding and including a new consignor is proposed. Then the marginal costs per shipment and per 

consignor are estimated. This is done to answer the following research question: 

How should a freight forwarder calculate the impact of a new consignor’s shipments on the 

costs per shipment? 

The methodology is based on the historical shipment structure of a German Transportation Service 

Provider (TSP). In terms of network components, it focuses on the analysis of nodes. The contributions 

of this paper are (1) a comprehensive list of drivers of Economies of Integration and (2) a calculation 

scheme on how to estimate true marginal cost of new consignors. Practitioners may deploy the method 

and insights of this paper for tariff design, negotiations, consignor acquisition and demarketing. 

1.4.3. Focus of manuscript 2 

Road network performance (RNP) is a key element for urban sustainability as it has a significant impact 

on economy, environment and society. Poor RNP can lead to traffic congestion, which can lead to higher 

transportation costs, more pollution and health issues regarding the urban population. To evaluate the 

effects of RNP, the involved stakeholders need a real-world data base to work with. This paper develops 

a data collection approach to enable location-based RNP analysis using publicly available traffic infor-

mation. Therefore, we use reachable range requests implemented by navigation service providers to 

retrieve travel times, travel speeds and traffic conditions. According to the methodology, the following 

research question is to be answered: 

How can relevant data be collected programmatically to measure road network perfor-

mance? 

Incorporated network components are nodes and edges. To demonstrate the practicability of the 

proposed methodology, a comparison of four German cities is made, considering the network charac-

teristics with respect to detour factor, infrastructure and traffic congestion. The results are combined 

with cost rates to compare the economical dimension of sustainability of the chosen cities. Our results 
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show that digitalization eases the assessment of traffic data and that a combination of several indicators 

must be considered depending on the relevant sustainability dimension decisions are made from. 

1.4.4. Focus of manuscript 3 

Considering climate change, recent political debates often focus on measures to reduce CO2 emis-

sions. One key component is the reduction of emissions produced by motorized vehicles. Since the 

amount of emission directly correlates to the velocity of a vehicle via energy consumption factors, a 

general speed limit is often proposed. This article presents a methodology to combine openly available 

topology data of road networks from OpenStreetMap with pay-per-use API traffic data from TomTom 

to evaluate such measures transparently by analyzing historical real-world circumstances. This leads to 

the answer to the question: 

How can road networks be enriched by publicly available real-world data to enable CO2 

emission calculations? 

The focus of this analysis lies on the node-connecting edges of the network. From our exemplary 

case study of the German motorway network, we derive that most parts of the motorway network on 

average do not reach their maximum allowed speed throughout the day due to traffic, construction sites 

and general road utilization by network participants. Nonetheless, our findings prove that the intro-

duction of a speed limit of 120 kilometers per hour (kph) on the German autobahn would restrict 50.74% 

of network flow kilometers for a CO2 reduction of 7.43% compared to the unrestricted state. It is worth 

to mention that this manuscript is based on private fleet data. Therefore, it focuses not on freight trans-

portation. With the underlying methodology being split into several independent steps, data can easily 

be exchanged to shift the focus towards freight transportation. 
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2. Bringing Economies of Integration into the Costing of Groupage Freight 

2.1. Introduction to pricing in groupage freight 

All freight forwarders face the recurring same problem of integrating new consignors into their 

distribution. A prospective new consignor who plans to outsource distribution of shipments always 

negotiates about discounts off the standard tariff [156,157]. The standard tariff is either build on histor-

ical and regulatory tariffs, the forwarders cost structure or a modified version of the competitors’ tariffs. 

The pivotal argument of consignors is that more volume (ton-kilometers) results in better economies of 

scale as the large, fixed costs decrease on a per shipment basis. The distribution tour is viewed as a 

service production process, in which joint deliveries of many consignors are produced and thus the 

costs of that process are allocated to ever more shipments. Nevertheless, this is only one side of the coin. 

Every new consignor adds new shipments onto an incumbent shipment structure which is distributed 

within an incumbent distribution network using incumbent vehicles, subcontractors and tariffs. As a 

result, on the one hand, new consignors might complement the incumbent shipment structure 

smoothly, but on the other hand, they might disrupt optimized routes, increase the number of tours and 

add far-off stops to the distribution. Therefore, whenever a freight forwarder acquires a new consignor, 

he must evaluate the fit of the new consignor’s shipments and the incumbent distribution network’s 

shipment structure to calculate a tariff which covers the new (combined) shipment structure’s costs. The 

difference between the calculated tariff and the standard tariff is the negotiating range. From collabora-

tions with practitioners, we learn that negotiation ranges are based historic rates, competition and gut 

instinct. This may lead to unprofitable long-term deals because once contracted, the newly acquired 

shipments change the forwarder’s distribution costs and thus the profitability. 

2.1.1. The groupage freight forwarding process 

The transportation network of freight forwarders is usually a three-echelon system. The process 

and the structure of that system is visualized in Figure 3. 

Collection 

The first echelon is the collection. Typically, the number of shipments per ship-from (elsewhere 

pick-up) location is already dense. Corporate shippers ship a large number of shipments to many des-

tinations. Therefore, collection tours collect many shipments from a few consignors which are ultimately 

addressed to many different recipients. As a result, groupage freight networks are essentially few-to-

many transportation networks. 

 

Figure 3 Process and structure of freight forwarding systems [158; modified and translated by the au-

thor] 
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Line-Haul 

The second echelon is line-hauling. At this stage, full truckloads (FTL) of bulk shipments are trans-

ported to a central hub or directly to a receiving terminal. The function of the central hub is sorting and 

consolidation of bulks of shipments from different origins towards the same receiving terminal. 

Distribution 

The third echelon is the distribution. The receiving terminal acts as a break-bulk-terminal [159] 

where the FTL bulks of shipments are broken up and sorted into daily distribution tours. Typically, the 

density of shipments per destination (stop factor) is slightly greater than 1. As a result, the distribution 

accounts for the major share, often more than 50%, of the total cost per shipment [160,161]. 

2.1.2. Problem definition 

In this paper, we investigate the problem of a groupage freight forwarder (GFF) who wants to 

evaluate a new consignor. This evaluation problem is herein called the “New consignor integration 

problem” (NCIP). The NCIP occurs in the sales department of any logistics service provider (LSP), such 

as GFFs, daily. Despite its practical relevance, the NCIP is not well-researched, yet. 

The situation of a new consignor is the following: 

In the past, shipments have been shipped via in-house fleet or by some LSP. For some reason, the 

consignor decided to move forward and now plans to outsource distribution or to replace the outsourc-

ing partner. Therefore, the consignor, who outsources distribution, requests a proposal for a long-term 

shipping contract. In order to obtain a great discount on the tariff as a result of negotiation, the consignor 

provides a history of past shipments to the prospective GFF [162]. 

The situation of the GFF is the following: 

There are many incumbent consignors feeding shipments into the GFF’s distribution network. The 

incumbent shipment structure has some distinct, well-known properties and the operational tours are 

optimized for this shipment structure. As a result, distribution costs in the past have had a certain level. 

Tariffs are calculated based on these costs [163]. Now, as the prospective new consignor wants to feed 

more shipments into the incumbent network, the shipment structure changes and so does the cost struc-

ture. The GFF wants to analyze the provided shipment history with respect to the change in cost per 

shipment. Good consignors decrease the cost per shipment, neutral consignors do not change the cost 

per shipment and bad consignors increase the cost per shipment compared to the previous shipment 

structure. 

Research question 

This paper addresses the NCIP and investigates the following research question: 

 

How should a freight forwarder calculate the impact of a new consignor’s shipments on the costs per ship-

ment? 
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2.1.3. Use cases for measuring a new consignor’s impact on distribution 

There are plenty of use cases for measuring a new consignor’s impact on the distribution cost per 

shipment.  

1. Most important, negotiations with prospective consignors benefit from better reasoning. First, 

reasonable hard facts in line with the cost structure replace arbitrary volume-based discounts. 

Second, the freight forwarder is protected against self-deceiving sales practices that try to gain 

revenue instead of profit. 

2. A second use case is the transfer pricing within horizontal freight forwarding alliances. The 

forwarder who acquires a new customer is involved in the negotiations but is not responsible 

for the distribution of the new shipments. As a result, the acquiring forwarder grants a discount 

on the basis of fixed transfer prices (The receiving forwarder invoices the transfer price of a 

shipment to the acquiring forwarder). However, this might be a bad idea, as the transfer pricing 

may be outdated, ignore major drivers of distribution costs [160] or assume symmetrical and 

homogeneous shipment structure and volume. As a result, the acquiring forwarder and the 

receiving forwarder should exchange information and cooperate in the acquisition and integra-

tion of a new consignor with respect to its impact on the distribution costs. 

3. A third use case is subcontracting. Freight forwarders outsource freight in order to fulfil their 

transportation requirements. Subcontractors are often self-employed carriers driving on behalf 

of the freight forwarder on a daily basis. Subcontracting tours, standard tours or distribution 

districts is a common outsourcing practice in CEP (courier, express, parcel) and groupage in-

dustries. Forwarders and their subcontractors are interested in productivity, especially the over- 

or underutilization of tours and districts. Measuring a new consignor’s impact on a tour or dis-

trict is helpful for evaluating a subcontractor’s expected workload and the fairness of wages 

among different subcontractors. Furthermore, such a measure is an early warning of overutili-

zation and all its consequences such as delays, penalties, overtime hours and idle time of addi-

tional capacities. 

2.1.4. Outline 

The next section reviews the body of literature on cost and revenue accounting in GFF starting 

from the period of deregulation in the early 90’s. There is a research gap identified with respect to an 

identification procedure for the new consignor’s impact on costs per shipment. Section 3 defines, ex-

plains and dismantles the pivotal term “economies of integration” from the perspective of a GFF. Based 

on the insights from sections 2 and 3, section 4 lays out a procedure on how to calculate the marginal 

cost per shipment of a new consignor as a function of the shipment structure. In section 5, we demon-

strate a computational case study using real-world data from a disguised GFF. The final section con-

cludes this paper by discussing both theoretical and practical implications and outlining further re-

search.  

2.2. Literature review 

The transportation industry has been subject to very strict regulations in Germany until 1994 [86] 

and in the U.S. until 1980 [85]. Among others, these regulations were about the governmental prescrip-

tion of freight transportation tariffs. With the abolition of the so-called Güterfernverkehrstarif in Ger-

many and the Motor Carrier Act in the U.S., previously existing regulations have been removed com-

pletely. Because of this deregulation, freight forwarders are permitted to deploy their own tariffs. This 

new process of pricing transportation services often uses the freight-specific attributes distance and ton-

nage to determine the price of an individual shipment [164]. In this context, distance is measured as the 

length of a one-way trip from pickup location to delivery location. Tonnage describes the overall pay-

load of a specific shipment. As a result, the LSP calculates so-called base rates, which are mainly cost-

driven [163]. The reason is obvious: in order to make profits the price per shipment has to include the 
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marginal costs per shipment and a reasonable surcharge of overhead costs such as back-office processes, 

IT and real estate. Consequently, cost-based pricing of shipments requires two pivotal cost information: 

the cost structure of distribution operations itself and the overhead cost. In literature, many contribu-

tions towards the topic of cost calculation in freight forwarding can be found. 

Bø and Hammervoll [165] calculate transportation costs with an extensive Microsoft Excel Tool. 

They categorize costs by dividing them into fixed costs and variable costs. Fixed costs are independent 

with regard to time and distance travelled. Variable costs are either depending on the round tours’ 

distance or travel time. An interesting aspect of their categorization is the handling of wages. They as-

sume that the driver gets paid per minute. As a result, a driver who works for only six hours due to 

underutilization is only paid for six hours. In reality, the drivers are getting paid fixed wages per tour 

or day.  

Boone and Quisbrock [161] categorize all costs as variable costs considering different cost drivers 

except the costs for the company/network containing central management, scheduling and maintenance 

of IT-systems. An allocation algorithm is used to allocate those fixed costs among all shipments. The 

authors’ main contribution is the conclusion that costs increase progressively as a function of the drop 

distance.  

A very similar approach is used by Bokor [166]. He uses performance costs and performance units 

(e.g. the number of shipments, driven kilometers) to calculate the costs of one performance unit. The 

resulting rates per unit can be used to calculate the different costs of a transportation service.  

Sun et al. [93] present a novel approach on how to estimate the long term costs of a new delivery 

destination. The authors used multiple geographic factors of an incumbent network structure as input 

data for a neural network which estimates the costs of every possible delivery location. The difference 

between their previous analysis and our current method lies in the selection of input features used. We 

assume to know the exact shipment structure of a potential consignor as proposed by Harrington [162]. 

Sun et al. [93] do not deploy data on the new consignor and his new delivery destinations. Another 

difference is the incorporation of payload as a driver of cost. We propose to account for payload because 

heavier shipments consume more capacity and more loading time. 

In this paper, the NCIP is solved using a modular methodology. The cost calculation scheme is 

adapted from Wittenbrink [167]. This calculation scheme accounts for four main cost types. First, the 

variable cost of kilometers driven is calculated. The second type is personnel cost. The third type are 

time-dependent fixed costs of asset usage. Finally, the last type are fixed overhead costs that cannot be 

allocated directly to a specific performance unit. Wittenbrink [167] uses the same calculation process as 

Bokor [166]. He calculates the sum of every cost type (e.g. purchase price of truck, tires, maintenance 

and fuel). The next step is to estimate the average used performance units in the considered period. 

Thereafter, the costs per performance unit is calculated. The same principle of cost-accounting is also 

found in Kaplan and Anderson [168] where the authors describe the usage of unit costs that correspond 

to costs per performance unit. The so-called “time-driven activity-based costing” is exclusively de-

scribed with the usage of time units as performance units. In our work we are not only using time units 

as a calculation base. We adapt the principle to “unit-driven activity-based costing”. Our performance 

units are driven kilometers and working time. The overhead costs that cannot be allocated by distance 

or time are allocated by the number of shipments. In Table 4 the main cost types, performance unit 

dependencies and several exemplary components are illustrated. 
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Table 4 Main cost types regarding transportation service. Translated and modified from Wittenbrink 

[167] 

Cost type Distance-depend-

ent costs 

Time-dependent 

(fixed) human re-

source costs 

Time-dependent 

(fixed) truck costs 

Overhead costs 

Description Costs arise for 

driving a certain 

distance 

Costs arise 

mostly independ-

ent to the utiliza-

tion of employees 

Costs arise inde-

pendent to the in-

tensity of truck 

usage 

Costs arise for 

disposition and 

administration 

Examples Fuel, tires, 

maintenance 

Wages, social in-

surances, travel 

expenses 

Taxes, insurance, 

interests, depreci-

ation 

Scheduling, IT, 

staffing 

2.3. Economies of integration 

Economies of integration (EOI) are introduced by Keeler [169]. He defines EOI as follows: “[…] 

economies of integration, […] relate to all forms a large trucking firm can be more efficient than a small 

one. [...] economies of integration include more than scale economies in the strictest sense. Economies 

of large-route networks can be thought of as economies of density combined with economies of vertical 

integration.” Fleischmann [170] calls a similar phenomenon “transport economies of scale”. This leads 

to the supposition that freight forwarders do not only gain competitive advantage in the form of cost 

reductions by distributing more overall volume. Therefore, EOI are of major importance when a GFF 

evaluates the effect of new consignors. We consider the following characteristics to determine the extent 

of EOI.  

2.3.1. Overall shipment structure  

Shipments are the revenue and cost objects in accounting of freight forwarding companies. 

Lin et al. [171] show an example of a consignor’s shipment structure being the weight-demand per 

day. In that example, the average weight per shipment is 120kg, which is a typical example of groupage 

freight. However, the majority of shipments have below-average weight and only few outliers are heav-

ier, weighing up to 450kg.  

2.3.2. Volume of shipments 

Giordano [172] states that there is persistence of continuous economies of scale in the transporta-

tion industry. He refers to the total ton-miles per firm as a measurement for volume. An increase in ton-

miles can be achieved by acquiring more shipments, heavier shipments or shipments with greater 

length of haul. 

2.3.3. Average payload of shipment  

McMullen and Tanaka [173] find that increasing average load and size per shipment is associated 

with significant economies of scale. Higher average payload of shipments increases the probability of 

better-utilized trucks. The costs per truck, driver and driven kilometer can be split among a greater 

number of cost objects, thus decrease the costs per object. On routes with lower densification this effect 

has an even higher impact. 

2.3.4. Drop factor: The average shipments per stop 

The drop factor is an indicator of stop productivity and is defined as the average number of ship-

ments that are delivered to the same destination. As Shah and Ward [174] stated, an important part of 
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lean production is the reduction of production downtime between product changeovers. In transporta-

tion, the production process is moving shipments from one location to another. Following that, the time 

when no shipment is moved is considered as production downtime. Whenever the driver stops at a 

delivery location, he loses some time for parking and taxi. In the case of delivering more than one ship-

ment to the same destination, this stopping time can be split up between these shipments. The produc-

tion downtime per shipment decreases and so do the costs.  

2.3.5. Densification: The average distance between stops 

Decreasing costs per shipment also result from better tour densification [173]. Higher density di-

rectly leads to more shipments being distributed due to less driving time between stops. Keeler [169] 

calls this “economies of density” due to “more traffic on one route”. Less driving time stems from less 

average distance between subsequent stops. Densification means to decrease the average stop-to-stop 

distance of any tour. 

Another indicator of densification is area density: it is defined as the average number of stops per 

area unit. Area density can be improved through the acquisition of more shipments into the same area 

or district. The two indicators area density and tour density correlate positively. 

2.3.6. Approach distance: The average distance from terminal to stops 

The length of one tour is limited by the truck’s capacity and the driver’s maximum allowed work-

ing time per day4. We assume that every tour has fixed costs because of loading and scheduling before 

the start. The goal should be to utilize drivers to full capacity with one tour per day to save as many 

fixed costs as possible. Accordingly, the tours should be planned to reach the time restriction. Meeting 

the time restriction gets more probable with a rising average length of haul. McMullen and Tanaka [173] 

also find that a greater average of haul is associated with lower costs per output (ton-miles). A signifi-

cant increase in the average of haul can be achieved with larger approach distances. The approach dis-

tance can be seen as an overhead of the tour length. It is the sum of the distance between the terminal 

and the first stop as well as the detour from the last stop to the terminal. 

2.4. Methodology: A data-driven approach 

We propose to apply a data-driven modular approach in order to compare the costs per shipment. 

Shipments are characterized by their distance and weight. The most important advantage of this char-

acterization is the practical applicability in tariff building and sales negotiations. Our approach to quan-

tify the impact of a single new consignor is the following function: input data are both the GFF’s ship-

ment history and a history of the new consignor’s shipments. The output data are costs per shipment. 

The marginal costs of the new consignor are the difference between the distribution costs per shipment 

with and without the additional shipments (Figure 4). 

 

 

Figure 4 Functional relation of inputs and outputs 

                                                           
4 In context of electrification, the vehicle range due to limited battery charge is another constraint 

besides capacity and working hours.  
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The “NCIP Solver”-function from Figure 4 is the core of 

our proposed methodology and further outlined in Figure 5. 

There are four modular, sequential steps in the computation 

procedure: (1) vehicle routing, (2) cost accounting, (3) cost al-

location and (4) model building. Every module can be modi-

fied by the user in order to improve the suitability of its out-

puts. The idea here is to walk through the same process twice, 

first with the incumbent shipment history and second with 

the combined shipments including the new consignor. In the 

second walk-through, the new shipments are incorporated 

into the routes of the GFF, as if they were integrated already 

without making any difference between incumbent and new 

shipments. Applying the same modules twice enables com-

parability. 

In the following subsections, we present our proposed 

methodology that is developed over many experimental set-

ups and runs. In the description of our procedure, we use the 

following set of variables: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5 Calculation procedure 
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Sets and Indices 

𝐼′ Set of all incumbent shipments 

𝐼″ Set of the new consignor’s shipments 

𝐼 Set of all shipments 𝑖, 𝑗 ∈ 𝐼 where 𝐼′ ∪ 𝐼″ = 𝐼 

𝑖 = 0 Terminal-node of the GFF, used for routing 

𝑇 Set of tours, with 𝑇 = {𝑇1, 𝑇2, … , 𝑇𝑡 , … , 𝑇𝑁} 

𝑇𝑡 Tour with 𝑇𝑡 ∈ 𝑇 which includes a scheduled disjoint subset of shipments from 

𝐼: 𝑇𝑡 = {0, … , 𝑘, … ,0} and starts and ends at the terminal 𝑖 = 0 

𝑇𝑡(𝑘) The 𝑘 -th shipment of tour 𝑇𝑡 where 𝑇𝑡(0) = 𝑇𝑡(|𝑇𝑡|) = 0 is the terminal 

 

Coefficients 

𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖 Latitude of destination for shipment 𝑖  

𝑙𝑛𝑔𝑖  Longitude of destination for shipment 𝑖 

𝑑𝑖𝑗  Direct one-way distance from the location of 𝑖 to the location of 𝑗 in km 

𝑡𝑖𝑗 Direct one-way driving time from the location of 𝑖 to the location of 𝑗 in h 

𝑘𝑔𝑖 Payload (tonnage) of shipment 𝑖 in kg 

𝑐𝑡 Costs per truck per hour in EUR: 𝑐𝑡 = 7.5€ 

𝑐𝑑 Costs per driver per hour in EUR: 𝑐𝑑 = 20.5€ 

𝑐𝑘𝑚 Costs per driven kilometer in EUR: 𝑐𝑘𝑚 = 0.7€ 

𝑠𝑒 Time for scheduling and loading before a tour in hours: 𝑠𝑒 = 1ℎ 

𝑡𝑥 Time for parking and taxi at drop off location in hours: 𝑡𝑥 = 0,13ℎ 

𝑢𝑙 Time for unloading one kilogram in hours: 𝑢𝑙 = 0,0003ℎ 

𝑊 Upper bound for tonnage capacity of the homogeneous vehicles in kg: 𝑊 = 7000  

𝐷 Upper bound for duration of tours in h including 𝑠𝑒: 𝐷 = 8  

𝐿𝑒𝑛(𝑇𝑡) Length of driving distance of tour 𝑇𝑡 in km: 

𝐿𝑒𝑛(𝑇𝑡) = ∑ 𝑑𝑖,𝑖+1

𝑇𝑡(|𝑇𝑡|−1)

𝑖=𝑇𝑡(0)

 

𝑇𝑜𝑛(𝑇𝑡) Tonnage of tour 𝑇𝑡 in kg: 
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𝑇𝑜𝑛(𝑇𝑡) = ∑ 𝑘𝑔𝑖𝑖∈𝑇𝑡
≤ 𝑊  

𝐷𝑢𝑟(𝑇𝑡) Duration of tour 𝑇𝑡 in h: 

𝐷𝑢𝑟(𝑇𝑡) = ∑ 𝑡𝑖,𝑖+1

𝑇𝑡(|𝑇𝑡|−1)

𝑖=𝑇𝑡(0)

≤ 𝐷 

𝐷𝑟𝐹(𝑇𝑡) Drop factor of tour 𝑇𝑡, which is the average number of deliveries per stop: 

𝐷𝑟𝐹(𝑇𝑡) =
|𝑇𝑡|

∑ 1𝑖∈𝑇𝑡:𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖≠𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖−1∧𝑙𝑛𝑔𝑖≠𝑙𝑛𝑔𝑖−1

 

𝐶𝑉(𝑇𝑡) Variable driving costs of tour 𝑇𝑡 including personnel, fuel and truck in EUR: 

𝐶𝑉(𝑇𝑡) = 𝐿𝑒𝑛(𝑇𝑡) ⋅ 𝑐𝑘𝑚 + 𝐷𝑢𝑟(𝑇𝑡) ⋅ (𝑐𝑡 + 𝑐𝑑) 

𝐶𝑉 Overall variable driving cost of tours in EUR: 

𝐶𝑉 = ∑ 𝐶𝑉(𝑇𝑡)𝑁
𝑡=1   

𝐼𝐶𝐶(𝑇𝑡) Idle capacity cost of tour 𝑇𝑡 in EUR: 

𝐼𝐶𝐶(𝑇𝑡) = (𝐷 − 𝑠𝑒 − |𝑇𝑡| ⋅ 𝑡𝑥 − 𝐷𝑢𝑟(𝑇𝑡) − 𝑇𝑜𝑛(𝑇𝑡) ⋅ 𝑢𝑙) ⋅ (𝑐𝑡 + 𝑐𝑑) 

𝐼𝐶𝐶 Overall idle capacity costs for all tours in EUR: 

𝐼𝐶𝐶 = ∑ 𝐼𝐶𝐶(𝑇𝑖)

𝑁

𝑖=1

 

𝑤𝑘𝑔 Allocation weight of payload in relation to weight of distance 𝑤𝑘𝑔 ∈ [0,1]  

𝑐𝑣𝑖 Allocated variable costs per shipment 𝑖 in EUR: 

𝑐𝑣𝑖 = 𝐶𝑉 ⋅ (𝑤𝑘𝑔 ⋅
𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚(𝑘𝑔𝑖)

∑ 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚(𝑘𝑔𝑗)𝑗∈𝐼

+ (1 − 𝑤𝑘𝑔) ⋅
𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚(𝑑0𝑖)

2

∑ 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚(𝑑0𝑗)
2

𝑗∈𝐼

) 

𝑠𝑟 Idle capacity cost surcharge rate per shipment: 

𝑠𝑟 =
𝐼𝐶𝐶

𝐶𝑉
 

𝐶𝐹(𝑇𝑡) Fixed costs per Tour 𝑇𝑡 in EUR: 

𝐶𝐹(𝑇𝑡) = (𝑠𝑒 + |𝑇𝑡| ⋅ 𝑡𝑥) ⋅ (𝑐𝑡 + 𝑐𝑑) 

𝑐𝑓 Fixed cost surcharge per shipment for scheduling/loading in the morning and taxi 

at drop off location in EUR: 

𝐶𝐹 =
(|𝑇| ⋅ 𝑠𝑒 + |𝐼| ⋅ 𝑡𝑥) ⋅ (𝑐𝑡 + 𝑐𝑑)

|𝐼|
 

𝑐𝑙(𝑘𝑔𝑖) Unloading cost surcharge per shipment 𝑖in EUR: 

𝑐𝑙(𝑘𝑔𝑖) = 𝑢𝑙 ⋅ 𝑘𝑔𝑖 ⋅ (𝑐𝑡 + 𝑐𝑑) 

𝑐𝑖 Full costs per shipment 𝑖: 

𝑐𝑖 = 𝑐𝑣𝑖 ⋅ (1 + 𝑠𝑟) + 𝑐𝑓 + 𝑐𝑙(𝑘𝑔𝑖) 
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𝛽1, 𝛽2 OLS coefficients of the costing model per shipment 

𝑐𝑒𝑖 Estimated variable costs of shipment 𝑖 with characteristic 𝑑0𝑖 and 𝑘𝑔𝑖 in EUR: 

𝑐𝑒𝑖 = 𝛽1 ⋅ 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚(𝑑𝑖0)2 + 𝛽2 ⋅ 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚(𝑘𝑔𝑖) 

2.4.1. Vehicle Routing 

The vehicle routing module applies operations research methodology to cluster and route daily 

distribution tours. The objective function is a minimum function that optimizes either mileage, duration 

or costs. In general, this module permits the incorporation of manifold formulation variants from liter-

ature on the vehicle routing problem (VRP). Mandziuk [175] reviews different modern problem formu-

lations and solution methods for variants of the VRP. From a practitioner's view, the problem formula-

tion in the routing module has to ensure the applicability and thus validity of the tours to compare. For 

example, an LSP who offers time windows to his consignors needs to account for these time windows 

in vehicle routing. 

We propose to use a VRP formulation with a homogeneous capacitated fleet and to apply well-

known local search heuristics in the solution. Local search heuristics provide an acceptable trade-off 

between objective quality, computational speed, flexibility and simplicity [176]. For our purpose, an 

acceptable objective quality is sufficient, since we are interested in the effect of different inputs rather 

than different solution methods. Therefore, as long as the same methods are applied to both inputs 𝐼′ 

and 𝐼, the solution quality is comparable with respect to these inputs. 

Figure 6 visualizes our procedure: we initially apply the well-known savings algorithm by Clarke 

and Wright [177]. The results are then improved by a 2-opt intra-route search heuristic [178]. Then, the 

2-optimal routes are further improved by an inter-route 2-opt* heuristic [179]. 

 

 

Figure 6 Proposed procedure for the vehicle routing module 

2.4.2. Cost Accounting 

This module isolates idle and fixed costs from variable costs per tour. Inputs for the costing module 

are: 

 tours from the vehicle routing module, 

 cost coefficients 𝑐𝑘𝑚, 𝑐𝑡 and 𝑐𝑑, 

 and estimates of parameters 𝑠𝑒, 𝑡𝑥 and 𝑢𝑙. 

Idle costs arise by underutilization of drivers and trucks. Fixed costs arise through loading and 

scheduling before starting the distribution and whenever the driver stops (parking and taxi) at a drop 

off location to deliver one or more shipments. Costs for unloading are also calculated separately because 

they are charged directly to distinct shipments. 

Variable tour costs include the costs per kilometer multiplied with the mileage travelled as well as 

the costs per hour (truck costs per hour + personnel costs per hour) multiplied with the tour duration. 

 
𝐶𝑉(𝑇𝑡) = 𝐿𝑒𝑛(𝑇𝑡) ⋅ 𝑐𝑘𝑚 + 𝐷𝑢𝑟(𝑇𝑡) ⋅ (𝑐𝑡 + 𝑐𝑑) (1) 
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These variable costs per tour are summed up and are called overall variable costs. 

 

𝐶𝑉 = ∑ 𝐶𝑉(𝑇𝑡)

𝑁

𝑡=1

 (2) 

 

The overall variable costs are allocated to shipments in subsection 4.3.  

In addition to variable costs, the idle capacity costs per tour arise. We assume the costs of employ-

ing a driver and using a truck to be fixed per day. This means the driver gets paid to work 8 hours a 

day. The truck’s planned time-dependent depreciation is also calculated on 8 hours of daily usage. Fol-

lowing this, idle capacity costs per tour are the result of unused time per tour multiplied with the costs 

per hour considering the driver and the truck. For example, a tour having a total duration of 7 hours, 

leaves one hour of idle time during which truck and driver inflict costs that cannot be charged directly 

on any shipment.  

 

𝐼𝐶𝐶(𝑇𝑡) = (𝐷 − 𝑠𝑒 − |𝑇𝑡| ⋅ 𝑡𝑥 − 𝐷𝑢𝑟(𝑇𝑡) − 𝑇𝑜𝑛(𝑇𝑡) ⋅ 𝑢𝑙) ⋅ (𝑐𝑡 + 𝑐𝑑) (3) 

 

The sum of all idle capacity costs is called the overall idle capacity costs.  

 

𝐼𝐶𝐶 = ∑ 𝐼𝐶𝐶(𝑇𝑡)

𝑁

𝑡=1

 (4) 

 

The overall idle capacity costs are surcharged onto the variable costs. This surcharge rate is calcu-

lated by the ratio of overall idle capacity costs and overall variable costs. 

 

𝑠𝑟 =
𝐼𝐶𝐶

𝐶𝑉
 (5) 

 

To calculate full costs, the fixed costs are added. We assume the sum of all fixed tour costs and 

fixed stop costs to be distributed evenly among all shipments. The fixed tour costs are calculated by 

multiplying the costs per hour and the vehicle loading time 𝑠𝑒. The fixed costs of stopping are the prod-

uct of parking/taxi time 𝑡𝑥 and the costs per hour. 

 

𝐶𝐹(𝑇𝑡) = (𝑠𝑒 +
|𝑇𝑡|

𝐷𝑟𝐹(𝑇𝑡)
⋅ 𝑡𝑥) ⋅ (𝑐𝑡 + 𝑐𝑑) (6) 

All fixed costs are summed up to the overall fixed costs. Dividing the overall fixed costs by the 

number of shipments results in fixed costs per shipment.  

 

𝑐𝑓 =
(𝑁 ⋅ 𝑠𝑒 + ∑

|𝑇𝑡|
𝐷𝑟𝐹(𝑇𝑡)

⋅ 𝑡𝑥𝑁
𝑡=1 ) ⋅ (𝑐𝑡 + 𝑐𝑑)

|𝐼|
 

(7) 

 

The full costs of distribution per shipment are consequently the sum of allocated costs 𝑐𝑣𝑖 includ-

ing idle costs and the fixed costs per shipment and the arising costs of unloading the shipment. 

 

𝑐𝑖 = 𝑐𝑣𝑖 ⋅ (1 + 𝑠𝑟) + 𝑐𝑓 + 𝑐𝑙(𝑘𝑔𝑖) (8) 
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2.4.3. Cost Allocation 

The cost allocation module is meant to allocate the variable cost per tour onto the shipments 𝑖 ∈ 𝑇𝑡  

of that tour. The idle and fixed costs are then surcharged on top of the allocated variable tour costs. The 

input to this module is the resulting cost vector 𝐶𝑉(𝑇𝑡) from the cost accounting module and the output 

of the allocation is a cost vector 𝑐𝑣𝑖. In literature, there exist many proposals for different allocation 

methods (AM). The incorrigible problem with the selection of an AM is how to evaluate its outputs. 

Since there is no observable and well-known correct benchmark result, any AM is to some degree arbi-

trary and not completely defensible [180,181]. As different AM produce different outputs, economic 

consequences and incentives, any AM can be more or less preferable over others in various circum-

stances. However, several criteria are proposed in the relevant literature [182–185]. AMs may be classi-

fied as [cf. 185]: 

 Shipment-focused: Allocation weights are a function of individual shipments’ characteristics. 

 Marginal cost-focused: Allocation weights are a function of the marginal cost a that single ship-

ment (consignor, recipient) inflicts upon the coalition of shipments/consignors. 

 Stability focused: Allocation weights are dimensioned in a way that minimizes the incentive for 

any subset of individuals to leave the game/network/GFF. 

In the context of distribution cost allocation, all three classes of AMs may be applicable, depending 

on the overall use case. For example, in a tariff-building use case, a shipment-focused AM seems appro-

priate, in a negotiation context a marginal cost-focused AM may provide a lower bound in pricing or 

for transfer pricing within horizontal groupage freight alliance the stability focused AM is more suita-

ble. 

Selection of the AM 

Herein, we propose to reference literature for recommendations and evaluate these literature-

based recommendations with respect to applicability in the distribution case. 

The suitable AM must generate a vector of the costs per shipment class 𝑐𝑣𝑖, which enables the 

classification of shipments in a two-dimensional table by weight 𝑘𝑔𝑖 and distance 𝑑0𝑖 (rhs of Figure 

4). The cost vector must be a progressive function of the distance 𝑑0𝑖 [161]. That effect has been demon-

strated by Boone and Quisbrock using a ring-radial model, but it is intuitively explicable (Figure 7): As 

the distance increases, the number of shipments that fit onto a tour decreases due to the time restriction 

and the costs are allocated to less and less shipments, causing progressive costs per shipment. For ex-

ample, within a 2-stop tour, two equal-weight, equal-distance shipments are delivered to their destina-

tions, which are both 50km away from the terminal. The driver returns to the depot just in time without 

violating the allowed driving duration. Therefore, both shipments have equal halves of the tour’s vari-

able cost allocated to them:𝑐𝑣1 = 𝑐𝑣2 =
𝐶𝑉(𝑇0)

2
. If one of these shipments were not 50 but 51km away from 

the terminal, the driver would inevitably violate the allowed driving duration and the vehicle routing 

module would not allow that 2-stop tour. Instead, the now farther away shipment has double the costs 

allocated to it. This marginal cost is much smaller for less distant stops on tours with higher volume. 

With respect to payload, we expect the AM to tend to allocate more costs to heavier shipments in 

a linear manner. The reason is obvious: if the marginal costs per kg were increasing, the consignor has 

a monetary incentive to split up his shipments. 
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#Stops before 8 5 2 

#Stops after 7 4 1 

Cost per stop before 12.5 20 50 

Cost per stop after 14.29 25 100 

Marginal cost 1.79 5 50 

Figure 7 The cost per shipment grow progressively as the distance increases 

Experimental implementation of recommended AM 

Kellner and Otto [184] experiment with 15 different AM with respect to a broad set of criteria in-

cluding robustness, coalition stability and ease of application. In their paper, the authors consider the 

allocation of greenhouse gas emissions in one-to-many distribution networks. As they collect AM from 

literature on cost allocation, we consider their comparison relevant for this paper. They recommend 

three AM:  

AM1: Proportional willingness-to-pay (PWTP) from Fishburn and Pollak [182]. 

AM2: KM and Tons-KM Allocation (KTA), which the authors proposed themselves 

AM3: Savings cost proportional allocation (SCPA), which we identified as a generalization from 

Fishburn and Pollak [182]. 

Furthermore, in another paper on tooling cost allocation Kellner et al. [185] recommend a similar 

AM: 

AM4: Louderback-Moriarity Allocation (LMA) from Balachandran and Ramakrishnan [186] 

Since none of the mentioned contributions comments on the relationship between costs and dis-

tance per shipment in distribution, we implemented all four and experimented with shipment data from 

a German GFF. In the case of KTA, we test several weights 𝑤𝑘𝑔 of payload. For the allocation in Figure 

8, 𝑤𝑘𝑔 = 0.3 is set. 
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Figure 8 Experimental results of four recommended AM 
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Figure 8 visualizes some of our experimental results. We apply all AMs for inter-tour cost alloca-

tion, which means we allocated the total variable costs onto all shipments5. Visually, one can identify 

that the relation between costs and distance is not progressive for any of the AMs. pWTP and SCPA 

from Fishburn and Pollak [182] performed identically and thus confirm that SCPA is a generalization 

of pWTP. However, both neglect payload. Indeed, the Pearson correlation of allocated costs and pay-

load is 0.07 for both AM1 and AM3. This relation is better captured by KTA and LMA. 

AM design 

As all of the recommended AM fail to account for the progressive relation between costs and direct 

distance, we propose to design a new shipment-focused AM. We acknowledge the suitability of mar-

ginal cost and stability focused AM for respective use cases. Nevertheless, this paper investigates the 

true cost of a new consignor’s shipments and thus, we focus on those shipments’ characteristics and 

how they perform in daily routing. 

The following shipment-focused AMs are designed in order to produce the expected behavior.  

AM5: proportional normalized tons-km (pnTKM) 

The KTA accounts for a combination of tons-km and km. The problem of using tons-km is the scale 

of payload and distance in distribution. While the distance usually scales from 0.4 to 90km (with some 

outliers up to 150km), the payload ranges from 1 to 4,500kg and thus outweighs the distance. Therefore, 

we normalize both payload and distance on a scale from 1 to 100. Therefore, every shipment has char-

acteristics, normalized tons-km 𝑛𝑡𝑘𝑚𝑖. 

 

𝑛𝑡𝑘𝑚𝑖 = 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚(𝑘𝑔𝑖) ⋅ 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚(𝑑0𝑖), 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚(𝑘𝑔𝑖) ∈ [1,100] and 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚(𝑑0𝑖) ∈ [1,100] (9) 

 

AM5 pnTKM allocates the variable costs 𝐶𝑉 of all tours onto the shipments proportional to the 

normalized tons-km: 

 

𝑐𝑣𝑖 = 𝐶𝑉 ⋅
𝑛𝑡𝑘𝑚𝑖

∑ 𝑛𝑡𝑘𝑚𝑗𝑗∈𝐼
 ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝐼 (10) 

 

AM6: proportional normalized tons-km squared (pnTKM2) 

In order to stress the progressive impact of the direct distance on costs, we experiment with the 

idea to square the distance and thus weigh it even more. AM6 pnTKM2 allocates the variable costs 𝐶𝑉 

onto the shipments of all tours proportionally to the normalized tons-km2: 

 

𝑐𝑣𝑖 = 𝐶𝑉 ⋅
𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚(𝑘𝑔𝑖)⋅𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚(𝑑0𝑖)2

∑ 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚(𝑘𝑔𝑖)⋅𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚(𝑑0𝑖)2
𝑗∈𝐼

 ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝐼 (11) 

 

AM7: normalized payload and normalized (distance)a allocation (nPnDaA) 

AM7 is inspired by KTA from Kellner and Otto [184]. We propose three modifications: first, we 

account for payload instead of tons-km in order to not include distance twice. Second, we normalize 

both terms in order to adapt the scale of payload and distance. Third, we exponentiate distance after 

that normalization. AM7 nPnDaA allocates the variable costs 𝐶𝑉 onto the shipments of all tours pro-

portionally to a weighted combination of normalized payload and normalized distance to the power of 

𝑎: 

 

                                                           
5 We also experiment with intra-tour allocation, which means we apply the four AMs to allocate 

the variable costs per tour onto the shipments of that tour. The results of intra-tour allocation cause 

excessive variability in the allocated costs among comparable shipments. For example, repetitive homo-

geneous shipments that are addressed to the same destination on multiple days are routed in different 

tours. As a result, these homogeneous shipments receive different costs. Therefore, we recommend to 

allocate variable distribution costs on an aggregated level, e. g. across multiple tours. 
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𝑐𝑣𝑖 = 𝐶𝑉 ⋅ (𝑤𝑘𝑔 ⋅
𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚(𝑘𝑔𝑖)

∑ 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚(𝑘𝑔𝑗)𝑗∈𝐼

+ (1 − 𝑤𝑘𝑔) ⋅
𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚(𝑑0𝑖)

𝑎

∑ 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚(𝑑0𝑗)
𝑎

𝑗∈𝐼

) (12) 

 

The exponent 𝑎 should be some number 𝑎 ≥ 1. However, the fitting of 𝑎 is not completely de-

fensible, just as any other parameter of any AM. 

The three designed AM 5-7 are implemented and tested with the same GFF data set. In case of 

nPnDaA, the weighting factor is set to 𝑤𝑘𝑔 = 0.3 and the exponent is set to 𝑎 = 1.5. The results are 

visualized in the scatter plots of Figure 9. 

 

 

Figure 9 Experimental results of the designed AM 

In the case of pnTKM and pnTKM2, costs depend on both direct distance and payload. The visual 

effect is a large scatter in both uni-variable plots. In pnTKM2, one can observe the progressive trend in 

the scatter plot (AM6 top). However, the visually most appealing results are achieved by nPnDaA. There 

is both a clear progressive trend in the cost per km and a supposedly linear trend in the cost per kg. This 

linear trend gets steeper with increasing weight 𝑤𝑘𝑔 and vice versa. The more weight is set on distance, 

the less dispersion can be observed in the costs per km. 

Herein, it is not intended to make the case for criteria of fairness, robustness or neutrality. There-

fore, we propose to apply the nPnDaA in the cost allocation module in order to determine the costs per 

shipment.6 

2.4.4. Model building 

To evaluate the shipment specific cost differences between the incumbent structure and the struc-

ture including the new consignor we build a cost table with the dimensions distance and payload. Every 

cell in that table represents a class of shipments with similar characteristics regarding distance and pay-

load. The sizing of the classes is done in incremental steps of 10 kilometers and 10 kilograms. The scales 

reach until 200 kilometers or 5000 kilograms. At this point, the costs of every single shipment are calcu-

lated, but there are large gaps in the cost table. In practice, this is a problem when new shipments need 

costing. To fill every cell of the table with appropriate costs, the cost function of distance and payload 

is approximated. 

To build the model a multiple linear regression is performed as follows:  

𝑦 = 𝑋 ⋅ 𝛽 + 𝜀 with 𝜀~(0, 𝜎2 𝛪𝑇) (13) 

                                                           
6 In our case we set 0.1kgw   and 2a  . 
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The output vector 𝑦 is the vector of allocated costs including idle costs per shipment7. The matrix 

𝑋 contains the exponentiated normalized distances and the normalized payloads. As a result, the vector 

of coefficients for exponential normalized distance and the normalized weight𝛽 is estimated. Based on 

that calculation, variable costs per class of shipment characteristics can be estimated with the following 

equation: 

 

�̂�𝑖 = 𝛽1 ⋅ 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚(𝑑𝑖0)2 + 𝛽2 ⋅ 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚(𝑘𝑔𝑖) + 𝛽0 (14) 

 

As a result of the model building, we get the following costs shown in Table 5 (reduced due to 

clarity): 

Table 5 Modelled costs in EUR 
 

20km 40km 60km 80km 100km 120km 140km 160km 180km 200km 

25kg 7,23 13,96 27,06 46,53 72,37 104,58 143,17 188,13 239,46 297,16 

50kg 7,55 14,28 27,38 46,85 72,69 104,90 143,49 188,45 239,78 297,48 

75kg 7,87 14,60 27,69 47,16 73,01 105,22 143,81 188,76 240,09 297,80 

100kg 8,19 14,91 28,01 47,48 73,32 105,54 144,12 189,08 240,41 298,12 

200kg 8,98 15,71 28,81 48,28 74,12 106,33 144,92 189,88 241,21 298,91 

300kg 10,25 16,98 30,08 49,55 75,39 107,61 146,19 191,15 242,48 300,18 

400kg 11,53 18,25 31,35 50,82 76,66 108,88 147,46 192,42 243,75 301,45 

500kg 12,80 19,52 32,62 52,09 77,94 110,15 148,74 193,69 245,02 302,73 

750kg 15,02 21,75 34,85 54,32 80,16 112,38 150,96 195,92 247,25 304,95 

1000kg 18,20 24,93 38,03 57,50 83,34 115,56 154,14 199,10 250,43 308,13 

2000kg 26,15 32,88 45,98 65,45 91,29 123,51 162,09 207,05 258,38 316,08 

3000kg 38,87 45,60 58,70 78,17 104,01 136,22 174,81 219,77 271,10 328,80 

4000kg 51,59 58,32 71,42 90,89 116,73 148,94 187,53 232,49 283,82 341,52 

5000kg 64,31 71,04 84,14 103,61 129,45 161,66 200,25 245,21 296,54 354,24 

2.4.5. Costing comparison 

To compare the costs per shipment with and without the new consignor two cost estimating mod-

els are built. With these two models, a detailed comprehension of every shipment’s cost with and with-

out the new consignor can be calculated. We search for correlations between the changes regarding the 

costs and changes in the network. Therefore, we calculate relative changes in the network’s characteris-

tics and the change in the costs per shipment. Performing multiple correlation tests helps us understand 

the interdependencies between all the calculated changes. 

                                                           
7 Not including fixed costs. 
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2.5. Computational analysis 

In this section, we introduce the structure of our given data and the assumptions of the computa-

tional analysis. After that, our presented methodology is applied to the data of an anonymous German 

GFF. We analyze the results of our study in order to gain practical insights into the effect of a new 

consignor within a distribution network. 

2.5.1. Data  

Our data represent shipments of the distribution structure from a random terminal of a German 

GFF. The given time period is a recent month. As of confidentiality agreements, the identity of the GFF, 

the consignors and the recipients are anonymous. After data cleansing, the data sample includes 3,742 

shipments with the following attributes listed in Table 6. 

Table 6 Data attributes of raw shipment data 

Attribute Description 

Date The date of the delivery 

Consignor No. The consignor’s number 

Consignor Street The pickup street 

Consignor Zip-Code The pickup Zip-Code 

Consignor City The pickup city 

Consignor Country The pickup country 

Recipient No. The recipient’s number 

Recipient Street The drop-off street 

Recipient Zip-Code The drop-off Zip-Code 

Recipient City The drop-off city 

Recipient Country The drop-off country 

Payload The shipments payload in kilograms 

 

In addition to the raw data from Table 6, we compute the following attributes per shipment (Table 

7). 
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Table 7 Computed attributes for shipment data 

Attribute Description 

Recipient Latitude Latitude of the drop-off location 

Recipient Longitude Longitude of the drop-off location8 

Recipient Distance One-way distance from the terminal to the drop off location in kilome-

ters9 

2.5.2. Assumptions 

In order to estimate the costs per shipment, we calculated different cost rates. Truck costs per hour, 

truck costs per kilometer driven and drivers’ hourly wages are calculated with schemes described by 

Wittenbrink [167] and Hartmann [187]. The results are 𝑐𝑡 = 7.5€ per hour per truck, 𝑐𝑡𝑘𝑚 = 0.7€ per 

kilometer driven and 𝑐𝑑 = 20.5€ per hour per driver. Our calculations on cost rates are shown in the 

appendix. Furthermore, we estimated the loading and scheduling time at the beginning of a tour to be 

𝑠𝑒 = 1ℎ. The time for parking and taxi is 𝑡𝑥 = 0.13̄ℎ and the time for unloading is 𝑢𝑙 = 0.0003̄ℎ per 

kg. These values are estimates from past projects with other GFFs and are thus not characteristic for this 

specific GFF in our computational study. 

2.5.3. Computational result 

In order to answer the research question, we implement the proposed methodology from section 

4. Thereafter, we perform multiple runs for the largest consignors in the data sample. A consignor is 

considered large if his number of shipments or tonnage ranks among the top 25 consignors. After sort-

ing out the two list’s duplicates 31 consignors remain. 

From a practitioner’s view, it is interesting to investigate the most valid predictors of cost differ-

ences. Therefore, correlation tests between the changes in the shipment structure and the cost differ-

ences are performed. The results are shown in Table 8.  

Correlations’ significance 

As we are interested in the shipments structure’s impact on costs we are focusing on the correla-

tions between the structural changes and the delta in costs per shipment which are represented in the 

last column of Table 9. Before interpreting the data, we check the p-values of our correlations to sort out 

non-significant results. Our maximum significance level is 𝑝 <= 0.05 . Discarded correlations are 

marked by crossed-out values. 

Strong predictors (p-Value <= 0.05, Correlation >= 0.8) 

The set of characteristics which induce the strongest absolute correlation to the change of costs per 

shipment consists of:  

 Number of shipments (-0.88) 

 shipments per tour (-0.93) 

 stops per tour (-0.92) and 

 stop-stop distance (0.82)  

                                                           
8 The drop-off location’s longitude and latitude are calculated using MapBox’s Place Search API 

via https://www.mapbox.com/search/.  
9 The distance is calculated as the great circle distance from the terminal’s geolocation to the drop-

off geolocation with a detour factor of 1.25. 
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A plausible explanation could be the following logical approach: Less stop-stop distance comes 

from higher density tours. This means that more stops are performed within the same or a smaller 

number of kilometers driven which is limited by the maximum driving time. To achieve this setting 

more shipments overall have to be distributed via the network. 

Multicollinearity 

As there is a correlation of 1.0 between the characteristics shipments per tour and stops per tour, 

we can state multicollinearity and view them as an identical feature when it comes to interpretation. In 

general, there are pretty high correlations between the most important characteristics named above. All 

of the correlations are in an interval ranging from 0.66 to 0.88 which leads to the guess that one single 

effect is described by a set of characteristics. 
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Table 8 Structural changes in the GFF's shipment structure due to the integration of a new consignors 

Consignor Delta 

shipments 

Delta pay-

load 

Delta 

shipments 

per tour 

Delta 

stops per 

tour 

Delta 

drop-fac-

tor 

Delta pay-

load per 

shipment 

Delta 

Stop-Stop 

Distance 

Delta ap-

proach 

distance 

Delta time 

utilization 

Delta ca-

pacity uti-

lization 

Delta 

costs per 

shipment 

1 0.51% 3.27% -0.14% -0.12% 0.03% 2.75% -0.76% 1.56% 0.41% 1.06% -0.21% 

2 0.38% 1.15% 0.05% 0.04% 0.00% 0.77% -1.08% 1.36% 0.18% 0.34% -0.15% 

3 0.24% 1.11% 0.24% 0.06% 0.26% 0.87% -0.23% 0.49% 0.27% 0.46% -0.18% 

4 0.78% 1.11% 0.45% 0.49% 0.14% 0.32% -0.42% 0.89% 0.42% 0.32% -0.52% 

5 0.54% 1.04% -0.12% -0.18% 0.08% 0.50% -1.52% 0.59% 0.01% 0.16% 0.06% 

6 0.19% 0.94% -0.47% -0.46% 0.11% 0.75% -0.56% 0.91% -0.30% 0.12% 0.28% 

7 0.27% 0.74% -0.39% -0.37% 0.09% 0.47% -0.30% -0.51% -0.31% 0.03% 0.29% 

8 1.14% 0.73% 0.48% 0.45% 0.06% -0.40% -0.07% -0.63% 0.12% 0.03% -0.36% 

9 18.01% 13.10% 4.17% 3.96% 0.21% -4.17% -10.19% 3.13% 0.55% -0.07% -4.78% 

10 8.34% 1.86% 3.05% 2.85% 0.33% -5.98% -4.25% -0.27% 0.20% -1.35% -2.30% 

11 7.22% 1.38% 2.33% 2.05% 0.39% -5.45% -4.25% 0.13% -0.24% -1.41% -1.66% 

12 4.61% 14.24% -1.52% -1.64% 0.30% 9.20% -3.53% -0.73% -1.31% 2.94% -0.02% 

13 3.97% 4.42% -0.77% -0.86% 0.24% 0.43% 0.97% -1.58% -1.42% -0.15% 0.39% 

14 2.32% 4.16% -1.34% -1.31% 0.22% 1.79% -1.77% 1.29% -0.74% 0.18% 0.56% 
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15 2.27% 2.09% -0.06% -0.04% -0.14% -0.17% -0.80% 1.05% -0.13% -0.10% -0.24% 

16 1.91% 1.22% 0.91% 0.83% -0.06% -0.68% -0.95% 0.79% 0.14% 0.10% -0.95% 

17 1.63% 4.46% 0.31% 0.13% 0.31% 2.78% -0.58% 0.03% 0.27% 1.26% -0.80% 

18 1.52% 0.94% 0.53% 0.55% 0.23% -0.57% -0.61% 0.13% 0.12% -0.02% -0.53% 

19 1.41% 0.86% 0.42% 0.37% 0.19% -0.55% 0.58% -1.33% -0.02% -0.05% -0.46% 

20 1.30% 1.60% 0.31% 0.06% 0.22% 0.30% -0.60% 1.30% 0.12% 0.25% -0.23% 

21 1.11% 0.99% 0.45% 0.45% -0.07% -0.12% -0.52% 1.74% 0.36% 0.14% -0.45% 

22 1.03% 0.99% -0.29% -0.24% -0.02% -0.04% 1.57% 0.18% -0.07% -0.14% 0.02% 

23 1.00% 0.58% 0.34% 0.36% 0.08% -0.41% 0.44% -0.86% 0.17% -0.03% 0.14% 

24 0.92% 2.02% -0.40% -0.35% 0.05% 1.09% -0.95% 0.37% -0.18% 0.29% 0.29% 

25 0.84% 1.63% 0.84% 0.88% -0.20% 0.79% -1.58% 2.97% 0.68% 0.67% -0.67% 

26 0.81% 0.51% 0.15% -0.01% 0.16% -0.30% -0.08% 0.53% -0.08% -0.06% -0.33% 

27 0.81% 0.46% 0.48% 0.52% 0.04% -0.35% -0.71% -0.54% 0.02% 0.05% -0.60% 

28 0.81% 0.66% 0.81% 0.79% 0.06% -0.14% -0.81% 0.27% 0.39% 0.28% -0.42% 

29 0.78% 0.24% 0.45% 0.35% 0.22% -0.54% 0.27% 0.52% 0.30% -0.04% -0.26% 

30 0.75% 0.10% 0.10% 0.05% 0.02% -0.65% -2.85% -0.06% -0.26% -0.23% -0.02% 

31 0.67% 0.78% 0.34% 0.38% -0.12% 0.10% -0.16% 0.54% 0.23% 0.19% -0.50% 
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Table 9 Correlation between shipment structure changes and cost differences 10 

Pearson Correlation 

coefficients 

Overall 

Payload 

Shipments 

per tour 

Stops per 

tour 

Drop factor Payload 

per ship-

ment 

Stop-Stop 

Distance 

Approach 

distance 

Time utili-

zation 

Capacity 

utilization 

Costs per 

shipment 

Overall shipments 0.68 0.73 0.71 0.40 -0.44 -0.88 0.25 -0.01 -0.22 -0.88 

Overall Payload 
 

0.11 0.09 0.34 0.35 -0.65 0.17 -0.34 0.53 -0.44 

Shipments per tour 
  

1.00 0.18 -0.80 -0.68 0.32 0.56 -0.53 -0.93 

Stops per tour 
   

0.12 -0.80 -0.66 0.33 0.58 -0.54 -0.92 

Drop factor 
    

-0.09 -0.28 -0.36 -0.33 -0.06 -0.23 

Payload per ship-

ment 
     

0.32 -0.10 -0.40 0.94 

0.58 

Stop-Stop Distance 
      

-0.42 -0.08 0.08 0.82 

Approach Distance 
       

0.54 0.07 -0.39 

Time utilization 
        

-0.19 -0.41 

Capacity utilization          0.28 

  

                                                           
10 Numbers that show a p-value greater than 0.05p   in Table 10 are not part of further analysis. 
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Table 10 p-Values of pearson correlation coefficients 

p-value Overall 

Payload 

Shipments 

per tour 

Stops per 

tour 

Drop factor Payload 

per ship-

ment 

Stop-Stop 

Distance 

Approach 

distance 

Time utili-

zation 

Capacity 

utilization 

Costs per 

shipment 

Overall shipments 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0040 0.0013 0.0000 0.0828 0.9327 0.1320 0.0000 

Overall Payload  0.4312 0.5378 0.0150 0.0120 0.0000 0.2412 0.0147 0.0001 0.0013 

Shipments per tour   0.0000 0.2090 0.0000 0.0000 0.0251 0.0000 0.0001 0.0000 

Stops per tour    0.3918 0.0000 0.0000 0.0189 0.0000 0.0001 0.0000 

Drop factor     0.5155 0.0456 0.0114 0.0182 0.6878 0.1110 

Payload per ship-

ment      0.0217 0.4865 0.0044 0.0000 0.0000 

Stop-Stop Distance       0.0021 0.5603 0.5728 0.0000 

Approach Distance        0.0001 0.6486 0.0050 

Time utilization         0.1801 0.0030 

Capacity utilization          0.0484 
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2.6. Discussion 

The present paper contributes both to the theory and practice of distribution. However, there are 

also some limitations to our results and plenty of room for further research.  

2.6.1. Theoretical implications 

Economies of Integration 

Keeler [169] introduces the term EOI. This is a major contribution to transportation theory because 

EOI clearly deviate from Economies of scale. A major contribution of the presented paper is the com-

prehensive list of indicators that drive EOI in distribution. In section 3, we identify shipments, payload, 

certainty, drop factor, tour and area density as well as approach distance. Furthermore, the correlation 

matrix of Table 9 highlights the importance of different characteristics of distribution with respect to 

their impact on costs. For example, it turns out that the overall number of shipments has a greater impact 

than the overall tonnage. 

Relation between costs per shipment and distribution structure 

The computational analysis of section 5 reveals several insights about the relationship between the 

costs per shipment and other characteristics of the distribution shipment structure. Our analysis shows 

that the number of stops and shipments per tour decreases the costs per shipment as the coefficient of 

correlation is smaller than -0.8. Furthermore, the average stop-to-stop distance and the overall number 

of shipments in the distribution significantly decrease costs per shipment. We could not show that the 

drop factor decreases costs significantly, however, this may be the result of an overall low level of drop 

factors for all consignors in our sample. 

Summarizing the results from the computational study, we conclude, that (1) without a great vol-

ume, consignors have only limited impact on the overall cost structure and (2) consignors with a great 

volume usually reduce the average costs per shipment for all consignors, but (3) the exact level of cost 

reductions depends on the densification of tours and thus needs meticulous investigation. 

Development of a new AM based on recommendations from the literature 

In subsection 2.4.3, we identify recommended AM from relevant literature. However, none of the 

recommendations succeed in providing a progressive functional relation between distance and costs 

according to Boone and Quisbrock [161]. The identification of this insufficiency is a contribution itself. 

Furthermore, based on those recommendations, we propose further development of the recommenda-

tions from Kellner and Otto [184], which incorporates a normalization to overcome different scales and 

a potential or exponential term to overcome the degressive relation. 

2.6.2. Practical implications 

Distribution costing and cost-based tariff design 

The proposed methodology is of great practical use. Due to its modular design, it is easily adapta-

ble to specific use cases and it may be integrated into an existing IT landscape. Calculations of cost rates 

(appendix) and estimates of durations need to be adapted, however, we present a valid starting point 

for practical usage. The output of our methodology is the well-known structure of transportation tariffs 

with the dimensions of distance and payload. Therefore, the methodology can be applied for tariff de-

sign. 

Individual consignor rates and discounts 

Table 8 shows the changes in costs per shipment for different consignors. As it turns out, the EOI 

of a single consignor often decrease the costs per shipment, but not without exceptions. Take for exam-

ple consignor 14 from Table 8: this consignor adds 2.3% of new shipments to the incumbent shipments. 

However, the average costs per shipment increase. Reviewing the EOI indicators, we assume that the 
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increase in the average payload per shipment causes an increase in costs. As a result, the 14th consignor 

is not eligible for a discount, although he accounts for a large volume. 

Due to our results, we make the following general recommendations for tariff negotiations: 

 Calculate the relative number of shipments added by the new consignor 

 A consignor who adds less than 1% of shipments to the incumbent shipments, should always 

pay the standard tariff. 

 For large consignors, who add more than 1%, a new tariff based on the combined shipment 

structure should be calculated and the negotiating range should be derived using the proposed 

methodology. 

 Discounts should not exceed the reduction of costs per shipment. 

 New consignors who do not present their shipment structure should always pay the standard 

tariff and after some period their shipments should be analyzed in order to determine their EOI. 

2.6.3. Limitations and further research 

Allocation method 

It is worthwhile to investigate new AMs which are aligned with the progressive relation that is 

described by Boone and Quisbrock [161]. We propose a new AM, developed from recommendations 

from the literature. Cost allocation within the calculated tariff table is heavily dependent on the chosen 

AM. Modifications in the AM module will modify the outputs and thus the negotiation rates. With that 

in mind, the costs of a new consignor can be modified by choosing an AM that attaches more or less 

weight to either distance or payload. For example, choosing an AM which stresses payload is going to 

increase the allocated costs of a new consignor adding only high payloads to the system. The investiga-

tion of AM that account for the progressive relation of cost and distance is an interesting research gap. 

Drop factors 

As our analysis could not find significant results for the relation between drop factor and costs, this 

relation is subject to further research deploying data with much higher drop factors. In our sample, no 

single consignor has a significant impact on the overall drop factor and thus no cost reductions could 

be observed. From a practitioner’s view, we would expect that dedicated GFFs, who serve only con-

signors from selected industries, e. g. automotive parts, pharmaceuticals, fresh groceries, achieve 

greater drop factors, as the recipients are often times identical. 

Collection and line-Haul 

The present paper investigates the distribution of groupage freight. As distribution often accounts 

for more than 50% of the total costs per shipment, this last mile is the most important part. Nevertheless, 

a GFF should also investigate the costs per shipment using a similar methodology. Our proposed meth-

odology is easily applicable to the collection in groupage freight. From a costing perspective, line-haul-

ing is the easiest part. Due to this limitation on distribution, we consider a comprehensive model that 

comprises all of the three legs to be a worthwhile practical contribution. 

Hidden consignor clusters 

Our analysis looked into the question of the effect of a single new consignor. However, the ship-

ments from different consignors collude: stops and tours are clusters of shipments from many different 

consignors. It may be the case that some subsets of consignors have great EOI in combination. For ex-

ample, a producer of paints and a producer of ironmongery always send shipments to the same hard-

ware and DIY stores. Therefore, both consignors have great EOI in combination with each other, even 

though both consignors neither cooperate nor know about this relation. Further research may extend 

our work to complementary hidden consignor clusters. From a GFF’s perspective, it may be valuable to 
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unveil such hidden clusters in order to (1) make sure none has an incentive to leave the network and (2) 

acquire new consignors who integrate smoothly with incumbent hidden clusters. 

Stochastic inputs and robustness 

We consider our given dataset including shipments over one month to be representative in terms 

of the long-term shipment structure. However, there may be consignors whose data cannot be consid-

ered deterministic. The new consignor’s shipment structure is constantly changing or - in the worst case 

- the consignor deceives the GFF with modified shipment data to blend in smoothly into the incumbent 

structure. Therefore, incorporating robustness against stochasticity or changes in the shipment structure 

is an important issue in tariff design. One starting point could be an additional safety premium. This 

safety premium should account for uncertainty in the number and the location of shipments. 

Multiple consignor strategy 

In case of two or more consignors entering the system at the same time, sequential calculation of 

the consignor specific negotiating range would always lead to different results depending on the se-

quence of calculation. This emerges from the fact that adding one consignor’s shipments will change 

the shipment structure and leads to a different baseline for the second consignor. There is no fixed rule 

that implies whether the second consignor will benefit from the first one and vice versa. An extreme 

example are two consignors which are not very suitable for the incumbent shipment structure in terms 

of density. Let’s assume their drop off locations are outside of the LSP’s incumbent service area but 

relatively close to one another. As a result, the first of the two consignors will always decrease density 

and increase costs per stop. The second consignor will benefit from the first consignor’s added stops 

and increase density as they are very close to each other. As a result, the costs per stop will decrease 

compared to the shipment structure including stops from the first consignor. Therefore, there are two 

options to solve this problem. 

Option 1: Aggregation of the new consignors’ shipments to one structure and then use our meth-

odology to calculate one single negotiating range.  

Option 2: Parallel calculation of every consignor’s shipment separately based on the incumbent 

shipment structure. 

Our recommendation is to use option 2 with respect to the following aspects: 

1. If the two consignors are treated as one they might influence each other. Let’s assume we add 

a large consignor with a huge positive impact on costs and a small consignor with minor nega-

tive impact on costs. The negotiation range for the small one itself is 0, but with the aggregation 

in mind the small consignor gets a huge discount because of the large consignor’s shipment 

structure. Aggregation would thus counter the cause-by-cause principle. 

2. In a real-world situation one of the two consignors could cancel negotiations at some point. The 

negotiating range has to be calculated before the negotiation starts. In the case of the large and 

the small consignor, this could lead to the situation where the small consignor benefits from the 

aggregated negotiation range, although the cause of this discount (the large consignor) has can-

celled the negotiation and will not be part of the future shipment structure. This could lead to 

a tariff which is not even covering the costs of the small consignor’s shipments. 
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2.7. Appendix 

Calculations according to a combination of the costing schemes from Wittenbrink [167] and Hart-

mann [187]. 

Table 11 Personnel cost calculation 
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Standard wage 

 

 
12.00 

 
8 40 4.33 173.33 

 
2079.96 

Holiday pay Days per 

month 
  

14.0 
    

2.5 35 

Christmas bonus Standard wage 8.33% 
       

172.64 

Standard wage 

incl. allowances 

 

        
2287.6 

Pension insur-

ance 

Standard wage 

incl. allowances 9.35% 
       

213.89 

Health insurance Standard wage 

incl. allowances 7.30% 
       

166.99 

Nursing care in-

surance 

Standard wage 

incl. allowances 1.18% 
       

26.88 

Unemployment 

insurance 

Standard wage 

incl. allowances 1.50% 
       

34.31 

Trade associa-

tion 

Standard wage 

incl. allowances 3.66% 
       

83.73 

Insolvency allo-

cable 

Standard wage 

incl. allowances 0.15% 
       

3.43 

Continued pay-

ment 

Standard wage 

incl. allowances 0.38% 
       

8.69 

Costs per month 

 

        
2825.53 
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Output p.a. % h/Month 

Working time 
  

174 

Days of vacation 30 
 

-21,75 

Illness rate 
 

4,5% -7,83 

Public holidays 10 
 

-6,69 

Hours worked 
  

137,73 

Hours worked per month 
  

15,30 

 

 
Month Day Hour 

Costs per unit in EUR 2825,53 164,12 20,5 

 

Table 12 Truck cost calculation 
 

MAN TGL 12.220 BL Koffer Units Value 

Technical data Maximum weight allowed kg 12000.00 
 

Maximum payload kg 6400.00 

Usage Days of usage Days p.a. 240.00 
 

Hours of usage per day h 8.00 
 

Mileage per year km 25000.00 
 

Expected life cycle Years 5.00 
 

Mile within expected lifecycle km 125000.00 

Fixed costs Buying costs (excl. Value-added tax) EUR 65400.00 
 

Vehicle tax (Germany) EUR p.a. 534.00 
 

Insurance EUR p.a. 5080.00 
 

Depreciation (50% time-based) EUR p.a. 6540.00 
 

Mobile devices EUR p.a. 600.00 
 

Capital charge EUR p.a. 1635.00 
 

Sum fixed costs EUR p.a. 14389.00 
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... per hour EUR/h 7.5 

Variable costs Fuel consumption (diesel) L/100km 19.80 
 

Fuel price (excl. Value-added tax) EUR/L 1.09 
 

Fuel price per km EUR/km 0.22 
 

Maintenance costs EUR/km 0.19 
 

Depreciation (50% mileage-based) EUR/km 0.26 
 

Toll EUR/km 0.09 
 

Toll-quote (% of mileage on toll roads) % 0.40 
 

Toll per km EUR/km 0.04 
 

Sum variable costs EUR/km 0.70 
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3. Towards sustainable cities: Utilizing floating car data to support location-based road net-

work performance measurements 

3.1. Introduction 

Rising urbanization around the globe leads to high requirements in terms of urban sustainability 

[188]. Therefore, indicators to measure urban sustainability are an extensively discussed topic in litera-

ture [189–192]. These indicators often contain terms like “mobility” [193], “efficient transportation” or 

“transportation and roads” [194]. When dealing with the sustainability of transportation and the effi-

cient movement of people and goods, beside topics like railways [195] and public transportation [196–

200] the urban road network is a major research area [201–207]. This stems from the fact that road net-

work performance (RNP) can lead to significant negative impacts on all three dimensions of urban sus-

tainability: 

Economic sustainability can suffer in several ways. Many authors found that poor RNP in terms of 

traffic congestion is a reason for higher costs and reduces efficiency significantly [114–116,118–120]. In 

addition to that, traffic congestion intensified in the past [208,209], causing as much as 23 percent of all 

truck transportation delays [117]. 

Environmental sustainability is mainly focused on pollution and greenhouse gas emissions. A lot 

of literature proves the relation between traffic congestion and air pollution [109–111,113,210]. Longer 

travel distances and congestion lead to more pollution and a lower level of sustainability. 

Social sustainability focuses on the well-being of the population. Poor RNP can lead to several 

health issues: Traffic congestion implies a higher number of vehicles polluting engine noises on road. 

The generated noise has a significant health impact [105,107] like sleep disturbance and anxiety [104]. 

In addition to that, the number of accidents happening can depend on the road network [103,106,108]. 

RNP in general has been studied extensively over the years employing different methods and 

geared towards different purposes [211–215]. Especially the relation between the three-dimensional ur-

ban sustainability (economy, environment and society) and the road network have been addressed: 

An extensive body of literature discusses the reduction of traffic congestion [216–218]. Russo and 

Comi [219] analyze the effects of logistics measures on the economy of the city, Baghestani et al., Armah 

et al., Borza et al. and Zhang et al. [110,220–222] deal with on road emissions and Kleiziené et al., 

Ohiduzzaman et al. and Sirin [104,107,223] discuss vehicle noise reduction and the development of qui-

eter pavements. 

To carry out these analyzes, all stakeholders who are dealing with road networks and urban sus-

tainability must gather a real-world data base to work with. Therefore, the research hypothesis of this 

paper can be formulated as follows: 

 

How can relevant data be collected programmatically to measure road network performance? 

 

The long-term trend towards digitizing the environment, including the logistical infrastructure like 

road networks and vehicles, fundamentally eases the programmatical assessment of information and 

gives way to study new data collection methods [224–227]. Due to this, the purpose of this paper is to 

develop a new methodological approach to gather relevant RNP data on an area wide scale. An exem-

plary application of the gathered data on the economic dimension is demonstrated on four selected 

cities in Germany to prove the usability of the proposed methodology. Thus, the paper deals with what 

Sun et al. [228] call the physical issues of RNP, i.e. we are concerned with the determination of travel 

times, travel speed and traffic conditions.  
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The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides theoretical information on RNP measurement 

and the underlying data collection procedure. In section 3, a data collection method for measuring RNP 

is presented by providing an exemplary use case. In section 4, this methodology is applied to four Ger-

man cities and a comparison of these cities is carried out. In section 5, theoretical and practical implica-

tions are discussed. An outlook for further research is provided in section 6, followed by a short conclu-

sion highlighting the main takeaways of this paper. 

3.2. Literature Review 

3.2.1. Fundamentals on road network performance measurements 

The assessment of RNP has been widely researched. We start by introducing our definition and 

will then give reference to the extant body of research. We suggest defining RNP generally as the net-

work driven impact on sustainability. In the context of this paper, we exemplary focus on the economic 

dimension, which leads to the refined definition of RNP as being the network driven economical costs 

of moving a vehicle from a specified origin to a specified destination using the road network. Although 

the definition is open, we confine our analysis to urban transportation, i.e. short distance traffic, some-

times called the last mile or urban cargo traffic [40,229]. The road network is defined as the set of roads 

that can be used by vehicles. Thus, our definition of RNP is geared towards the structural properties of 

the network that shapes the flows within the network and affects operational performance [230,231]. 

The definition acknowledges but excludes the analysis of further notions or indicators of network per-

formance like levels of service, capacity, safety, smoothness of flow, reliability, vulnerability, accessibil-

ity, resource constraints or travel time reliability [232] that respectively represent the functionality of 

the network for particular research goals. As our analysis is restricted to network driven costs only it is 

confined to a share of the total cost only. The cost of moving a vehicle is determined by many factors 

like vehicle type [233], toll [234] or fuel [235]. We restrict the analysis to those factors that are related to 

the road network. The definition of RNP borrows in part from Santosa and Joewono [236] who measure 

RNP by speed and vehicle cost. 

We suggest measuring RNP by detour and travel speed. Detour is defined as “road distance from 

origin to destination” over “aerial distance from origin to destination” [237]. Thus, detour represents 

widely discussed network attributes like density [231] or connectivity [238]. Travel speed is defined as 

the average speed that can be driven from origin to destination considering vehicle and road constraints. 

Thus, travel speed summarizes road network attributes like speed limits, traffic lights or the level of 

congestion within the network [239–241]. Travel speed can be easily converted into travel time [242]. 

Thoen et al. [243] demonstrate that longer travel times lead to higher transportation costs, emphasizing 

the importance of determining travel times objectively.  

Road distance is defined as the distance of a tour. A tour is defined as the network path a rational 

decision maker would choose to minimize the travel time from origin to destination. Thus, we assume 

an efficient use of existing road infrastructure and available traffic status information [244]. We suggest 

measuring RNP with reference to two factors only and thus depart from earlier approaches that suggest 

multi-criteria measurements like Fancello et al. [212]. 

RNP results vary by tour since characteristics of the road network vary across space. Ciscal-Terry 

et al. [245] called this the origin-destination-distribution problem. Thus, a meaningful RNP statement 

must be specific on how to select the locations that enter the analysis. 

Fundamentally, RNP can be measured via three origin-destination settings. One is to measure 

across the complete network, i.e., from anywhere to anywhere. A second setting measures from defined 

origins to defined destinations [94], i.e. from somewhere to somewhere. We suggest following a third 

setting: Given an origin, we do not specify a destination and then measure detour and travel speed for 

the origin-destination pair but specify the origin only and list all destinations that can be reached within 

a given range or time frame. 
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Since we focus on studying RNP for general cargo moving purposes, typical logistics service pro-

viders’ locations like freight transport centers, logistic zones or urban consolidation centers represent 

meaningful origins. For a case-specific analysis, Alho A.R. et al. [246] find that declared data regarding 

bases might not be as accurate as inferred data, suggesting the identification of central network nodes 

via algorithms instead of relying on survey data to determine meaningful points of origin. Referring to 

Saedi et al. [232] our approach does not report RNP across the complete road network but well-defined 

partitions. 

3.2.2. Road network data collection: Developing a new method 

Data sources to compute RNP have been mentioned in recent literature but have never been an 

explicit focus of the research community. Some papers model the variability of RNP via a stochastic 

framework and compute journey time estimators [247]. Figliozzi [115] uses tour data reported in the 

literature to perform a sensitivity analysis on changes in travel time and tour characteristics. The prob-

lem with this procedure is the availability of data as the current literature does not provide suitable or 

publicly available tour data for most areas around the world. Another way to gather road data is the 

usage of equipped single cars [248,249]. These cars are equipped with a range of sensors to record road 

data while driving. The extensive needed manpower and machinery of this solution gets multiplied as 

global coverage is attempted. Urban areas could be analyzed under consideration of induction loops, 

cameras and sensors measuring current road traffic [250,251]. Data accessibility as well as processing 

data from a lot of different sources drive complexity of this data collection method. Mondschein and 

Taylor [119] interviewed people about personal trip data and corresponding travel times. Two major 

concerns arise when we take a closer look at this procedure. Global coverage is very weak as a lot of 

interviews must be conducted to gather enough data for one specific area. An additional problem are 

people’s privacy concerns when sharing their driving data [115]. A “digital version” of interviewing 

people is the usage of navigation service providers’ Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) as these 

providers gather and compress anonymized data from all their users [252]. The anonymization of data 

also overcomes the privacy concerns mentioned before. Kellner et al. [94] used navigation service pro-

viders’ data to build distance matrices with customers’ locations and requested travel times at different 

times throughout the day. To generalize the approach by Kellner et al. [94] and bypass any problems 

related to trip generation on basis of personal preference, as for example experienced by Sun et al. [253], 

we use real-world floating car data (FCD) with compressed information collected over time. 

The use of FCD to evaluate traffic status has been studied intensively [254–260]. However, there is 

no research that exploits FCD, especially FCD processed into reachable ranges, to assess RNP. That is 

what we suggest doing. 

Processing FCD to measure RNP is challenging as traffic data can be considered big data due to its 

complexity and heterogeneity [246,261,262]. However navigation service providers can produce the 

needed data efficiently [252]. Because of that, we suggest using navigation service providers APIs, es-

pecially retrieving so-called “reachable ranges”. 

A “reachable range” is defined as an area that can be reached by a specific vehicle under certain 

constraints such as maximum travel time or maximum travel distance starting at a specified location. 

The use of reachable ranges to assess networks has gained only limited attention so far. Hirako et al. 

[263] analyze reachable areas to understand the travel behavior of elderly citizens to medical facilities. 

Referring to Phan et al. [264] calculating a reachable range is one part of the algorithm for maximizing 

range sum queries turned inside out. 

In our case, we retrieve a reachable set 𝐾𝑐 that consists of 50 nodes that can be reached from origin 

node 𝑣0 by the end of constraint 𝑐 [265]. As a result, we obtain a subgraph showing only one origin 

and 50 reachable destinations. Assuming a completely paved environment, the reachable range would 

resemble a circle. In a real-world scenario, it will be a snowflake-shaped object with some locations 
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being closer to the origin (areas with poor RPN) and some locations further from the origin (areas with 

good RNP). 

Combining this information with the need for multi-time measurements we obtain time-dependent 

graphs. By varying the defined timeframe, the RNP measurement can be suited to different goals of the 

analysis. 

Our approach is considered efficient as wide areas can be analyzed by a few API calls. This allows 

measuring RNP on a large scale for defined origins without the need for second best solutions like re-

gional aggregation as suggested by Casadei et al. [266], for instance. 

3.3. Methodology 

3.3.1. Basic idea 

To measure RNP and make regional comparisons using speed information, the following data is 

required: Free flow and congested speeds, which can be derived from travel times and travel distances. 

Air distances, which in relation to previously determined actual road travel distances, enable a detour 

calculation. 

To investigate the relation between the time of day and congestion-induced delays, exemplary trips 

are simulated leading from the city center outwards (to the east, west, north and south) for every city 

considered in the comparison below (Section 4). The results generated via the TomTom routing API are 

shown in Figure 10. 

From 03:40 o’clock to 21:50 delays are occurring in every city. Two rush hours can be identified: 

The first one can be classified as the morning rush hour where large parts of employees commute to 

work and more than 75 Percent of commercial distribution tours depart from their origin as observed 

by Nuzzolo et. al. [267]. It peaks at about 08:00 o’clock, in accordance with the observations made in 

Italy. The second rush hour peaks at 17:00 o’clock when most people are heading home from work. In 

between these rush hours the congestion-induced delays settle in Hamburg, Munich and Stuttgart 

whereas Berlin shows a rise in level of delay until peak rush hour is reached. The interval from 22:00 to 

03:30 o’clock the next day can be considered as free flow state as there are no congestion-induced delays 

measured. 

 

 

Figure 10 Time-delay dependency 
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Table 13 TomTom Reachable Range API Parameters 

Parameter Unit / Format Description 

Origin Latitude, Longitude Origin describes the starting point of the re-

quest. 

Time Budget Seconds Time restriction that limits the maximum travel 

time. 

Distance Budget Meters Distance restriction that restricts the maximum 

travel distance. 

Route Type Fastest; Shortest; Eco Describes the routing mode. Fastest optimizes 

travel times, shortest travel distance, eco finds a 

compromise. 

Depart At Date in the RFC 3339 

Format 

Start time of all fictitious routes. Must be in the 

future. 

Travel Mode Van / Truck / Car Historical speed profiles that are used depend-

ing on the vehicle type. 

The data collection process uses the TomTom Reachable Range API. It returns the reachable area 

in form of reachable destinations from a certain starting point in the form of a polygon. The restrictions 

for the reachability analysis can be as follows: Maximum travel distance = “distance budget”, maximum 

travel time = “time budget” or maximum fuel consumption = “fuel budget”. 

This API has become more and more interesting, especially during the electrification of vehicles, 

because it is possible to determine which locations can be reached with a given battery capacity and a 

corresponding consumption. 

In the context presented in this paper, the API is used to determine all locations that can be reached 

within a time or distance restriction. Many parameters can be specified as input variables. The most 

important parameters in this context are shown below in Table 13. 

As a result, the API always provides a polygon with a maximum of 50 corner points (see Figure 

11), regardless of the selected input parameters. The area described by the polygon includes all geolo-

cations that can be reached considering the specified restrictions. For each corner point of the polygon 

the corresponding air distance can be estimated using the great circle distance formula [268]. Conse-

quently, the air distance can be used as a common base to compare queries for different restriction pa-

rameters. 

The data collection methodology to determine the attributes Detour Factor, Infrastructure and Traf-

fic Congestion is explained below. The parameters Origin, Travel Mode and Route Type are identical for 

all queries. In case of the following example, the starting point "Schäftlarnstraße 10, 81371 Munich, Ger-

many" with the coordinates of 48.116431 degrees latitude and 11.556811 degrees longitude is selected. 

The parameter Travel Mode is set "truck", the Route Type requested is "fastest". 

To summarize the data collection methodology, all three calculation steps are presented in Table 

15 and explained in depth in the following sections. The used variables are defined as follows in Table 

14. 
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Figure 11 Result of a TomTom Reachable Range request with a 30km travel distance restriction 

Table 14 Variables and descriptions 

Variable Description Explanation 

𝑑𝑡 
Travel distance The road distance from a start point to an 

end point 

𝑑𝑎 

Air distance Air distance with 𝑑𝑎 =
1

𝑛
⋅ ∑ 𝑑𝑖

𝑛
𝑖=1  where 𝑑𝑖 

is the air distance between the polygon’s 

corner point 𝑖 and the request’s origin and 

𝑛 is the number of polygon corner points (in 

our case 50). 

𝑡𝑡 
Travel time The time needed to travel from a start point 

to an end point 

𝑑𝑓(𝑑𝑎) 
Detour Factor regression Continuous Detour Factor regression based 

on discrete measures 

𝑣𝑓(𝑑𝑎) 
Free flow velocity regression Continuous free flow velocity regression 

based on discrete measures 

𝑣𝑐(𝑑𝑎) 
Congested velocity regression Continuous congested velocity regression 

based on discrete measures 
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Table 15 Data Collection Overview 

Calculation Step 1: Detour Factor 2: Infrastructure / Free 

flow 

3: Traffic congestion 

API Restriction 𝑑𝑡 𝑡𝑡 𝑡𝑡 

API Result Polygon to estimate average reachable 𝑑𝑎 

Deduced infor-

mation 

𝑑𝑡

𝑑𝑎

= 𝑑𝑓(𝑑𝑎) 

Polynomial regression 

𝑑𝑓(𝑑𝑎) 

𝑑𝑎 ⋅ 𝑑𝑓(𝑑𝑎) = 𝑑𝑡 

𝑑𝑡

𝑡𝑡

= 𝑣𝑓(𝑑𝑎) 

Power Regression 
𝑣𝑓(𝑑𝑎) 

𝑑𝑎 ⋅ 𝑑𝑓(𝑑𝑎) = 𝑑𝑡 

𝑑𝑡

𝑡𝑡

= 𝑣𝑐(𝑑𝑎) 

Power Regression 

𝑣𝑐(𝑑𝑎) 

The next subsections focus on an in-depth explanation of the collection methodology to understand 

the requirements and results of every step. Besides, the generated data is visualized by individual 

charts. Connections between marks within one chart indicate that the gradients are results of continuous 

regressions based on discrete measures. 

3.3.2. Detour 

Detour in general is defined as the difference between travel distance via road and the correspond-

ing air distance. The detour factor is defined as the quotient of travel distance and calculated air distance 

between two points. It will always be greater-than or equal to 1.0, because the shortest travel distance 

is always a straight line and thus equals the air distance. The detour factor changes with the length of 

the travel distance/air distance (with increasing air distance, straight routes such as highways can be 

used, which reduces the detour factor). However, the API query only accepts one maximum travel dis-

tance value as a restriction at a time. Consequently, one query for each value between 1km and 30km 

travel distance (= distance budget) with a step size of 1km is requested and the returned polygons ana-

lyzed. The parameter Depart At is not relevant here as the polygon is calculated via a traffic-independent 

shortest path algorithm. 

 

Figure 12 Detour factor for Munich, Germany 
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In the last step, the query’s restriction (= travel distance) can be related to the average value of the 

calculated air distances. Thus, for each travel distance a corresponding air distance and a detour factor 

is calculated. The relationship between air distance and detour factor can be displayed using a polyno-

mial regression. In our example, this results in the chart shown in Figure 12. 

One can clearly see that the detour factor decreases with increasing air distance, which is due to 

the possibility of using relatively straight routes (e.g., access to inner-city highways or the German mo-

torway network), until it reaches a nearly stable value (in this case about 1.5). 

3.3.3. Infrastructure 

After determining the detour factor regression, the API can be used to determine the average speed 

during free-flow state. The free-flow state describes the traffic flow without congestion exceeding an 

agreed upon norm [269]. This means that delays due to infrastructural influences such as speed limits 

or traffic light changes are considered part of the free flow. Consequently, the average free-flow speed 

provides a quantification of the existing infrastructure. In order to determine this average speed, queries 

are formulated sequentially to retrieve points that can be reached for a certain journey duration. For this 

purpose, the queries are restricted by applying a time budget restriction. To ensure free-flow conditions, 

the parameter Depart At is set to 00:00:00. This time is derived from Figure 12 as there is no delay meas-

ured in any of the investigated regions. Using the returned polygon, the average air distance between 

all polygon corners and the starting point can be calculated per iteration step. The time steps and their 

corresponding free flow distances are shown in Figure 13. However, the magnitude of the travel dis-

tance is dependent on the air distance and implicitly manipulated via the detour factor. For this reason, 

a travel distance is estimated using air distance averages and the corresponding detour factor, as is 

shown by the formula in Table 15. The ratio of travel distance to travel time returns the average free 

flow travel speed. 

 

Figure 13 Distance covered during free flow for Munich, Germany 
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3.3.4. Traffic congestion 

 

Figure 14 Distance covered including traffic for Munich, Germany 

With the given definition of free-flow state in mind, the effect of traffic congestion can be measured 

by the difference between free-flow speed and congested speed. The travel speed in congested state can 

be determined by repeating the procedure for calculating the free-flow speed, setting the Depart At pa-

rameter at a time suitable for the analyzed scenario. In the context of this research, we set the Depart At 

parameter of the API query to 07:00:00. The results are shown in Figure 14. The ratio of travel distance 

(estimated by using the detour factor regression) to travel time again gives the average travel speed. 

3.3.5. Speed comparison 

 

Figure 15 Speed profile comparison for Munich, Germany 

To compare free flow and congested state more clearly, Figure 15 shows the average travel speed 

as a function of the travel distance for both states of the road network. By using a power regression 

model of the free flow and congested speeds, the speed difference can be determined continuously 

throughout the analyzed travel distance interval. 
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Both speed profile curves displayed in Figure 15 clearly show a degressive course. When reaching 

beyond the localized, urban space, both slopes approach a common value. The convergence of these 

curves can be explained as follows: As the travel distance increases, the traffic density usually decreases 

outside the inner-city boundaries and traffic volume considered with the API-calls corresponds more 

and more to the free flow state. The actual value that both graphs converge towards can be explained 

by referring to the route type, which is defined as fastest for all calls. This means that roads with the 

highest possible travel speed (usually motorways) are favored for the analysis. Consequently, the as-

ymptote of the two speed graphs corresponds to the average speed at which the vehicle type defined in 

travel mode moves on motorways. 

3.3.6. Area comparison 

Travel times needed to reach an end point from a start point are the result of travel distance and travel 

speed of the specific route. To compare different areas, a combination of detour based on the street 

layout and delays based on traffic influences must be considered. This means that both the detour and 

traffic factor for different areas must be calculated based on a comparable variable. Since in practice, 

the determination of air distances with the help of the great circle formula is easy to implement and 

free of location specific influences, the air distance is chosen as the comparable variable. The goal of 

this area comparison is to derive a travel distance and travel time for free and congested state depend-

ing on the covered air distance. The travel distance on the one hand can already be determined by the 

air distance multiplied with the detour factor: 𝑑𝑡 = 𝑑𝑎 ⋅ 𝑑𝑓(𝑑𝑎). On the other hand, the travel time is 

calculated as follows: 𝑡𝑡 = 𝑑𝑎 ⋅ 𝑑𝑓(𝑑𝑎) ⋅ 𝑣 (𝑑𝑎). The travel time comparison is shown in Figure 16. 

 

 

Figure 16 Travel time comparison for Munich, Germany 

The combination of travel distance per air distance and travel time per air distance allows us to 

assess the considered area based on sustainability aspects. To show the applicability of our measures in 

the context of sustainability we analyze exemplary one sustainability dimension: The economical sus-

tainability is measured by costs per air distance. Therefore we assume 0.7€ per kilometer driving costs, 

an hourly wage of 20.5€ as driver costs and 7.5€ per hour of vehicle occupation costs, which is in line 

with other literature [153]. Continuing, the costs per air distance kilometer for Munich are shown indi-

vidually and in total in Figure 17. 

All curves are degressive. The costs during free flow (dashed lines) are always slightly below the 

congested graphs, although they become more and more similar over time due to the aforementioned 
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reason of motorway access when the air distance increases. The relationship between driving costs and 

driver + vehicle occupation costs is particularly noteworthy. With increasing distance, the driver + ve-

hicle occupation costs are dominated by the driving costs. In this example, the driving costs exceed the 

driver + vehicle occupation costs in free flow / in the congested state from 8 / 12 air kilometers. On 

average, the congested mode results in higher costs of about 12 cents per air distance kilometer com-

pared to free flow, which corresponds to additional costs of about 6.7%. 

 

Figure 17 Costs per air distance for Munich, Germany 

3.4. Case Study: Comparison of four German cities by detour, infrastructure and traffic congestion indices 

and their impact on road network performance 

In order to compare four different cities, data on detour factor, travel speed and costs are deter-

mined in free flow and congested state for each city using the previously described methodology. The 

four selected cities are Berlin, Hamburg, Munich and Stuttgart as they are ranked among the top 6 Ger-

man cities within the 2019 TomTom traffic index ranking. The central starting locations in Table 16, 

mainly based on existing depots by local transportation service providers, were used in this case study: 
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Table 16 Selected cities' starting locations 

City Latitude Longitude Street-Level Address 

Berlin 52.519051 13.408583 Berliner Innenstadt, 10178 Berlin 

Hamburg 53.551181 9.992416 Alter Wall, 20095 Hamburg 

Munich 48.116363 11.556560 Schäftlarnstraße, 81371 Munich 

Stuttgart 48.776248 9.180116 Dorotheenstraße, 70173 Stuttgart 

In the following paragraphs, all results are plotted and interpreted. In the descriptions of the dia-

grams, the keyword "collected" indicates that the data shown is displayed as it has been retrieved and 

has not been smoothed or modified in any way. "Calculated" means that the data was estimated by 

regression and therefore smoothing can occur. The curves of the different cities are always marked 

identically to allow for easy comparison as shown in Figure 18: 

 

Figure 18 General graph legend 

3.4.1. Detour, Travel Time and Costs Charts 

 

Figure 19 City comparison: Detour factors (collected) 
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Figure 20 City comparison: Travel distances (collected) 
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Figure 21 City comparison: Absolute travel distance difference (collected) and relative travel distance loss (calculated) 
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Figure 22 City comparison: Costs per air distance km (calculated) 
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3.4.2. Detour Factor 

The detour factors in Figure 19 describe the interaction between air distance, street network den-

sity and straightforwardness of existing connections. By taking a closer look at the curves of the de-

tour factors, it is noticeable that the detour factors of the three cities Hamburg, Munich and Stuttgart 

develop nearly identical starting at about 11 kilometers air distance and approach a value of 1.4. In 

addition, the course of the curve for Hamburg is noteworthy, as it is rather constant at the beginning 

in contrast to the other curves. This indicates a strong deviation from a road network made up from 

straight connections around the centralized starting point, which is the case in Hamburg due to the 

river Elbe and its many waterways inside the inner-city area. Only after exiting the inner-city area 

and gaining motorway access, the detour factor decreases as more direct connections become availa-

ble. Lastly, Berlin's detour factor is consistently lower than all other detour factors, which indicates a 

well-developed road network. 

3.4.3. Travel Times 

The travel time curves provide information on how cities position in terms of infrastructure and 

congestion measurement. Four different charts are generated. The two charts in Figure 20 show the 

travel distance in relation to the travel time both in free flow and congested state. The next two charts 

in Figure 21 focus on travel distance loss: The left chart in Figure 21 shows the absolute difference 

between these curves. The right chart shows the relative loss of travel distance from free flow to con-

gested status. 

It is apparent that Stuttgart has the highest travel distances compared to the given travel times 

in both free flow and congested state. When looking at the relative loss curve for Stuttgart, we notice 

that it is relatively low compared to the other curves. This means that Stuttgart does not have a major 

congestion problem and the city has a very good infrastructure.  

The counterexample to this is Hamburg. The speed of movement tends to be lowest in Hamburg 

in free flow and congested state. The relative loss curve for Hamburg is above average. This suggests 

a poor infrastructure, as the possible travel distances without traffic are already relatively low. The 

congested state in Hamburg can be classified as slightly above average in comparison. 

The most congested cities are Munich and Berlin, with Berlin showing a relatively constant rel-

ative loss of around 16 percent (0.16) compared to free flow. Munich, on the other hand, is character-

ized by an increasing level of relative loss, which is approaching 17 percent (0.17). 

Depending on the observation interval, Berlin (up to 10 minutes of travel time) or Munich (from 

10 minutes of travel time) can be classified as the most congested city in the comparison at 07:00:00 

departure time. 

3.4.4. Transportation Costs 

The economical sustainability of infrastructure, congestion and detour factor is reflected in total 

costs of transport. The cost rates from Chapter 3 were used for this calculation. The first two curves 

from left to right shown in Figure 22 represent costs per air distance kilometer for free flow and con-

gested condition. The right curve in Figure 22 shows the cost difference between congested and free 

flow. 

The costs per kilometer are highest in both free flow and congested conditions in Hamburg. This 

can be explained by the fact that Hamburg has an average detour factor, a poor infrastructure and a 

moderate traffic congestion level. Due to the average detour factor, the driving costs per air distance 

are also average, whereas the driver and vehicle occupation costs are far above average due to the 

low absolute speeds. 

The graphs for Stuttgart in free flow and congested state are slightly above the curves of Munich 

and Berlin, which describe a comparable course. The absolute speeds are highest in Stuttgart, which 
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means that the higher costs can only be explained by the higher detour factor of Stuttgart. Stuttgart's 

detour curve is always above average and to a large extent the highest amongst all cities. 

Munich and Berlin share the lowest costs per air distance kilometer. In Munich, the absolute 

speed is higher than in Berlin, both in free flow and congested state, with Berlin having a significantly 

lower detour factor. These two facts cancel each other out, resulting in both cities having an almost 

identical level of transport cost. 

The cost difference curves allow conclusions to be drawn as to how much additional cost per air 

distance kilometer is incurred depending on the choice of departure time. In Berlin, different depar-

ture times cause the highest difference, Stuttgart the least and Hamburg and Munich show almost 

identical cost difference curves. In addition, the costs induced by congestion can vary between 0.07€ 

and 0.5€ per air distance kilometer, depending on the distance and city, which results in a consider-

able total cost difference for a high number of kilometers travelled. 

3.4.5. City comparison 

When approaching a comparison of two or more regions from a RNP standpoint it is essential 

to define the scope of comparison. As we can derive from the subsections above it is not enough to 

know detour/travel speeds to conclude a transport cost related order of different regions. To order 

regions within the context of RNP a clear perspective to interpret the data must be set. This perspec-

tive consists of the following three characteristics: (1) Performance indicator, (2) daytime and (3) air 

distance. To begin analyzing our four regions, one of the suggested (1) performance indicators must 

be chosen. This stems from the fact that analyzing only one regional performance indicator indicates 

high costs per kilometer but at the same time another performance indicator’s values compensate the 

first one and lead to lower costs per kilometer as we would have expected. For example, Stuttgart has 

a high detour factor which - considered isolated - would lead to the expectation of high costs per 

kilometer. Stuttgart’s high travel speeds in contrast lead to low travel times and therefore result in 

transportation costs per kilometer only slightly above average. Because of that, the interpretation of 

the level of different performance indicators must not be mixed up. Following that, a (2) daytime to 

compare regions must be set. This is of course necessary due the fact that the level of traffic congestion 

and thus congested speeds/costs in congested state are highly time dependent as shown in Figure 10. 

As the peak congestion times are slightly different for specific regions the decision must be made 

whether different regions are analyzed at different times or one daytime for all regions is set. Indi-

vidual daytimes for every region would allow comparison of peak congestion states whereas an iden-

tical starting time for every region increases comparability in cases where departure times are fixed 

(e.g. due to business and delivery hours/time windows). Last aspect to take care of is the air distance 

(3). Performance indicator values are dependent on the travelled air distance. Therefore, specific air 

distance intervals or fixed air distance values should be set to ensure context specific analysis. To 

remotely compare regions without any knowledge about locations to be approached from the starting 

point, an average air distance of potential trips should be estimated. If precise information about 

locations to be approached is available, the distances between these locations and the starting point 

should be calculated and used for further analysis. 

3.5. Discussion 

The collection method presented in this paper assumes that the free flow condition in a traffic 

area occurs at midnight. This means that the time of departure influences the volume of traffic and 

thus the transportation costs incurred. To minimize these costs, the additional costs caused by the 

traffic volume must be included in scheduling algorithms. These are often offset by penalty costs for 

delayed deliveries. Scheduling algorithms should therefore not solely minimize the penalty costs but 

consider the addition of congestion costs and penalty costs. 

As previously described in literature [250,269], free flow is characterized by an accepted delay. 

This means that even in free flow, the maximum speeds allowed will mostly not be reached. On the 
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one hand, this is due to a certain number of road users that are considered acceptable, on the other 

hand, parts of the infrastructure such as road conditions, traffic lights and traffic routing considerably 

influence the maximum speed any road user can be expected to reach. Traffic congestion therefore is 

not defined by a speed lower than the maximum speed, but as the excessive delay above an agreed 

upon norm. 

So far in literature, little attention has been paid to the explanation of the detour factor, its deter-

mination and the investigation of its influencing factors. It has a direct influence on the cost per air 

distance kilometer. Driving costs are influenced because travel distance is dependent on the air dis-

tance and the detour factor. In addition, driver and vehicle occupation costs are influenced, since 

longer travel distances also increase travel times. 

As shown in Chapter 3, the cost factors detour factor, infrastructure and traffic change with in-

creasing air distance. This means that describing regions by using only a single value for detour, 

infrastructure and traffic would be very imprecise. Therefore, when considering the individual per-

formance indicators, a progressive function should be modelled to ensure accuracy. In addition, 

when comparing different regions, observation intervals must always be defined (here 15min travel 

distance or 15km air distance) and kept constant across all observations, since the arrangement of the 

curves can change relative to one another for increasing distances. 

The detour factor decreases with increasing air distance in urban areas. This means that the 

greater the air distance to be covered, the less detour is required. As previously explained, this stems 

mainly from the fact that motorways or inner-city highways which usually follow a comparably 

straight or direct course, can be accessed as air distances increase. Consequently, when calculating 

costs, transportation companies must take a closer look at short distances, as the costs per kilometer 

can be many times higher than for longer distances. These short distances occur mainly in distribu-

tion between customer locations. 

The conducted studies show that the arrangement of the curves can differ considerably from 

detour, travel speed and cost per kilometer. The transportation costs per kilometer are always the 

product of the factors detour, free flow speed and delay by congestion. A consideration of individual 

cost drivers such as detour or traffic makes sense from certain interpretation points of view, but to 

estimate or even compare the transportation costs, an isolated consideration is not enough. 

Chapter 4 shows that significant cost differences can arise between different geographical re-

gions. As transport companies mostly charge prices for distribution regardless of the region, the con-

tribution margin of a single shipment will vary between regions. It is therefore advantageous to carry 

out the analysis presented prior to choosing a location for a terminal or depot. This will allow man-

agers to compare all available locations and make a final choice dependent on future transportation 

costs. In addition, single customer locations could be evaluated by selecting a customer's delivery 

address as the starting point for the analysis. The results obtained can be used to model or adjust 

customer-specific tariffs. 

3.6. Limitations and further research 

The results of our analysis are directly dependent on the choice of starting locations. This means 

that when comparing regions, care should be taken to ensure that the characteristics of the different 

starting locations are comparable. During the exemplary case study presented in this paper we have 

decided on terminals or depots of local transportation service providers. For a comparison that is not 

dependent on the distribution context, we recommend that the centrality of the location should be 

considered. Consequently, the most accessible and central point within the region to be investigated 

should be chosen. However, this is only a rule of thumb. Future research could focus even more 

intensively on the correct choice of starting location. 

Large areas, where no passable infrastructure is available, can influence the result of the ana-

lyzes. All corner points of the retrieved polygons always form accessible points and are therefore 
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located directly on existing roads. In case of areas without (accessible) roads, the polygon points di-

rectly at the edge of the area and remains constant until a road can be reached. This distorts the result 

of the detour factor. In most cases, this leads to a higher detour factor since the points bordering the 

road free area produce small air distances in relation to the increasing API query's restriction. After 

overcoming the road free area by sufficiently large travel distances (=API restriction), the air distances 

which have been constant before increase dramatically and the error of the detour factor is corrected. 

Currently, all polygon corner points are included in equal parts in the air distance's mean value 

calculation. However, if there are areas within the region to be investigated which are irrelevant for 

the analysis or which should not be considered, certain corner points could be excluded from the air 

distance calculation. The key points could also be weighted in relation to the customer locations. The 

modification of the point weights to individual business cases offers more room for further research. 

The TomTom API always returns a polygon with a maximum of 50 corner points. This means 

that regardless of the size of the accessible area, a maximum of 50 accessible points relates to straight 

lines and this polygon is used for further evaluation. However, depending on the restrictions of the 

query, this number of points may be too low. 50 points are too few if the result of a query with high 

restrictions (e.g., 120 minutes of travel time) is retrieved. In this case many roads could be accessible, 

i.e., the polygon would have to show many more corner points. TomTom reduces this large number 

of accessible points to exactly 50 polygon points and thus distorts the average air distance. The meth-

odology on when and especially how this reduction occurs is a black box as TomTom is not providing 

any details on the algorithm in use. A remedy could be the usage of the HERE Maps API, because the 

maximum number of corner points is unlimited for this service and grows with the number of reach-

able points. However, the quality of the traffic data currently does not allow the use of HERE's API. 

In the future, researchers could try to combine the two APIs, i.e., the accuracy of HERE’s presentation 

and the accuracy of TomTom’s traffic data. 

To estimate the environmental impact of RNP our presented method can help to estimate pollu-

tion per air distance based on speed and detour. Therefore, we must combine our results with vehicle 

data such as power and fuel type. This information combined with speed values can be used as input 

variables to calculate energy consumption per kilometer via COPERT regression functions [270,271]. 

With the information derived by DIN Deutsches Institut für Normung e.V. [272] the energy consump-

tion can easily be converted into pollution per driven kilometer. Based on aerial distance and the 

offset with detour factors travel distances can be derived. The combination of vehicle data, COPERT 

regressions, travel distance and speed leads to overall emissions produced by certain road users 

[273,274]. Following that, our method can be used to analyze the impact of the RNP on emissions of 

specific user groups and areas. 

One impact of RNP on social urban sustainability can be expressed by road noise emissions. A 

widely used calculation model for road noise is CORTN [275] which was originally designed by the 

Great Britain Department of Transport [276] and adapted by different researchers for several regions 

like Tehran and the whole European Union [277,278]. Beside the travel speed measurements this 

model processes information like traffic flow and road characteristics which must be gathered from 

other resources. Combining all the needed information to implement the CORTN model our method 

can help to quantify the impact of RNP on urban social sustainability. 

3.7. Conclusion 

The contribution of this paper is an efficient methodology of programmatical data retrieval, sup-

plementation and analysis for RNP measurements utilizing publicly available traffic information. We 

base our methodology on the scarcely researched reachable range concept. Reachable range APIs 

allow for time and resource-efficient retrieval of area-wide results by outsourcing data processing. 

Due to this, the problem of defining the sum of all relevant sinks can be overcome by defining a 

centralized starting location and analyzing the retrieved polygons encompassing all possible, by def-

inition reachable, destinations within a road network. 
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We have quantified and shown that when examining the impact of road network performance 

on the economic dimension of sustainability, it is mandatory to consider two types of costs in tandem: 

distance based as well as time-based costs. These cost factors are driven by the specific network per-

formance characteristics of detour and travel speed as presented in this paper. Evaluating any of 

these two factors in isolation, in example by referencing the publicly available TomTom Traffic Index 

Ranking, does therefore not allow for reliable inference of total costs and might lead to wrong busi-

ness decisions. 

Future studies could head into different directions. Considering our methodology, the accuracy 

can be increased by combining technology from different navigation service providers. Considering 

the three dimensions of sustainability, our methodology can be used to evaluate the RNP’s environ-

mental and social impacts on urban sustainability with the combination of the retrieved data and a 

framework like COPERT or CORTN. 
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4. Speed Limit Induced CO2 Reduction on Motorways: Enhancing Discussion Transpar-

ency through Data Enrichment of Road Networks 

4.1. Introduction 

Greenhouse gas emissions, especially carbon dioxide emissions, are a significant driver of cli-

mate change [279]. Therefore, political discussions and ecological debates have focused on reducing 

CO2 emissions to slow down the impact of man-made climate change for more than 25 years [280]. 

According to the European Environment Agency (EEA), the energy supply and transport sectors 

are main contributors to this problem by producing the largest amounts of CO2 emissions. More spe-

cifically, one major factor is road transport, which accounted for 18% of European CO2 emissions in 

2018. Road transportation can generally be divided into the commercial and private transportation 

sectors. The European Commission stated that commercial road transportation accounts for about 

38% of all CO2 emissions produced via road transportation, whereas private road transportation rep-

resented by passenger vehicles contributes the remaining 62% of CO2 emissions. Extensive literature 

can be found on the topic of dealing with the connection between the public road transport sector 

and greenhouse gas emission as well as potential actions to achieve certain reductions [271,281–287]. 

While examining the literature, two major proposals to reduce greenhouse gas emissions within the 

private road transport sector are identified: (1) a global change of fleet to electric vehicles powered 

by renewable energy sources instead of fossil fuels, as well as (2) the introduction of general speed 

limits to reduce higher amounts of emission produced at increased velocities. 

The proposal of switching to electric vehicles has one significant disadvantage: It is considered 

a long-term strategy and therefore has no significant instant impact on CO2 emissions [288]. Research 

on electric vehicle sales forecasting provides evidence that the first country to achieve a targeted mar-

ket penetration of electric vehicles of 50% will be Norway by the year 2026. Germany is considered 

to reach the 50% mark of electric vehicle market penetration by 2032 [289]. This slow diffusion stems 

from two sub-problems: The first and rather obvious problem lies in the fact that people are required 

to swap their combustion engine vehicles for electric vehicles. In most cases, this means buying a new 

car. Buying a new car leads to an additional financial burden, which results in people not daring to 

take the step without need or necessity [290]. The financial burden can be lowered by governmental 

support in the form of subsidies or tax discounts [291]. In addition to that, the willingness to adopt 

this new technology is highly dependent on the available charging infrastructure, which must be 

improved to make using an electric vehicle over long distances a viable alternative [292,293]. There-

fore, the problem of conversion time from conventional vehicles to electric vehicles is dependent on 

the life cycle of current conventional fleets, the financial support provided by the government and 

the willingness of consumers to adopt and accept this new technology. Secondly, a more severe prob-

lem inhibiting a short-term change of fleet is the required power supply to support large fleets of 

battery-powered vehicles. Electric vehicles do not rely on fossil fuels during operation, which results 

in reduced operating CO2 emissions. Nonetheless, one key fact that is easily forgotten is the heavily 

increased CO2 emission as a result of generating large amounts of electric energy via conventional 

means of power generation. Therefore, electric vehicles can realistically only help reduce road-

transport-induced CO2 emissions under the assumption that electricity output is generated in a de-

carbonized way [294,295]. Inspecting the G20 states, Brazil and Canada lead the comparison with 

shares over 70% of renewable power generation capacities. Indonesia, Republic of Korea and South 

Africa are considered negative examples with shares of renewable power generation capacities under 

20%. Trailing far behind in terms of renewable power generation is Saudi Arabia with zero renewable 

power generation capacity [296]. Generating most of the electricity demand via renewable resources 

like wind and sunlight is part of most governmental and ecological plans but certainly is not the main 

contributor to power generation in many countries yet. Implementing and realizing these plans can-

not be achieved overnight and therefore still impede a fleet-wide electrification [297]. Consequently, 
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politicians and researchers are looking for actions to reduce CO2 emissions quickly. An action that is 

meant to instantly reduce CO2 emissions is the introduction of speed limits on public streets. 

To allow for a better understanding of the political debate in general, we take a closer look at the 

following question: How do speed limits affect CO2 emissions? Speed limits directly influence and, 

in most cases, reduce the average velocity of motorized vehicles [298,299], even if not every driver 

can be expected to obey the restrictions [300]. Since the amount of energy required to move a conven-

tional vehicle at a specific speed directly results in liters of fossil fuel burned, which in turn leads to 

carbon dioxide emissions, the total amount of pollution created by a vehicle is heavily correlated to 

the velocity it is moving at [273,301,302]. Therefore, in theory a restriction in maximum allowed speed 

significantly reduces the maximum amount of CO2 produced on a per-kilometer basis. This correla-

tion between speed limits and CO2 reductions has been researched extensively [300,303–307]. 

Furthermore, a general speed limit can smooth out the velocity across network participants, 

leading, theoretically, to a smoothed traffic flow, which requires less braking and accelerating [308]. 

Since the amount of fuel burned during acceleration is much higher than during cruising speeds, this 

in turn results in less air pollution by CO2 emissions [305,307] while also decreasing the likelihood of 

accidents caused by speeding within the traffic network as well as noise emissions [103,105,223]. 

As a result, one key argument that is heavily controversial within the German parliament and 

public opinion alike is the introduction of a general speed limit on the German autobahn. This stems 

from the fact that carbon dioxide emissions generally increase disproportionally above 120 kph and 

the German autobahn is one of the last motorway networks worldwide where it is legally allowed to 

drive at unrestricted speeds throughout large parts of the network. Studies cited in favor of speed 

reductions on urban streets as well as highways presented substantial savings in CO2 emissions in 

the range of 5 to 30%, depending on the intensity of traffic congestion [306,307]. Additionally, the 

German Environment Agency (GEA) recently published a study to evaluate the consequences of a 

general speed limit on German motorways. According to this official study, the proposed reduction 

to a maximum velocity of 120 kph should result in yearly total CO2 savings of 2.6 million tons. These 

savings assume that 55.5% of the entire motorway network flow is unrestricted and driving speeds 

along these unrestricted edges average at about 124.7 kph [309]. Critics question the validity of the 

proposed savings in terms of the assumptions made and the methodology used, since the official 

study partly relied on old data from 2010 as well as non-public information. 

When reading the referenced study [310], three suggestions for improvement regarding the es-

timation of vehicle velocities stand out that should be considered and improved upon: 

1. The study references data from nearly one decade ago to estimate an underlying distribution 

of vehicle velocities throughout the network. According to the study, additional data were 

gathered from 2010 to 2014 to measure velocity but this information has never received an 

update and could be outdated, since road conditions and construction sites have a significant 

impact on network velocity and could very well change within the span of 10 years. There-

fore, more recent data should be included. 

2. The aforementioned information was gathered via measuring points directly installed on in-

dividual motorway edges. However, the number of measuring points was very limited. In 

sequence for the years 2010 to 2014, the number of measuring points that were working as 

intended and generating data was 80, 102, 108, 114 and 116 points, respectively. Comparing 

the number of measuring stations to the total motorway network length of 25,665 km, one 

measuring point had to cover approximately 221 km. Due to this small coverage, relevance 

of the provided velocity estimations on a large scale is questionable and requires validation. 

3. The last argument for an in-depth review of these velocity estimations is one concerning data 

transparency. The raw data basis as well as the presented estimations have never been pub-

lished in detail, which inflicts doubts on the credibility of the used methodology and imple-

mentation. 
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Due to the shortcomings of the previously published study by the GEA as well as the general 

necessity to regularly update such assessments in a perpetually changing field of research [311], the 

following article aims to validate or disprove political and ecological statements transparently by 

using publicly available up-to-date data from providers such as OpenStreetMap and TomTom. 

Within our context, publicly available means the source of the information allows access to the infor-

mation by anyone upon request. We aim to evaluate whether the actual driving speeds as measured 

by navigation devices throughout the entirety of the road network are as high as presented during 

previous selected studies based on historical averages. Based on this evaluation, we compute possible 

savings via the introduction of a speed limit into the network by referencing general emission curves 

for motorized passenger vehicles. The general research question to be answered via this methodology 

can therefore be formulated as follows: 

 

How can road networks be enriched by publicly available real-world data to enable CO2 emission calcula-

tions? 

 

The remainder of this article is structured as follows: Section 2 describes and applies our meth-

odology to generate representative and routable (road) networks from publicly available data. We 

begin by retrieving geographical street data via OpenStreetMap to build the network and continue 

by supplementing the network by means of static, official traffic count and traffic distribution data 

provided by the GEA. In addition to this static information, we reference and map historically aver-

aged traffic flow information from the TomTom API onto our network to approximate network usage 

on a per-edge basis throughout any given day. Section 3 continues by outlining the calculations ap-

plied to this enhanced network to derive results in terms of CO2 emission reductions achievable by 

introducing speed limits into the traffic network. Finally, Section 4 discusses the results of our calcu-

lations in comparison to the previously published study by the GEA, while Section 5 discusses our 

findings in relation to previous studies on dynamic traffic speed limits and road participant ac-

ceptance in different countries. 

4.2. Generating Routable Networks from Publicly Available Data 

4.2.1. Extracting Data from OSM 

At its core, the methodology to be presented is based on a programmatic analysis of traffic net-

works. Within this context, a traffic network is defined as a combination of nodes and edges, while 

edges are defined as a direct link between a set of exactly two nodes. One key component of mapping 

traffic information onto network data structures is the assumption of directed connections. Therefore, 

two-way streets are defined by different nodes and edges for each individual direction. This fact plays 

a crucial role in our need to develop auxiliary functions to correctly map external data onto the right 

nodes and edges within our network. 

Building such networks from scratch would require mapping any relevant street within the net-

work as a connection of nodes and edges while also adding geospatial information to each data point. 

Due to the sheer size of a country-wide motorway network, this would require hours upon hours of 

manual and labor-intensive work. This is where open-data platforms like OpenStreetMap come into 

play. These platforms use crowdsourcing to keep information up to date and openly accessible. Es-

pecially for primary road networks, this approach results in a high coverage and accuracy [312,313]. 

Unsurprisingly, these data pools are used regularly by researchers and practitioners alike to ex-

tract detailed topological information. One such framework to create spatial networks from OSM 

data is the Python package OSMnx by Geoff Boeing [136]. By using this package, we extracted the 

relevant motorway network, in the example defined via bounding box and saved the network to disk 

as a GraphML file. This GraphML file not only contained information about nodes and edges, which, 

in their sum, define the network, but also included additional information from OSM such as, for 
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example, speed limits as enforced by traffic signs as well as the length in meters for any given edge 

throughout the network. Note, however, that this information is entirely crowdsourced and might 

therefore include errors or missing details if no OSM user has added a specific parameter to the plat-

form yet. Nonetheless, this first step left us with a fully connected and routable road network that 

already contained most basic information. In our context, fully connected and routable describes the 

fact that the network topology enables the construction of routes from a source to a destination both 

defined by separate nodes via an uninterrupted path containing several edges. Since every node at 

least contains information about its geospatial location in the form of latitude–longitude coordinate 

pairs, we can already visualize the retrieved network as depicted in Figure 23. 

 

 

Figure 23 German motorway network defined by nodes and edges as retrieved from OpenStreetMap 

(OSM) using OSMnx. 

4.2.2. Adding Official Traffic Count Data 

We began enhancing the information density of the network by adding traffic count data to 

identify estimated total quantities of cars on a per-edge basis for any average day. In case of the Ger-

man motorway network, the “Bundesanstalt für Straßenwesen” (BASt), a governmental institution, 

regularly measures traffic counts on German primary and secondary roads via a total of 1913 count-

ing points. For application in different countries or regions, corresponding local data sources must 

be identified accordingly. Of these 1913 counting points throughout Germany, 1125 are located on 

motorways. 

The most recent data available at the time of this writing were from the year 2018. Data was 

exported as a comma-separated values (.csv) file. It was then imported into the Python workspace 
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where the network resides. By using a getNearestNode function from the OSMnx package with a 

maximum cutoff radius of 5 km, we mapped the traffic count data (which include latitude/longitude 

coordinate pairs for every counting point) onto their respective nodes in the network. The contextu-

ally relevant information included in this data was comprised of 

 the average daily quantity of cars measured by the counting point, 

 as well as the average daily quantity of trucks measured by the counting point. 

After successful mapping, these data were incorporated into the network and could be refer-

enced as a data dictionary for every node’s unique ID. Figure 24 depicts all nodes that now contained 

traffic data information in yellow. 

 

 

Figure 24 Depiction of traffic count data mapped onto the network. Yellow nodes contain traffic count 

data. 

Since we only mapped data onto the individual closest node identified via getNearestNode, as can 

be seen in Figure 24, we needed to enrich all remaining nodes throughout our network as well. We 

achieved this by iterating over all nodes without data and identifying the closest node that contained 

traffic count data via great-circle distance. Therefore, all nodes around the individual nodes we 

mapped traffic count data onto were supplied with the same traffic count information. Since our 

analysis was mostly concerned with actual road sections instead of selective points, we needed to 
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derive a methodology to approximate the traffic count for every edge between two nodes. Through-

out multiple iterations of this process, we found that a simple average calculation led to satisfactory 

and sensible results. Therefore, the formula to estimate the traffic count (TC) for any given edge E 

defined by one start- and endnode (n1, n2) inside the network is the simple average of both its adjacent 

nodes. By applying this logic to every edge in the network, we arrived at the first intermediate result 

of our methodology: A road network enriched by daily traffic count data. 

 

TCE(n1,n2) =
1

2
(TCn1 + TCn2). (15) 

 

Figure 25 Visualization of traffic count within the network. Network edges are colored based on their 

daily quantity of cars. Brighter color corresponds to higher traffic count. 

As can be seen in Figure 25, throughout Germany, certain areas showed a specifically high traffic 

count. The western area, mainly the state of North Rhine–Westphalia, as well as the areas around 

Frankfurt, Stuttgart, Berlin and Munich, depicted a higher-than-average traffic count, which was to 

be expected since these geographical areas are known socioeconomic conurbations and therefore are 

central traffic turnstiles throughout the German traffic landscape. Note, however, that by now, the 
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network only contained averaged daily traffic count information for every edge. To perform a thor-

ough and time-specific case study, region-specific car distribution data on an hourly or even a 30-min 

interval basis needed to be added. Otherwise, all calculations performed within the network would 

need to be averaged for an entire day. This would require the assumption that traffic was evenly 

distributed throughout any given day, ignoring the existence of rush hours. 

4.2.3. Adding Additional Traffic Distribution Information throughout the Day 

To be able to divide the daily total traffic count per edge into 30-min intervals, a distribution 

function was derived using another set of officially published BASt data. This second data set is a 

more detailed version of the previously used traffic count data set and includes hourly data points 

for the same traffic counting points. We grouped this data by hour and extracted bidirectional traffic 

counts, derived the average hourly traffic count and used linear interpolation to approximate data 

for every half-hour mark. This results in the distribution shown in Figure 26. 

 

 

Figure 26 German motorway traffic distribution throughout the day. Two peaks can be identified, 

corresponding to daily commuting rush hours. 

As expected, two major peaks were identified, corresponding to the daily commuting rush hours 

across the German motorway network. At 8:00 a.m., on average, 3% of the total daily number of 

vehicles were traveling along any given edge. Between 9:00 a.m. and 7:00 p.m., the average percent-

age of daily vehicles on edge varied between 2.5 and 4%, peaking in between 5:00 p.m. and 6:30 p.m. 

Between 11 p.m. and 4:00 a.m., only a marginal amount of daily traffic occurred on German motor-

ways. This distribution later allowed for a more precise calculation of flow kilometers across edges 

for any given timestamp within the network. The total quantity of daily cars per edge (see Section 2.2 

and Figure 25) was therefore multiplied by the average percentage from Figure 26. By applying this 

transformation, specific travel speeds could be weighted by the total sum of applicable flow kilome-

ters. A detailed description of the flow kilometer calculation is given in Section 3.1. 

In case no suitable, region-specific data set to estimate a daily traffic distribution is available, the 

distribution provided in Figure 26 can be used as a reference for countries with comparable size and 

similar official working hours. 
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4.2.4. Adding Real-World Traffic Flow Information to the Network 

Continuing, the next part of our methodology was concerned with adding external real-world 

traffic flow information, in this case using the TomTom Routing Application Programming Interface 

(API) into the network. Real-world information refers to historical data gathered under practical cir-

cumstances, in this case via navigation devices. In comparison, the official (in this case mostly gov-

ernmental) data sources used in previous studies by the GEA were mostly estimations from small-

scale data samples or simulation based. Therefore, the accuracy of real-world data was considered 

significantly higher on a wide scale. Data that adhered to this definition could be retrieved program-

matically by sending HTTP-compliant GET-requests to a remote API endpoint provided by TomTom. 

The endpoint allowed access to a database of navigation information supplemented by historical data 

gathered via personal and commercial navigation devices. Every route request, excluding free quotas 

provided to experiment with the API, required authentication and incurred a cost. To request and 

incorporate this data efficiently, we first needed to generate routes such that, at best, every edge in-

cluded in the network was also included in at least one or more TomTom routing calls while mini-

mizing the total number of routes required. 

4.2.4.1. Generating Network Routes Requestable via TomTom Routing API 

A TomTom route is defined by a single source and destination coordinate pair. In between these 

two points, up to 148 points along the route can be inserted. By trial and error, we devised a five-step 

process to generate a list of 958 routes in total, which resulted in a network coverage of 98.79% of all 

relevant motorway nodes. These five steps can be summarized as follows: 

1. Identify all motorway endpoints by filtering for network nodes with only one adjacent mo-

torway edge. 

2. For every node identified in such a way (destination), apply the Dijkstra algorithm to calcu-

late the shortest path from the network’s central node (source) identified via degree central-

ity. The result is a sequence of nodes comprising the shortest path. 

3. Since the network is defined as a directed graph, Step 1 only handled one direction. There-

fore, apply the same logic from Step 1 in reverse to all endpoints that have not yet been found 

in any route from Step 1. 

4. For every remaining endnode, calculate the shortest path from the endnode (source) to the 

central node (destination). 

5. After applying Steps 1 and 2, a total of 3630 nodes (out of 13,763 network nodes) were still 

not included in any path, since these nodes did not lie on any shortest path to or from the 

previously identified network endpoints in combination with the central node. To handle 

these nodes as well, we derived the following logic: Select new start- and endpoints within 

all remaining nodes by identifying nodes that border on exactly one node already included 

in paths from Steps 1 and 2. For every start- and endnode pairing identified this way, once 

again create the shortest paths using the Dijkstra algorithm. Figure 27 depicts the different 

stages of route coverage described above. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 27 Different stages of network coverage after Steps 2 (a), 4 (b) and 5 (c). The rightmost image 

depicts the final network coverage. Road sections highlighted in red are traversed by at least one route 

request. 

As a next step, all 958 routes needed to be converted to a suitable format to use with the TomTom 

Routing API. In its most basic form, the API requires a route as a colon-delimited list of successive 

coordinate pairs. We therefore retrieved the latitude and longitude attribute for every node along a 

route and added them together as a text string in the format. 

 

𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔1 𝑡𝑜 𝑛 = 𝑙𝑎𝑡1: 𝑙𝑜𝑛1; 𝑙𝑎𝑡2: 𝑙𝑜𝑛2; … ; 𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑛: 𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑛. (16) 

 

Since the maximum number of points contained within any given TomTom route is restricted to 

150, we only added one coordinate pair for every motorway exit along the route, since these exit 

nodes were the only possible change in direction on a motorway. In case a route contained more than 

150 individual points, we divided the full route into individual slices, resulting in multiple API calls 

for full route coverage. An additional restriction was added in the form of a minimum aerial distance 

of 100 m between consecutive coordinate pairs. This was incorporated to compensate for slight dis-

crepancies between our network coordinates and TomTom’s routing network, which in the case of 

high-granularity routing led to mismatches and unwanted detours. The resulting list of routes com-

prised of coordinate pairings as specified and required for use with the TomTom Routing API was 

then saved to disk as a .csv file. 

4.2.4.2. Mapping TomTom Routing API Data onto the Network 

Using the comma-separated values file created during the previous paragraph, a total of 45,984 

API requests were necessary to retrieve all relevant data via the Routing API. The total amount was 

comprised of 958 requests per individual pass. One pass equaled the request of all routes throughout 

the network for a single timestamp on any future date, in this case, a future Monday. Requesting a 

future date led to the calculation of historical averages by TomTom. We observed a timeframe from 

0:00 a.m. to 11:30 p.m. in 30-min intervals, leading to 48 separate API passes. One important param-

eter that must be set is the sectionType = motorway parameter. Using this optional parameter, the 

TomTom response included additional information describing which of the return legs, correspond-

ing to network edges, lay on the motorway network. This was necessary because, as previously men-

tioned, the TomTom routing network marginally deviates from the underlying OSM network data. 

In some cases, this led to TomTom mapping the provided coordinate pairs slightly off to the side of 
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any actual motorway, resulting in high deviations of route length caused by significant detours to 

navigate to the next freeway ramp and get back on route. Since we did not want to map any of these 

detours onto our network, we eliminated this problem by using the sectionType parameter. 

The result for any individual API call was saved to disk as a JSON file. Every JSON response file 

contained multiple trip legs. Every leg contained multiple successive coordinate points. Additionally, 

every leg contained information such as length of the leg in meters, travel time in seconds required 

to fully traverse the leg, the associated travel speed in kilometers per hour as well as historically 

averaged counterparts and information about traffic-induced delays. All of these details remained to 

be incorporated into the local OSM network. To do this, we derived the following logic, which was 

applied to every response file: 

1. Iterate through all legs within the response file; 

2. Check if the entirety of points inside a leg are included in a motorway section (meaning the 

leg is entirely located on a motorway and therefore relevant); 

3. If true, calculate the shortest paths from start- to endpoint of the leg within the OSM network, 

resulting in a list of network nodes along the TomTom leg; 

4. If leg length and corresponding OSM network path length deviate by less than 10%, a correct 

mapping is found; 

5. Therefore, iterate across all edges of this path and update the edge attributes with TomTom 

leg traffic flow information. 

By running this logic, we created a data dictionary for every edge contained in the OSM network 

with a single index for every timestamp during which the edge was traversed by the API response 

data. This allowed for indexing by specific timestamps and retrieving the average travel speed for 

any given edge for a specific time of the day. 

In total, this methodology reached a traffic flow information coverage across the OSM network 

of 81.5% of all edges. 

4.2.5. Translating Average Speed into Estimated Actual Speed 

 

Figure 28 Averaged speed distribution for restricted (as in derived from sections with a legally al-

lowed maximum speed of 130 kph) and unrestricted network state, according to the German Envi-

ronment Agency. 
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Up to this point, all calculations were based on a single average travel speed for any given edge 

at a specified time t. Gathering reliable data on travel speed distributions for motorway networks is 

a laborious task and is, to the best of our knowledge, only undertaken by governmental organizations 

in small sample sizes. To adjust our calculations, we therefore needed to rely on individually pub-

lished excerpts of a non-public data set by the GEA. Depicted in Figure 28 is an averaged version of 

the original speed distribution according to the GEA. By applying this speed distribution to the his-

torically averaged travel speeds returned by TomTom, a more realistic indication of network speeds 

on any given edge was estimated. 

4.3. Case Study: Calculating CO2 Emissions 

The methodology provided in the previous section can be applied to any region that can be 

defined either via a geographical bounding box or a unique literal identifier like “Bavaria, Germany” 

to create a programmatically analyzable traffic network as long as general traffic information, OSM 

and TomTom data are available. The types of analyzes possible are predefined solely by the type of 

additional data that can be gathered. For this case study, we focused on CO2 emission calculations, 

but the necessary steps can easily be modified to include traffic-induced noise emissions or similar 

data as well. 

4.3.1. Establishing General Key Parameters for CO2 Calculations 

According to the DIN EN 16258:2013-03 norm, every Megajoule of petroleum burned produces 

75.2 g of CO2 equivalents (CO2e), while one Megajoule of diesel leads to 71.0 g of CO2e emissions 

[272]. According to the European Automobile Manufacturers Association, one liter of diesel fuel has 

an energy density of 36.9 Megajoule, while one liter of petroleum has an energy density of 33.7 Mega-

joule. Therefore, both engine types produce roughly the same amount of CO2e emission on a per-

kilometer basis, depending on the exact composition of the fuel and drivetrain efficiency. Due to this 

fact, the different fuel types were not analyzed separately. 

To quantify the total amount of possible CO2 savings resulting from the introduction of a speed 

limit, it was necessary to compute the total emissions by any given vehicle in relation to its velocity. 

As a basis for this calculation, we concurred with the recommendation of the German Environment 

Agency by referencing adjusted driving cycles provided by the Handbook Emission Factors for Road 

Transport (HBEFA). For all driving cycles, CO2 emissions on a per-kilometer basis were calculated 

using the Passenger Car and Heavy-Duty Emission Model (PHEM). For this model, modern Euro-6 

passenger vehicles were used as a baseline. Euro-6 vehicles have a nearly identical fleet average of 

CO2 emissions in day-to-day usage compared to older vehicles adhering to previous Euro-3 to Euro-

5 norms [309]. Since more than 90% of registered vehicles in Germany adhered to at least Euro-3 

standard and newer, we considered PHEM as representative and generally applicable for this analy-

sis. Since most emission models, PHEM included, are only defined for velocities up to 130 kph, the 

GEA provides unpublished “further driving cycles” up to 190 kph inside their study, which we could 

neither validate nor disprove but adhered to for comparability between both studies. Figure 29 de-

picts the final regression model used to estimate CO2 emissions by means of averaged travel speeds. 

Applying this regression to all edges within the network resulted in the total amount of CO2 g 

emitted on any average Monday throughout the German motorway network. Unfortunately, this 

result only held true under the previous assumption that all traffic is evenly distributed across the 

day. It was therefore prone to error because travel speeds as well as traffic delays vary throughout 

the day, as can be measured by inspecting the specific attributes across edges throughout the day. 

Given the fact that during a possible morning rush hour, the travel speed on a specific edge is much 

lower than during the rest of the day, this should be weighted accordingly by also including the 

percentage of daily cars that need to traverse the edge at this specific time of the day into the calcu-

lation (see Section 2.3). 
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Figure 29 Threefold regression model based on Handbook Emission Factors for Road Transport 

(HBEFA) and Passenger Car and Heavy-Duty Emission Model (PHEM), according to the German 

Environment Agency. 

The measurement of kilometers travelled along an edge multiplied by the number of total ap-

plicable cars at any specific time t was therefore defined as the edge flow kilometers of any edge at 

time t. Due to this, the total edge flow kilometers (TEFK) of any edge can be calculated via the formula 

 

𝑇𝐸𝐹𝐾 = ∑
𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ [𝑚]

1000
∗ (𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑑𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑠(𝑡)

48

𝑡=1

∗ 𝑇𝐶𝐸) (17) 

 

which enables weighting of time-specific edge calculations based on their proportion of total edge 

flow kilometers. All following calculations and results depicted were based on these weighted flow 

kilometers. 

4.3.2. Applying Speed Limits to the Network 

Introducing a speed limit into the network was as simple as defining a cutoff-threshold that was 

applied at time of calculation. During unrestricted state, every network edge contained several aver-

age travel speeds—one value per timestamp. By defining an exemplary threshold of 120 kph, we 

simply cut off any average travel speeds above 120 kph on a per-unrestricted-edge basis. Any edge 

with a speed below the threshold remained unchanged while sections above the threshold were lim-

ited to the threshold when included in any calculation. This simplified introduction of a speed limit 

could therefore be compared to the introduction of legally binding, static traffic signs on the motor-

way network. As depicted in Figure 28, not all network participants could be expected to implicitly 
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comply with the legal restrictions. Therefore, we additionally applied the speed distribution in re-

stricted state (see Figure 28, depicted in blue) to arrive at a more realistic speed distribution for any 

given edge at specified time t. A thorough discussion of the results achieved by introducing different 

speed thresholds into the network can be found in the upcoming section. 

4.4. Results 

In this section, we examine the results presented by the German Environment Agency within 

the official study and compare these results to calculations derived directly via the network. 

4.4.1. Network Benchmark 

We began by comparing basic statements concerning the general motorway infrastructure, its 

state of restriction and general usage-patterns to establish a baseline similarity between both the of-

ficial study and our programmatical analysis. The results of this comparison are shown in Table 17. 

Table 17 Benchmark between general motorway infrastructure according to the German Environ-

ment Agency (GEA) and proposed methodology for network analysis. 

Speed Limit [kph] 
Ø Travel Speed 

GEA [kph] 

Affected Flow 

GEA [%] 

Ø Travel Speed 

Network Analysis 

[kph] 

Affected Flow Net-

work Analysis [%] 

100 103.3 10.95 102.9 8.38 

120 115.6 17.17 114.24 25 

130 118.3 7.4 118.82 8.8 

Unrestricted 124.7 55.5 126.77 53.5 

Network-wide 116.5 - 119.37 - 

According to the GEA, 55.5% of the German motorway flow across the network currently has 

no permanent speed restriction (e.g., static traffic signs) in place. In cases of no speed restriction, 

hereby defined as “open” sections, the average travel speed across network participants is measured 

at 124.7 kph. A total of 10.95% of network flow is permanently restricted to 100 kph with a measured 

average travel speed of 103.3 kph. The largest part of the restricted network flow is statically restricted 

to 120 kph with an average travel speed slightly below the allowed maximum speed at 115.6 kph. 

Another 7.4% of network flow is presented as currently restricted to 130 kph with an average travel 

speed of 118.3 kph. The remaining 8.9% of network flow belongs to speed categories below 100 kph, 

as is the case with inner-city motorways or permanent construction sites. On average, travel speed 

across all network flow is 116.5 kph, according to the GEA. 

By retrieving the same statistics programmatically via the motorway network, we arrived at 

comparable results for speed restrictions of 100 kph, 130 kph and for non-restricted traffic flow with 

8.38% and 102.9 kph, 8.8% and 118.82 kph as well as 53.5% and 126.77 kph, respectively. In the case 

of network flow permanently restricted to 120 km, our results differed significantly from the official 

study. The network analysis resulted in 25% of flow kilometers that were currently restricted to 120 

kph instead of the previously cited 17.2%. In terms of average speed on these sections, the results 

converged again with the network analysis, resulting in 114.24 kph compared to 115.6 kph. This dif-

ference was most likely caused by including versus omitting dynamic traffic signs during the analy-

sis. While we have no specific information on how dynamic traffic signs were handled by the GEA, 

our network defaulted to assuming an average restriction of 120 kph. Across all flow kilometers, the 

network calculated an average travel speed of 119.37 kph. 
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4.4.2. Theoretical Versus Practical Speed Restrictions 

By definition, a restriction only occurs if the historically averaged travel speed is higher than the 

threshold at which the speed limit would occur. This means that it is entirely possible that even 

though a particular section of the motorway network legally allows for a maximum speed of 130 kph, 

meaning that it would in theory be restricted by a speed threshold of 120 kph, in reality the histori-

cally achieved travel speed averages at about 118 kph. What this in turn means is that even though 

on first glance, a road previously limited to 130 kph might be restricted by a general speed limit, in 

reality most network participants on this road section are never able to reach travel speeds above the 

speed limit throughout most of the day, meaning the restriction would not affect them at all but 

would also not contribute to any CO2 savings resulting from a general speed limit. While critics of 

general speed restrictions base their argumentation of heavy incursions on personal freedom on the 

first aspect of currently allowed maximum speed limits, the more relevant aspect in terms of CO2 

reductions is the analysis of practical, real-world facts as recorded by navigation devices. 

Putting these claims to the test by adding the previously retrieved historical traffic details from 

TomTom into the equation, our network analysis revealed that only 7.19% of all flow kilometers allow 

for high-speed driving. High-speed driving is defined as the circumstance that a road section is cur-

rently not restricted by any traffic signs (“unrestricted” or “open”) and has no traffic-induced delays, 

for example, caused by traffic jams or construction sites. Comparing this 7.19% of practically “unlim-

ited” flow kilometers according to real-world TomTom data (where it is indeed possible to achieve 

high speeds in day-to-day driving) to the previously described 53.5% of theoretically unrestricted flow 

according to traffic signs, a major gap between theory and practice became obvious. 

Additionally, a total of 65.61% of all flow kilometers on average do not reach their legally al-

lowed travel speed (according to traffic signs) due to general traffic volume as well as traffic jams. To 

put it simply, most motorway sections operate at suboptimal performance due to traffic delays in-

duced by too many network participants simultaneously claiming usage of the same finite infrastruc-

ture. Additionally, another 1.61% of all flow kilometers operate below their legally allowed speed 

limits without any traffic-induced delays at all. On the other hand, for 22.5% of flow kilometers, the 

average daily travel speed exceeds the legally allowed speed limit, leading to illegal speeding on 

certain motorway sections. It therefore appears that major reductions in CO2 emissions can already 

be achieved by enforcing current speed limitations more strictly. 

Referencing the speed limit of 120 kph as proposed by the GEA, the introduction of such a gen-

eral speed limit across the entire network would restrict 50.74% of practical flow kilometers, leading 

to a decrease in average speed of 4.1 kph or 2.94% compared to the status quo. 

4.4.3. Analysis of Possible CO2 Reductions by Inducing Speed Limits 

Now that we have established that a general speed limit of 120 kph across all German motor-

ways would restrict 50.74% of total daily flow kilometers based on real-world traffic data, the ques-

tion remains as to what proportions of CO2 emission savings would result from such measures. 

During the second major part of the analysis, we identified potential emission savings on a per-

edge basis by calculating the total CO2 emissions with and without a speed limit threshold in place. 

To achieve this, we calculated CO2 emissions by inserting the historical travel speeds as measured by 

TomTom, adjusted by applying the travel speed distribution previously depicted in Figure 28 into 

the regression model and retrieved the respective CO2 emissions. If the historic travel speed was 

higher than the introduced speed threshold, the value of the threshold was inserted instead. Accord-

ing to our traffic data network coverage of 81.5%, we scaled up the results of our calculations by 

dividing each absolute CO2 value by.815, such that the remaining 18.5% of network edges not covered 

by any TomTom data were likewise included within the results to be presented. 

By applying this logic to the network, total daily CO2 savings of 7.43% compared to the unre-

stricted network can be achieved, while the aforementioned 50.74% of flow kilometers throughout 
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the German motorway network would practically be restricted. In absolute measures, this would 

save 9796.37 tons of CO2 emission per day or 3,575,675.95 tons of CO2 per year within the transport 

sector. To calculate yearly savings, we assumed a historically averaged Monday is representative for 

any given weekday. Future research might focus on analyzing network characteristics depending on 

different days of the week, especially Monday to Friday versus the weekend. 

Table 18 Sensitivity analysis of different speed limit thresholds and their impact on network speed 

compared to CO2 savings. Highlighted in blue is the scenario of 120 kph referenced during most of 

this article. 

Speed Thresh-

old [kph] 

Restricted Flow 

Kilometers [%] 

Ø Speed Re-

striction [kph] 

Ø Speed Re-

striction [%] 

CO2 Savings 

[%] 

CO2 Savings 

[tons] 

60 96.91 57.52 46.73 28.04 36,965.63 

70 96.91 47.83 38.37 27.45 36,184.47 

80 92.06 38.26 30.54 25.98 34,251.81 

90 87.92 28.77 22.66 23.16 30,536.46 

100 80.68 19.51 15.1 18.94 24,963.77 

110 69.23 10.95 8.27 13.49 17,777.05 

120 50.74 4.10 2.94 7.43 9796.37 

130 35.23 −0.14 −0.26 2.39 3144.28 

The same procedure was carried out for several different thresholds ranging from 60 kph to 130 

kph, comparing potential CO2 savings to network restrictions necessary to achieve these savings. The 

results are shown in Table 18. 

One interesting result from Table 18 is the fact that a speed limit of 130 kph would result in a 

negative change of average speed (meaning an average speed increase) throughout the network. On 

first sight, this appears to be counterintuitive. Nonetheless, these results are a good indicator for the 

underlying assumption that the introduction of a speed limit would implicitly result in road partici-

pants adhering to these new regulations. Due to the previously described average speed throughout 

the network of 119.38 km an hour, adhering to the speed limit would require the general road user 

to increase their average driving speed. Since the current average network travel speed results not 

only from driver preference but also primarily from infrastructural performance of the network in 

general, it is highly unlikely that such a broad change could be realized. 

To allow for a representative comparison between both studies it was important to keep in mind 

that while the GEA cited the total amount of CO2 emitted by motorized vehicles as 44.5 million tons 

annually, a calculation within our network returned a total of 48.12 million tons, based on official and 

supplemented traffic count information as well as navigation service provider data. Therefore, per-

centage-wise comparison required normalization as provided within Table 19. 
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Table 19 Comparison between results presented by the German Environment Agency (GEA) versus 

results generated by programmatically analyzing the network. 

Speed Threshold 

[kph] 

CO2 Savings GEA 

[m tons] 

CO2 Savings GEA 

[%] 

CO2 Savings Net-

work Analysis [m 

tons] 

CO2 Savings Net-

work Analysis* [%] 

100 6.2 13.93 9.1 20.45 

120 2.9 6.52 3.6 8.09 

130 2.2 4.94 1.1 2.47 

* Percentage-values normalized to 44.5 million tons according to the GEA. 

The estimated CO2 savings for a targeted speed limit of 120 kph differed by 1.57 percentage 

points, based on the absolute difference of 700,000 tons annually between our analysis and the results 

presented by the GEA. This gap is a direct result of the different methodologies applied. While the 

GEA used a fixed set of measuring points to extrapolate traffic flow information across the network, 

the methodology presented in this article referenced real-world traffic data provided by navigation 

devices across 81% of the network. Results differed more significantly for the remaining two cases of 

100 and 130 kph. These variations stemmed from the fact that Löhe [310], the major data source for 

the GEA analysis, only provides data from measuring points for restricted sections with a speed limit 

of 120 kph. Therefore, the GEA was only able to provide general estimations for scenarios of 100 and 

130 kph, while our data-driven methodology could draw from broad navigation service provider 

data to estimate a more realistic speed distribution for these additional thresholds. 

4.4.4. On the Way to Well-Chosen Speed Limits 

While the goal of minimizing CO2 emission is generally accepted as beneficial, discussions on 

the dimensions of restrictions necessary and acceptable to achieve these savings continue. To better 

compare the proportions of restrictions necessary for achievable CO2 savings, the parallel coordinate 

plot in Figure 30 is used. 

A completely parallel line in Figure 30 equates to a directly proportional relation between two 

parameters. An example for this is the left-hand side for a speed limit of 90 km (black line). To achieve 

percentage-based CO2 savings of 23.16% compared to the unrestricted network state, the average 

speed across the network must be reduced by 22.66%. In contrast to that, a steeper line in any direc-

tion (upward or downward slope) indicates a non-proportional relation between two attributes. The 

steeper the line, the more disproportional the relation is. Coming back to the major example of this 

article, the blue line indicates a speed limit of 120 km per hour. While the left-hand side relation 

between the average speed to be restricted and the potential savings is a positive one (an average 

speed reduction of 2.94% results in average daily CO2 savings of 7.43%), the right-hand side supports 

claims of disproportionate incisions as 50.74% of total flow kilometers would require restrictions to 

achieve this 7.43% of CO2 savings. The same can be said for any of the other thresholds considered 

during this case study. 

To seek a mutually acceptable compromise for both parties—supporters and opponents of gen-

eral speed restrictions—we took a closer look at the 120 kph restriction. In the case of 120 kph, 50.74% 

of traffic flow would practically be restricted. The total CO2 emissions could be reduced by 7.43%, 

equaling 9796.37 tons per day. Figure 31 indicates the consequences of partial restrictions. The street 

sections have been ordered by the corresponding percentage of reduced CO2 emissions in the case of 

a 120 kph restriction. A restriction of the top 19% of street sections in terms of percentage of CO2 

savings would lead to absolute CO2 savings of 5000 tons daily, which equals about 50% of total pos-

sible savings considering a speed limit of 120 kph. 
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Figure 30 Parallel coordinate plot visualizing average network restrictions in comparison to potential 

CO2 savings. 

One fact worth mentioning while examining Figure 31 is the plateau value at approximately 72% 

of cumulated flow regulated by traffic signs, whereas our previous calculations showed a maximum 

restriction of 50.74% of flow kilometers. This stems from the fact that the conceptualized restrictions 

we applied to the network would be time-independent via the introduction of static and permanent 

speed signs on road sections, but the level of speed and therefore the classification of whether specific 

flow kilometers within the network will be restricted or not are highly time-dependent. In fact, a high 

amount of flow would theoretically be regulated by traffic signs, but in practice would not reach the 

threshold of 120 kph (i.e. originally unrestricted flow at rush hours). This suggests establishing dy-

namic traffic signs to adjust speed limits throughout different times of the day, based on actual traffic 

volume at specified time t. 

 

(a)                                          (b)  

Figure 31 Depiction of the (a) direct relation between daily CO2 savings in tons and the necessary 

percentage-based restriction of network flow and the (b) ratio of theoretical (static) restriction versus 

practical (dynamic) restriction considering a 120 kph speed limit. 

Therefore, the x-axis of Figure 31 indicates the flow that is driven on edges with potential speed 

signs, but its practical restriction depends on the daytime-specific actual driving speeds. As a result, 

the amount of flow kilometers that are theoretically restricted is higher than the amount of flow kil-

ometers that are practically restricted. This is worth mentioning since speed limit opponents will 
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argue based on a 72% restriction extracted from Figure 31, which in fact distorts the proportion of 

restricted flow kilometers and ignores dynamic real-world conditions. A more in-depth analysis and 

discussion on the topic of dynamic traffic regulation can be found in the upcoming section. 

 

 

Figure 32 Network edges colored by the amount of daily CO2 savings per edge resulting from a gen-

eral speed limit of 120 kph. Brighter areas correspond to higher savings. 

Figure 32 depicts the result in terms of absolute CO2 savings per network edge (with an average 

edge length of 1.8 km) throughout the German motorway network according to our network analysis. 

Unsurprisingly, the highest savings are to be found on motorway edges in between large cities. As 

proximity to city centers increases, only marginal savings, if any, exist, which is to be expected since 

most of the traffic converges at these network intersections before it splits into different directions. 

Therefore, these highly used parts of the network predominately suffer from traffic jams, decreasing 

the historically averaged travel speed. Due to this decrease in average travel speed, most motorways 

located in close proximity to major cities are not affected by a speed limit since their default travel 

speed is already below the maximum speed allowed via the introduction of a speed threshold, re-

sulting in no noteworthy CO2 savings on these network edges. 

4.5. Discussion 

Our results verify the assumption that a general speed limit throughout the German motorway 

network can help reduce the annual amount of CO2 emission by reducing average travel speeds. The 
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range of achievable savings calculated using our proposed methodology is in line with previous gov-

ernmental studies by the German Environment Agency as well as the body of literature on this topic 

[24,28,30,36] 

The methodology presented in this paper delivers a coherent guide on how to programmatically 

leverage official governmental data, historical traffic information as well as open-data platforms to 

improve on many of the shortcomings of previous studies, mainly on the issue of non-published data 

sets as well as the lack of transparency and reproducibility caused by it. 

As discussed in Section 4, it is not necessary to apply speed limits to the whole network. Instead 

of this, we suggest the usage of so-called Variable Speed Limits (VSL). In addition to reducing the 

obstacle of perceived justification, VSL contribute significant further side effects, mainly flow opti-

mization, reduced travel times, a decrease in traffic shock waves as well as an increase in road safety 

in general [314–321]. 

Unfortunately, motorists generally do not adhere to speed limits [322]. Because of that, VSL still 

require enforcement to realize many of their implied benefits [323–325], which results in high upfront 

and maintenance costs. It is therefore necessary to precisely evaluate the benefits resulting from these 

investments. In our case, Sections 3 and 4 focused on environmental benefits in terms of CO2 emission 

savings. The calculated savings of 3.6 million tons annually (by implementing a speed limit of 120 

kph) would require 50.74% of daily flow kilometers to be restricted throughout the network. How-

ever, this estimation resides on the lower end of the spectrum since it currently neglects the positive 

impacts of VSL previously described. Due to this, a wide-scale implementation of Variable Speed 

Limits could lead to reduced road occupancy, resulting in a smoothed traffic flow, which transfers to 

better driving patterns that require less acceleration and braking throughout a journey, decreasing 

the fuel consumption of any given vehicle, which directly correlates to fewer fossil fuels burned and 

less CO2 emitted throughout the network. 

Unfortunately, the proposed introduction of VSL into the network highlights a major limitation 

of our methodology, since these effects cannot currently be determined because we adhered to sim-

plifications and assumptions provided by the GEA for the sake of comparability. Due to this, future 

research might focus on improving on these assumptions and supplementing the network via more 

specific and scientifically verifiable calculations. Some key points to be approved upon can therefore 

be summarized as follows: 

We adopted the average-based CO2 emission functions derived by the GEA. Since data on how 

the underlying driving cycles have been calculated are non-public, we suggest building transparent 

CO2 emission functions. To achieve this, vehicle registration data can be analyzed to extract the dis-

tribution of different vehicle types moving on German motorways. In addition to that, open access 

frameworks like COPERT could be utilized to differentiate CO2 emission curves by vehicle and fuel 

type [274]. The biggest issue that needs addressing is the fact that CO2 emission functions often have 

a limited definition range. COPERT functions are currently only defined up to velocities of 130 kph. 

Therefore, one crucial part is finding or developing emission functions that adhere to the following 

two requirements: (1) they should be detailed enough to differentiate between vehicle and fuel types 

and (2) must be robust at higher speeds, which are driven on legally unrestricted motorways. 

Additionally, the applicability and reliability of the traffic distribution functions provided by the 

GEA depicted in Figure 28 require further validation. Since the introduction of a general speed limit 

might significantly impact the driving patterns throughout the network, leading to increased travel 

times and longer lengths of stay within the network, future studies could focus on a simulation-based 

approach to validate the assumed distribution functions and their impact on network-wide CO2 emis-

sion savings. Microscopic traffic simulation would also allow for the inclusion of VSL-based calcula-

tions [326–328], drastically improving on the applicability of our methodology to practical debates 

and potentially offsetting concerns on the topic of negative changes in driving patterns. 
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4.6. Conclusions 

The contribution of this paper is a methodology to allow for transparent data analysis in road 

networks by enriching OpenStreetMap (OSM) data with publicly available traffic information on a 

dynamic scale. 

We apply our methodology to contribute to the discussion of possible CO2 emission savings via 

the introduction of a speed limit to the German motorway network by comparing our programmati-

cal results to the official study by the German Environment Agency published in 2020. The compari-

son reveals that while the key facts and estimations in terms of network infrastructure as presented 

by the GEA hold true, major differences between the theoretical assumptions of network performance 

in terms of possible travel speeds and practical data gathered by navigation service providers can be 

identified. 

We have quantified and shown that the introduction of a flat-rate speed limit of 120 kilometers 

per hour would result in a theoretical restriction of about 70% of total flow kilometers across the 

German motorway network, saving 3,575,675.95 tons of annual CO2 emissions within the transport 

sector. More importantly, we quantify that nearly 100% of these savings could already be realized by 

restricting only 50.74% of all network sections dynamically throughout the day due to significant 

variations in time-dependent road utilization. Additional calculations for speed limits from 60 kph 

to 130 kph were provided as a means of sensitivity analysis to our findings. 

Since we adopted multiple simplifying assumptions provided by the GEA for sake of compara-

bility, future research might focus on speed distribution patterns in the context of 100 and 130 kph as 

well as on validating the presented driving cycles to calculate the speed-induced CO2 emissions. In 

addition to that, the influence of Variable Speed Limits on traffic flow smoothness and its conse-

quences, such as the level of CO2 emissions and the probability of accidents, are currently not in-

cluded and should be analyzed in detail. 
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5. Final Conclusion 

A multitude of available data sources can enable the development of new methodologies to find 

solutions for unanswered questions. In addition to that, already established solutions can be vali-

dated with the use of new information and tools. The cost analysis of road freight transportation 

networks is based on information about transport activities and their intensities. Consequently, a lot 

of dynamic data is needed to elaborate on the impacts of transport costs. On its own, the existence of 

large amounts of data is worthless if there are no adequate methods to retrieve, transform and ana-

lyze them. The goal of this thesis was to show scientifically based case studies on how to put data 

and algorithms to use to gain insightful and practically relevant knowledge in the field of road 

transport. Several data sources and methodologies were considered, applications on practical prob-

lems were shown and the results were put into the context of the scientific community. 

5.1. Implications 

Due to the fact that this thesis consists of three separately published manuscripts, every manu-

script leads to a conclusion or discussion where implications and further research are discussed. To 

draw a broader picture of the presented research, theoretical and practical implications are summa-

rized in the following section. The implications are structured as follows: Every section starts with 

general implications in the context of this thesis. In addition to that, specific implications derived 

from the manuscripts are listed with bullet points. 

5.1.1. Implications of manuscript 1 

Manuscript 1 “Bringing economies of integration into the pricing of groupage freight” shows 

the solution to a new problem by leveraging existing historical shipment data. The manuscript is the 

first publication to formulate and answer the new consignor integration problem which deals with a 

new consignor entering a shipment structure of existing consignors. The overall goal is to find a suit-

able tariff for the consignor’s shipments. This problem is solved by focusing on the nodes within a 

distribution network and analyzing their potential impacts on the overall cost structure. Information 

needed regarding the edges of the network is replaced by assumptions to keep complexity relatively 

low. This manuscript can be seen as basic research on how to handle data in the context of road freight 

transportation. The presented methodology can easily be reproduced by any stakeholder dealing 

with the NCIP. This manuscript implies remarkable findings for practitioners and researchers alike: 

 Economies of integration substantially deviate from economies of scale. In the context of road 

freight transportation, economies of integration dictate the costs of a new consignor. They 

are heavily impacted by the number of shipments, payload, certainty, drop factor, tour and 

area density of the existing shipment structure. 

 To impact the overall cost structure, a new consignor needs to add a certain volume of ship-

ments into the existing structure. When crossing this threshold, a new consignor usually re-

duces the costs for all existing consignors within the network. 

 General recommendations for tariff negotiations are formulated as follows: A consignor who 

adds less than 1% of shipments of the existing shipment structure should not pay less than 

the standard tariff. If a consignor is offered a discount, this discount should not exceed the 

reduction of costs per shipment derived from the proposed methodology. 

 Large consignors can also negatively impact the costs per shipment. Resulting from this fact, 

the historical shipments of a new consignor should always be analyzed in the context of the 

existing shipment structure even if no tariff negotiation is planned. Simply applying the 

standard tariff for a new consignor could lead to less or negative margins. 
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5.1.2. Implications of manuscript 2 

Manuscript 2 “Towards Sustainable Cities: Utilizing Floating Car Data to Support Location-

Based Road Network Performance Measurements” solves the problem of measuring road network 

performance by utilizing a navigations service provider API called “Reachable Range”. By the time 

of publication, this API and its potential have been studied by very few researchers. Consequently, 

the contribution of this paper is the integration of a new data source to solve an already studied 

question in a more efficient way. Road network performance can be measured very precisely with 

small effort when isoline calculations based on traffic data are integrated. Since isoline calculations 

need a start point and calculate reachable points via edges, this methodology is focusing on both the 

nodes and edges of a road network. The start point is considered very crucial as a small shift in a 

certain direction can lead to significant differences in results. Likewise to the methodology presented 

in manuscript 1, the calculation procedure can be reproduced very easily. The implications for dif-

ferent stakeholders are stated below: 

 The time of departure highly impacts the travel time required from origin to destination. This 

stems from the fact that traffic intensity fluctuates within a day, week and year. The analysis 

shows that most travel time is needed in rush hours in the morning and early afternoon, 

whereas the hours around midnight are considered traffic-free. These hours can be used as a 

reference when talking about the so-called free flow state. 

 The term free flow is slightly misleading since free flow is characterized by an accepted delay. 

This means that even when no traffic is occurring on the edges, restrictions such as infrastruc-

ture and traffic signs lead to a lower average travel speed than speed limits alone would 

induce. 

 Little attention in research is given to the detour factor. The proportion of travel distance and 

air distance to be covered has a significant impact on travel costs. Therefore, it is important 

to collect information about the detour function. The detour factor is not static. In fact, it is 

distance-dependent because the more air distance is to be covered the more highways can be 

incorporated into route planning. Highways are often straight-lined edges with a small de-

tour factor. 

 Travel costs are always a product of air distance, detour factor and travel speed. To compare 

different starting points, all these variables must be considered to deliver meaningful and 

correct evidence. 

 Different start points and different regions lead to significantly different travel costs. This is 

important when thinking about location problems like building a new distribution center. 

Distribution centers are approached and departed by many trucks on every workday within 

many years. This long-term planning horizon leads to a multiplication of every cost factor 

occurring while operating such a DC. Saving or expending “a few cents” per truck can lead 

to significant differences in margins impacted by the choice of location. 

5.1.3. Implications of manuscript 3 

Manuscript 3 “Speed Limit Induced CO2 Reduction on Motorways: Enhancing Discussion 

Transparency through Data Enrichment of Road Networks” supplements the debate on implement-

ing general speed limits on German motorways. Therefore, the Python library OSMnx, Open-

StreetMap data, official street count data and the TomTom routing API are combined to deliver de-

tailed information about the CO2 emission on network edges. While this manuscript does not deal 

with road freight at first glance, the methodology can easily be adopted to gather and store infor-

mation about edge speeds within a network. This manuscript shows the integration of several data 

sources as well as the first step towards gaining independence from online-only data sources by map-

ping information into an offline available network. The results are used to validate statements made 

by politicians. It is proven that their claims about CO2 reduction are based on incomplete information 
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and can be more precise by incorporating additional data sources and methodologies. This finding 

can be translated to the context of road freight as significant insights can be found by using historical 

shipment structures only (manuscript 1), but results get increasingly more precise and reliable as 

multiple data sources and data analysis methods are combined. Besides these insights, which are 

more deeply discussed in the section Further research, some specific implications can be derived from 

manuscript 3: 

 The results show that a general speed limit throughout the German motorway network 

would lead to significant CO2 reductions. This is in line with recent literature. In contrast to 

that, a few minor improvements were made compared to the official study from the German 

Environment Agency. 

 A flat rate speed limit would impact 70% of total flow kilometer driven whereas 3,575,675 

tons of CO2 can be saved annually. These savings could be realized by restricting only 50.74% 

of all network sections which could possibly lead to much greater acceptance by network 

participants. 

 The calculated CO2 savings can be seen as a bottom-line estimation. The amount of reduced 

pollution is potentially much higher as slower driving leads to fewer shock waves, better 

flow, less braking and fewer accidents. 

5.2. Further research 

This thesis shows important contributions for practitioners and researchers alike. From a critical 

standpoint, the published manuscripts do not max out every data source’s potential. Therefore, the 

next section will conclude the presented research with an outlook on further research in the field of 

road transport. 

5.2.1. Data source combinations 

As it is shown in manuscript 3, research and practitioners can benefit immensely from combin-

ing different data sources and methodologies. Every source of information can help make results 

more robust and precise. Therefore, it would be useful to integrate more data sources into manuscript 

1 and manuscript 2. Manuscript 1 could be extended by using edge-specific information to model the 

transport between points of distribution. Precise information about travel distance and travel speed 

could help to emulate real-world costs more accurately and lower cost estimation errors. When think-

ing about manuscript 2, the results could be validated by developing an alternative algorithm based 

on other routing APIs than the reachable range. In addition to that, historical shipments could be 

integrated to modify general reachable ranges and weigh the retrieved polygon points by the close-

ness of potential recipients. In general, it can be stated that the existing research questions should be 

elaborated on with the possibilities of additional APIs to achieve the best results possible. Manuscript 

3 clearly shows that estimations based on static data can lead to huge differences in specific outcomes 

in comparison to estimations based on dynamic data. 

5.2.2. Structural comparison of data sources 

Another perspective regarding the available data source providers can be taken. In some cases, 

it can be useful to compare data from different providers. The choice of API is based on specific needs 

like precision, data quality and coverage. There is no peer-reviewed research found about the struc-

tural comparison of navigation service providers. Further research could develop specific key per-

formance indicators and test them for different providers, APIs and regions. This would support 

researchers and practitioners in terms of choosing the right provider for future case studies. 

5.2.3. Future developments 

During the writing process of this thesis, the available APIs changed several times in terms of 

retrieval logic or delivered data (structure). Besides this development, completely new APIs emerged 
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which lead to more opportunities in putting data to use. Consequently, future research should always 

check for new providers or APIs. The goal of this thesis was to search for questions and to deliver 

better or new answers based on dynamic data sources. This goal can be pursued in further research 

by analyzing existing APIs, looking for new developments and matching the respective data onto 

(existing) problems. 

Another aspect to mention under the headline of future developments is the ever-changing cir-

cumstances a transportation network is operated in. Road transportation is a very dynamic field of 

research in terms of underlying assumptions and environmental characteristics. Traffic increases year 

by year which leads to changing travel times. Infrastructure is modified which directly impacts the 

detour factor, travel distances as well as delays to be accounted for. Therefore, it is mandatory to 

check historical calculations in fixed time intervals. This means that, in contrast to the methodology, 

which holds true in the future, the experimental results in this thesis’ case studies could be outdated 

by the time of reading this final publication. 

5.2.4. From offline to online and reverse 

Every manuscript of this thesis uses online APIs to derive better insights than conventional 

methods do. Whether it is geocoding, routing or retrieval of OpenStreetMap networks, the results are 

heavily dependent on the availability of certain providers’ data. Most of the providers offer so-called 

“Freemium” models. Every user is provided with a free contingent of calls up to a limited threshold. 

When this threshold is reached, every API call is invoiced. This procedure can lead to extensive costs 

very fast. Google Maps already switched to an exclusive “paid only” model where every API call is 

invoiced immediately. To gain independence from providers, future research should focus on the 

offline storage and analysis of the latest data. In contrast to that advice, road transport is considered 

a very dynamic field of research which relies on recent up-to-date data. Consequently, future research 

should focus also on the estimation of prospective information that is currently retrieved by the time 

needed with the help of described providers. 

5.2.5. Estimation of shipment costs 

When discussing distribution in road freight networks, a very complex problem is the future 

pricing of individual shipments. This stems from the fact that the future shipment structure is not 

known in advance, network characteristics are very dynamic and shipment costs arise during joint 

production. Joint production in the context of transportation means that individual shipments are 

combined to tours to save costs and increase operational efficiency. These tours as well as the under-

lying network characteristics are not known for future scenarios. An interesting research topic for 

practitioners and researchers alike is the determination of shipment costs with stochastic tours and 

network characteristics. This would enable a new level of pricing of shipments. Every single shipment 

could be evaluated in advance, based on specific characteristics regarding network structure and 

traffic situations. This thesis builds the basis on how to use APIs to get detailed information about 

the historical shipment structure (manuscript 1) and traffic information (manuscript 2 & 3) to estimate 

different types of costs. This information should be analyzed, filtered and applied to model the sto-

chastic costing of shipments. This would lead to shipment-specific pricing, improved cost control for 

logistic service providers and cost-induced allocation between consignors within the same tour. In 

addition to that, an advanced information basis for precise tariff negotiations could be built. 

To summarize the above-mentioned opportunities for further research, this thesis can be con-

sidered as another step into a more digitalized field of road transportation. Nevertheless, a lot of 

work lies ahead to exploit the given potentials within the transportation industry. 
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